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I INTRODUCTION 
Physics as it exists nowadays would be unthinkable without its intimate connection 
to mathematics For a physicist mathematics has not only become the language to 
formulate and understand concepts, but also a source of inspiration for the develop-
ment of new theories On the other side, mathematics also benefits from the in-
terrelation with physics A famous example is the delta function, introduced by 
Dirac, which has greatly stimulated the development of the distribution theory 
Throughout the centuries a great variety of fields in mathematics have been in 
the focus of physical research In the 17''' century Isaac Newton invented differen-
tial calculus to embed the regularities in the motion of the planets, discovered by 
Johannes Kepler, in a more general theory of motion The same branch of 
mathematics enabled James Maxwell to formulate his theory of electromagnetism 
At the beginning of this century it was Albert Einstein who created general relativi-
ty, a theory in which differential geometry is used to describe gravitation Another 
application of mathematics in science is the role of probability theory in the study of 
systems of many particles Such systems are encountered in very diverse fields, like 
ideal gasses, spin lattices, or nuclear matter 
Group theory, although already partly dating from the days of Joseph-Louis 
Lagrange and Evanste Galois, has only since the start of this century found its way 
into physics (Boyer, 1968) The group concept was popularized by Felix Klein at 
the end of the 19"' century and in 1905 Einstein and Poincaré noted the group struc-
ture of the Lorentz transformations In a rather short time group theory has proven 
to be an extremely useful tool, in particular in the study of symmetries in nature 
At first the most important application of groups was in the description of the sym-
metry of crystals, but in the twenties it became of fundamental importance for quan-
tum physics (Weyl, 1931, Wigner, 1959) Subsequently group theory has found wide 
applications m all branches of physics For example, crystallographic point groups 
are indispensable in atomic, molecular and solid state physics, unitary groups are 
used in particular in nuclear and particle physics 
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In quantum mechanics operators and states are often invariant under a transfor-
mation group or they transform as members of an irreducible representation of a 
group In case of an exact symmetry the Hamiltionan (the operator which deter-
mines the energy of a system) is invariant under the symmetry group and the group 
transformations can be represented by a unitary or anti-unitary transformation in 
Hilbert space, which commutes with the Hamiltoman (Wigner, 1959, Bargman, 
1964) Also important are the broken symmetries, where the Hamiltoman is not in-
variant under the group The larger symmetry groups arc mostly broken in nature, 
but they are still very useful for classification The larger the group one chooses to 
classify possible states, the more powerful the group theoretical machinery usually 
turns out to be 
One of the most important groups in physics is the rotation group SO(3), which 
is connected to the classical rotation symmetry operations In quantum mechanics 
the proper group to describe rotations is SU(2) because this is the quantum mechani-
cal representation group of SO(3). The homomorphism SU(2)—>SO(3) has first been 
given by Weyl around 1928 (Weyl, 1931) In SU(2) the mathematical spinor concept 
finds a nice application in physics The spinor was introduced as a geometric object 
in 1913 by Cartan, who already noted the minus sign appearing after a rotation over 
2K (Cartan, 1966) The group of special unitary spinor transformations is SU(2) 
In 1932 Heisenberg generalized the spinor to describe the two charged states of 
the nucleón This leads to the SU(2) isospin (isotopie spin) symmetry. It relates 
elementary particles which have different electric charges, but are otherwise very 
much alike The Wigner Supermultiplet Scheme (1937) joins spin and isospin into 
one SU(4) symmetry In the development of nuclear physics SU(2) and SU(4) have 
played an important role. Another larger internal symmetry covering isospin is fla-
vor SU(3) (see for example Gell-mann and Ne'eman, 1964) Here group theory 
proved to be of predictive power as the experimental finding of the omega-minus 
particle on Januari 31 in 1964 showed. The discovery of flavor SU(3) very soon led 
to the introduction of quarks as the fundamental building blocks for hadrons, which 
has greatly influenced particle physics Difficulties with the quark model led in the 
sixties to the introduction of a new internal symmetry, color SU(3) (Greenberg, 
1964, Han and Nambu. 1965, Gell-Mann, 1972) The color group SU(3) is used as a 
local gauge symmetry in Quantum Chromo Dynamics, the theory that is now 
thought to describe the strong interaction, in particular the confinement of quarks in 
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hadrons The quarks transform according to the defining (fundamental) representa­
tions for the different (strong interaction) "basic" symmetries, spin SU(2,S), flavor 
SU(3,F), and color SU(2,C) It is evident that the study of these special unitary 
groups is important for the description of quark systems. Other unitary groups 
emerge for example in efforts aiming at the unification of the strong, electromagnet­
ic, and weak interactions (Georgi, 1981) 
Hadrons and systems of hadrons can be considered as multiquark systems Ac­
cording to the generalized Pauli principle the quarks are indistinguishable fermions 
and therefore the symmetric group is indispensable for the study of multiquark sys­
tems. Although the Fermi-Dirac statistics puts a heavy constraint on the total sym­
metry of such a system, all kinds of permutation symmetries emerge when smaller 
symmetries are studied 
In this thesis such systems are studied in particular in connection with the men­
tioned (strong interaction) basic symmetry groups. A more or less pedagogical over­
view of a number of useful aspects of the symmetric group is intended. Some of 
these aspects may be rather well known, but they are useful for the understanding of 
the rest of the theory As a consequence some parts of this treatment may appear 
to be rather slow to readers experienced in the field. In Chapter II1 the symmetric 
group on ρ objects is defined and its representations are studied Special care is 
taken to the outer product because of the implications upon the general linear group 
and its subgroups like the special unitary groups The representations are construct­
ed by means of orthogonal projection operators, a method which deviates from the 
standard technique used by Weyl (1939) However, the use of the orthogonal pro­
jection operators simplifies the connection with the representations of the unitary 
groups a great deal. 
In Chapter III the special unitary groups are treated Their relation with the 
symmetric group is studied in a tensor space where it is possible to define basis vec­
tors that form irreducible subspaces both under the symmetric and the special uni­
tary group. Although the duality is in fact only between the symmetric group and 
the general linear group or the unitary group, we use the special unitary group 
throughout this chapter because of its physical relevance The subgroup reduction 
we are mainly concerned with is not the SU(n)=>SU(n-l)xU(l) chain, but the 
The references for the subjects treated in the different chapters are given in these 
chapters and are not repeated here 
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reduction SU(/Jin2)=>SU(nI)xSU(rt2)< which is related to the Kronecker product in 
the symmetric group The latter reduction chain corresponds to the way in which 
the composed symmetries in physics are mostly built It is very useful in for exam­
ple hadron spectroscopy Coupling coefficients (CG-coefficients) and recoupling 
coefficients (6μ- and 9μ-α)είίιαεηΐ5) are defined and studied The 9ц-соеГПсіепі5 
should not be confused with the more common 9n-symbols The 9ц-5утЬои are de­
fined such that they have the maximal symmetry possible (among other things that 
the degeneracy labels are insensitive to row or column permutation, which can cause 
special problems in SU(rc) in comparison to U(n)) The 9ц-сосГйсіепІ5 as studied in 
this thesis are the unitary matrix elements of the operator that exchanges (recouples) 
two states Therefore they can be used immediately to calculate overlaps of 
wavefunctions The CG-coefficients of composed special unitary groups can be re­
lated to CG-coefficients of subgroups The factors that give the relation are called 
isoscalar factors Such recursive relations seem to be fundamental they do not only 
hold for the CG-coefficients for SLI(n) but for those of the symmetric group and for 
the outer coefficients (which are related to the outer product) as well 
Chapter IV presents (multiquark systems) examples and extensions of the theory 
treated in the preceding chapters The applications can also be copied to nuclear 
physics by substituting nucleón for quark and by taking the groups which apply to 
nuclear physics like SU(2) and SU(4) As a first and simple example it is shown how 
to construct a wavefunction with a given symmetry It should be noted that once 
the wavefunction is established it is possible (but in most cases very laborious) to 
calculate everything one wants to know about the state under consideration It 
saves however a lot of time to use techniques like the ones described in the rest of 
the chapter The wavefunctions studied are the total wavefunctions, that is the 
internal SU(/i) symmetries combined with the spatial symmetry The spatial part of 
the wavefunction is extensively studied for 3- and 6-quark systems The rccouplmg 
is illustrated for qb states, q*q and nucleón anti-nucleon recoupling For the 6-quark 
case the spatial recoupling is treated for harmonic oscillator wavefunctions Another 
important example is the calculation of the matrix elements of a two-particle opera-
tor for a system consisting of quarks and anti-quarks Examples are the one-gluon 
exchange mass term in the MIT-bag model and the process quark interchange fol-
lowed by one-gluon exchange for a two-nucleon system 
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At the end tables can be found that allow a look up of a lot of coefficients. It 
is, however, impossible to tabulate every coefficient which could be useful in some 
way of another. Therefore a list of computer programs needed to compute all coef-
ficients used in this thesis and many others is given. 
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II THE SYMMETRIC GROUP' 
2.1 The group S,, 
1. Consider a set of ρ objects, each labeled with a number /, running from 1 to ρ 
A permutation is a one to one mapping of this set {;} onto itself The symmetric or 
permutation group Sp is the group of all possible permutations of the ρ objects The 
number of elements of the group is ρ ' A possible way of describing the effect of a 
permutation s on the set of ρ objects is to write explicitly each object and its image 
For instance, for Sj (the permutation group associated with four objects) a possible 
permutation s is given by 
l - > 1 
с 2-»l „, „ Í12 3 41 s , ^
 2 or s = [3 j 2 4j 
4 —» 4 
Another notation uses the so called сусіеч In a cycle each object is followed by its 
image, and the image of the last object of a cycle is the first object For instance, 
the above permutation can be written as i = (132)(4) One can read the cycle (132) 
as 1 goes to 3, 3 goes to 2 and 2 goes to 1 In this notation no number occurs more 
than once, the cycles are said to be non-overlapping or disjunct The order in which 
the cycles are written down and the number chosen as the starting number for each 
cycle, are unimportant Sometimes one omits the cycles of length one A cycle of 
length i is called an i-cycle 
A good introduction to the symmetric group can be found in Hamermesh (1964) Other 
useful books arc Miller (1972) Boerner (1970) and Robinson (1961) the latter being 
more mathematically oriented 
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2. Having given the elements of the symmetric group, we must define the multipli-
cation rule The image of each object / under the product st of two permutations s 
and t is obtained b> applying the two permutations (mappings) successively (first t, 
then s), that is to say (st)(])=s(t(])) A few properties of the cycles in connection 
with the multiplication are 
- the €-th power of an i-cycle is equal to the unit element, 
- the inverse of the cycle (ij k) is equal to (k ji), and 
- disjunct cycles commute 
We will give some rules which are useful in calculating the product of two per-
mutations When the number ι is not present in the cycle (у k) we can add Í to 
this cycle 
( i / )0 *) = (i/ *) (2 1) 
or replace j by ; 
0J)(J *)('ƒ) = (' *) (2 2) 
Transpositions are permutations whose net effect is the interchange of two objects ι 
and j They can be written as a single 2-cycle (ij), where we have omitted all cycles 
of length one A transposition is its own inverse A basic set of transpositions is 
(12), (23). (p-1,/7) (2 1) 
Every transposition (i;), where / < ; , can be generated from this basic set by using re­
peatedly rule (2 2), 
( I / ) = ( I , I - H ) ( I + 1 , I + 2 ) 0-1,7) (ι + 1,ι+2)(,,ι + 1) (2 4) 
In this expression the cycles overlap An f-cycle can, using (2 1), be written as a 
product ot € - 1 transpositions, 
(ijk l) = (ij){lk)(k) ( / ) (2 5) 
An arbitrary permutation is a product of cycles and because of (2 5) a product of 
transpositions These transpositions can be expressed as a product of basic transpo-
sitions Therefore we see that every permutation is equal to some product of the 
basic transpositions 
The basic set (2 3) of transpositions and therefore all elements of the group Sp 
can be generated by the 2-cycle «=(12) and the p-cycle b=(\2 p) Since fc''=e, 
where e is the unit clement of Sp, we may write Ь~{=ЬР~1 The basic set (2 3) can 
be written as (12)=a, (23)=6afc''"1, {'i4)=b2ab'''2, etc 
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The set of ρ objects on which the permutations are defined can be divided into 
two disjunct subsets with /?, and /ъ objects such that P\+P2=p This allows us to 
consider Sp and Sp as subgroups of 5;) and to define the direct product Sp xSp 
This direct product is also a subgroup of Sp 1 he basic set (2 3) of transpositions is 
properly adapted for the subgroup Sp xSp because the first P]-l transpositions of 
(2 3) form a basic set for Sp and the last pj-l for Sp 
3. We have seen that every permutation can be written as a product of transposi­
tions The way to do this and therefore the number of transpositions in the product 
is not unique However, the number of transpositions is always even or odd, 
depending on the permutation Accordingly one calls a permutation even or odd 
For example the unit element is an even permutation and the inverse of an even 
(odd) permutation is again an even (odd) permutation An f-cycle is even (odd) 
when ί is odd (even) The product of two even (or two odd) permutations is even 
The product of an even and an odd permutation is odd The commutator 
q=s]S2!>\~
[S2l of two elements s ι and Í2 of V 1S always an even permutation The 
group generated by all commutators of Sp is called the commutator group of Sp 
This group (when p>\) consists of all p'/2 even permutations of 5^  and is also called 
the alternating group Ap The commutator group of 5,, is an invariant subgroup of 
Sp and the factor group Sp'Ap=S2 is the largest abelian factor group of Sp 
4. Two elements s and s' of a group are called conjugate if there exist an element t 
in the group such that s' =tst~l In the case of the symmetric group it is very easy to 
establish (Hamermesh ρ 25) that two elements are conjugate if and only if they 
have the same disjunct cycle structure We can divide the elements of 5^ in 
conjugation classes Each class contains all elements which are conjugate to each 
other A conjugation class can be identified by the disjunct cycle structure of its 
elements The elements s and s~l have the same disjunct cycle structure This im­
plies that each conjugation class contains for each element also its inverse (such 
classes are called ambivalent) The elements of the same conjugation class are ci­
ther all even or all odd We may speak therefore of even or odd classes The 
classes will be denoted by the lengths £,, íe of the ρ disjunct cycles We order 
them such that 
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£,== 5 î * o > 0 where € ,+ + <
ρ
 = ρ (2 6) 
A set of ρ positive numbers satisfying the relations (2 6) is called a partition of ρ 
Each class of S,, corresponds to a partition [£] = [f| i0] of ρ and will be denoted 
analogously The number n(i) of elements in the conjugation class [(] is 
n(t) = ^ (2 7) 
(1) a,1 (p) a,,1 
where a ( is the number of disjunct I,-cycles in the elements of the class [(] (Hamer-
mesh, p 27) 
All conjugation classes Ц] and the corresponding numbers n(l) for S1, to SH are 
displayed m Table Al 
Example 1. 
(i) The group 5т contains 6 elements The classes are [1] [21], and [ l 1 ] ^ ! ! ! ] 
The class [I1] contains only the unit clement e^(l)(2)(3), which is an even per­
mutation The class [3] contains the n(3)=2 even permutations (123) and (132) 
The class [21] contains the n(21)=3 odd permutations (12)-(12)(3), (13)=(П)(2), 
and (23)=(23)(1) 
The group Α τ consists of the 3 even permutations contained in the classes [I1] 
and [3] 
(u) The group 54 contains 24 elements The even permutations are contained in 
the classes [l4]=[llll]={e}, [2:]=[22] and [31], and the odd permutations in the 
classes [4] and [212]=[211] The number of elements in each class are n(lA)=l, 
«(22)=3, л(31)=8, я(4)=6, and и(212)=6 
The group AA consists of the 12 elements contained in the classes [I4], [22], and 
[31] 
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2.2 Young diagrams 
1. A partition ^ 1 = ^ μ,,] of ρ can be represented graphically by a Young diagram 
The Young diagram of [μ] is a figure containing ρ boxes ordered in rows of length 
u, We will use the same notation [μ] for classes of 5;,, partitions of p , and Young 
diagrams with ρ boxes For ST, the Young diagrams are 
[3]= Π [Л- [21]= Ρ - and [14= E 
From a Young diagram [μ] we can make its associate diagram [μ] by interchanging 
rows and columns When the diagrams [μ] and [μ] are identical, then the diagram 
[μ] is called self-associated In 5
λ
 the diagrams [3] and [I1] are associated and the di­
agram [21] is self-associated 
2. A Young tableau is a Young diagram with ρ numbers put into the boxes in some 
specified way A standard Young tableau is a tableau which contains the numbers 1 
to ρ m such a way that the numbers in each row increase from left to right, and in 
each column increase from top to bottom The standard Young tableaux for 5з are 
p. w ГГТ2Ш, HU^, ІЛ^, and (2 8) 
A Young diagram can allow for several standard Young tableaux. Each standard ta­
bleau can be denoted (Yamanouchi, 1937) in a compact and simple way by a 
Yamanouchi symbol M = M\ Mp This is a row of ρ numbers M,, where M, is the 
row in the standard tableau in which the number ι appears Notice that our nota­
tion for the Yamanouchi symbol differs from the one used by Hamermesh. The 
Yamanouchi symbols corresponding to the standard Young tableaux (2 8) of 5-, are 
111, 112, 121, and 123 
The standard Young tableaux and corresponding Yamanouchi symbols for the di­
agram [31] of Sj, are 
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gmUlUZ, ¿рШ
 = 1 1 2 , d n d Щ І Ш = 1211 
The Yamanouchi symbols (and therefore the corresponding standard Young ta­
bleaux) belonging to a certain Young diagram are ordered as follows The symbol 
M comes before the symbol Л' if M<\', when the symbols are regarded as compo­
site numbers In the above example 1112<1121<1211 
3. The hook of a certain box у in a Young diagram is defined as the figure formed 
by this box ; and all boxes to the right of j in the same row of the diagram and all 
boxes below j in the same column For example, the hook belonging to the first 
box in the second row of the diagram [322] is 
Χ λ 
T l 
The hooklength of a box in a Young diagram is the number of boxes in the hook of 
this box In the preceding example the hooklength is equal to 3 The hooktableau 
of a Young diagram is obtained by placing in each box of the diagram the hook­
length of this box The hookproduct /ι[μ] of a Young diagram [μ] is the product of 
all numbers in its hooktableau The hooktableaux belonging to associated diagrams 
contain the same numbers Therefore 
ΑΓμ] = Α [μ] (2 9) 
A check on the calculation of the hookproducts for the group Sp is provided by the 
relation 
Σ ί Μ μ ^ ι / ρ ' . (2 10) 
μ 
when summed over all Young diagrams [μ] with ρ boxes (see Section 2 3) 
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Example 2. 
(ι) The group 5т The hooktableaux are 
[ГТТ], p H . and 
The hookproducts are /i[3]=/i[l1]=6 and /i[21]=3 
(u) The group S7 The hooktableau and hookproduct for the diagram [322] are 
Π 2 
2 1 
Б 
and A [322] = 240 
4. The ЕШЙ/ distance ρ(μ,Λ:,>') between two boxes χ and ν of a Young diagram [μ] is 
the number of steps (horizontal and/or vertical) to get from χ to у These steps are 
counted positive when going down or to the left and negative when going up or to 
the right The axial distance is independent of the path' When box χ is at the posi­
tion (a,b), where a denotes the row and b the column, and when box у is at the po­
sition (c.d), then 
ρ(μ,*.
ν
) = (*>-«) (rf-c) (2.11) 
Some axial distances in the standard tableau 1112 for the diagram [31] of .S4 are 
ρ(1,2) = -ρ(2.1) = -1 and ρ(3,4)=-ρ(4.3) = 3 
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2.3 Irreducible representations 
1. The number of inequivalent irreducible representations {irreps) of d finite group 
is equal to the number of classes Since the different classes of Sp can be represent­
ed by Young diagrams, it is not surprising that also the ditterent irreps of Sp can be 
represented by Young diagrams We will denote the irreps of Sp by the same parti­
tions [μ] of ρ as the corresponding Young diagrams The use of Young diagrams al­
lows one to express properties of the irreps of the symmetric group by means of 
graphical rules Below we will give rules that determine the assignment of the dif­
ferent inequivalent irreps of Sp to the Young diagrams with ρ boxes We will not 
derive these rules The whole procedure can be made more clear by generating the 
irreps of Sp via idempotent elements in the group algebra of Sp, see for example 
Boerner (1970) 
2. Each group, and therefore also 5 ; ;, has a trivial representation, defined by 
D["l(s) = 1 tor all elements s of Sp (2 12) 
This one-dimensional irrep belongs to the Young diagram \p\ It is also called the 
symmetrical irrep Ap is the commutator group of Sp The two one-dimensional ir­
reps of the factor group Ϊ2=ς>ρΐΑρ c d n be extended to one-dimensional irreps of Sp 
One of these irreps is the trivial irrep, the other one is called the alternating or an-
tisymmetncal irrep It belongs to the diagram [I' '], which is the associated diagram 
of \p] It is defined by 
D' 1 '(Λ) = ε(ν) , (2 Π ) 
where 
ί +1 when s is an even permutation 
FCVÌ = \ y
 > 1—1 when s is an odd permutation 
For a given irrep [μ] we can define the associated irrep [μ] by1 
In general (2 14) is not true for the matrices of the irreps in standard form (Sec 
tion 2 4) 
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oM(s) = E{S) D[%) (2 14) 
The irrep [μ] is represented b> the Young diagram [μ] and the associated irrep [μ] by 
the associated diagram [μ] The dimensions /[μ] and /[μ] ot the irreps [μ] and [μ] 
are obviously equal The associated irrep of [u] is again the original irrep [μ] 
Sometimes the irreps [μ] and [μ] are equivalent In that case [u] is called a self-
associated irrep and belongs to a self-associated Young diagram 
3. There are several ways to find the dimension of a certain irrep of of Sp First of 
all it can be shown that the dimension ƒ [μ] of the irrep [μ] is equal to the number of 
different standard Young tableaux for the Young diagram [μ] A check on the cal­
culation of the dimensions is provided by a theorem (Hamermesh, ρ 107), which 
states that 
Σ / 2 [ μ ] = / ^ (2 и ) 
μ 
where we sum over all inequivalent irreps [μ] of the group 5,, However, when the 
number of boxes in the diagram becomes large, the above rule to find the dimension 
becomes very laborious and cumbersome But it can also be shown (Boerner, 1970) 
that 
/[μ1=ρ'/Λ[μ] (2 16) 
where Λ [μ] is the hookproduct of the Young diagram [u] Combining (2 15) and 
(2 16) gives (2 10) Using (2 9) we find again that 
/[μ] = / Ы (2 17) 
From (2 16) it is also clear that the dimensions of the irreps [p] and [lp] are both 
equal to one 
The dimensions of the irreps for 5, to 58 are given in Table Al 
Example 3. 
The group 5т Counting the standard Young tableaux in (2 8) gives 
/[3] = /[I1] = 1 and /[21] = 2 
Using the hookproducts of Example 2 in Section 1 2 and Equation (2 16) gives 
of course again 
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/[3] = / [ Π = f = I and /[21] = y = 2 
4. Important in the study of representations of a group arc the characters of these 
representations The character χ of a (finite dimensional) representation D of a 
group G is 
x(i) = 7-rD(i) = 2 D
w v
( j ) (2 18) 
w 
This is a complex function on the group The characters of equivalent representa­
tions are identical Representations with identical characters are equivalent. The 
character takes the same value on all elements of the same conjugation class One 
can consider it therefore as a complex function on the set of classes [t] 
The unit element e of the group is always represented by the unit matrix The 
dimension ƒ of a representation is therefore 
ƒ = X(0 (2 19) 
All representations of a finite group (for instance 5,,) are equivalent to unitary 
representations (Hamermesh, ρ 93) For unitary representations we find then that 
D\s) = D-[(s)=D(s-1) and 
Χ(ί-1) = χ*(4) (2 20) 
For the symmetric group the elements Í and s~] belong to the same class This im-
plies that they have the same value of the character, 
X(i",) = x(j) (2 21) 
(2 20) and (2 21) together imply that the characters for the symmetric group are 
real. In fact they take on only integer values 
The characters of the inequivalent irreps of a group can be arranged in a 
character table This is a matrix X with matrix elements Χ(μ=χ^\ί), where [μ] 
denotes the different inequivalent irreps and t the classes Since there are as many 
inequivalent irreps as classes, the character table is a square matrix For the ele­
ments of the character table the following orthogonality relations hold 
Σ «(<) χ | μ , (0 τ χ | μ |(*) = /ι(σ)ό(μ.μ') (2 22a) 
n(t) Σ Χ |μ |(0* x'-kí') = я(С) ò(€,0 , (2 22b) 
μ 
where η (G) is the order of the group and n(i) the number of elements in the class 
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[ί] (Hamermebh, p. 104,110). We can define an inproduct for (not necessarily ir­
reducible) characters by 
(x.x') = - T W Σ X W X ' Í O = T7U-Z"(0x(0*x 'W· (2.23) 
The complex conjugate D* of a representation D is also a representation of the 
group. The character of D* is the complex conjugate of the character of the 
representation D. For the symmetric group these characters are equal and so D* is 
equivalent to D. For the irreps this means 
[μ·1»[μ]· (2.24) 
For the character of the irrep [μ] we find 
χΜ(ί) = e(j)XW(s). (2.25) 
It follows, that for self-associated representations 
X ' ^ J ) = Ü , (2.26) 
when s is an odd permutation. Some simple characters can be written down directly 
xlPl(s) = 1 and χΙ 1 ' ^ ) = Φ) , (2.27) 
for all s of 5p. 
The character tables for S2 and Sj are easy to construct. Consider for example 
the character table for 5t given in Table A2. The first and last column are given by 
(2.27); the last row by (2.19). The second element of the second row is given either 
by (2.26) or by the use of (2.23). The first element in the second column can be ob­
tained by using either (2.22) or (2.23). 
A book dedicated to the study of characters is Littlewood (1958), who gives 
tables of characters of the groups 52 to 5|(). In general the computation of the ir­
reducible characters of the symmetric group is tedious. A rule can be given (Ham-
ermesh, p.201 ff) to calculate the value of the character of the irrep [μ] at the class 
[i] = [€ l . .g : 
- Place exactly €, numbers 1 in the empty boxes of the diagram [μ]. 
- Do this in all possible ways, starting with i = l and so on, according to the follow­
ing prescription. 
- For each /': start at some arbitrary row of the diagram; when the number of filled 
boxes exceeds the number of filled boxes in the preceding row by one, go to this 
preceding row and continue this way until all €, /'s have been placed (the part of 
the diagram that is now filled must have the shape of a valid Young diagram). 
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- Attach to each possible way of filling the entire diagram the number +1 if the to-
tal number of cycles i, which yield an even number of lines in [LI] that contain i's, 
is even, and the number -1 if it is odd 
- Add the + r s and - I ' s for all possibilities, the result is the value of the character 
at that class 
This way of filling a diagram is called régulât application of boxes The easiest way 
to understand this rule is to study the next example 
Example 4. 
The character of the irrep [32] of S*, We will construct the value of the charac-
ter at the different classes using the above rule 
class [5] impossible, therefore χ'ν '(^) = 0 , 
We must fill m five I's in the Young diagram [32] in a regular way We can­
not start in the first row since that would forbid going to the second row 
When we start in the second row, then after filling the first box of this row 
we have to go to the first row and again we cannot fill the diagram [42] in a 
regular way with all I's 
class [41] t j ^ r X l 1 2 1(41)=-1 
Only when we start in the second row we can place four l's in a regular way 
in the diagram There is only one way to place the single 2 The applica­
tion of I's needs an even number of lines (2), and the application of 24 an 
odd number of lines (1) We needed an odd number of applications with an 
even number of lines, so this diagram contributes -1 
class [32] il , χΙ121(32) = 1 
There are two ways to fill the boxes in a regular way with three I's How­
ever, when we start with the I's in the second row, then we cannot fill the 
remaining boxes with 2 s in a regular way 
26 ScLtion 2 "ί 
Cassai: Щ Р . У Р . О Г ^ . 
χΙ
3 21(312) = I - 1 - 1 = - ι . 
" i l i , зі 1112:21 dass [24]: 
χΙ-
12
Ι(2 :1) = 1-1 + 1 = + 1 
1112131 
χΙ'
121(213) = 1 + 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 = + 1 . 
- R1?P 
^т: fifa, tyjjíi. Üjs, 555.
 or gp, 
χΙ
,2
Ι(15) = 1+1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = +5 . 
We see that we end with all standard Young tableaux for the diagram [32]. Be­
cause x
| 3 2
' ( l s )=/[32] we recover that /[32] is equal to the number of standard 
Young tableaux for [32]. 
The character tables for the groups 52 to 5 S are given in Table A2. In this table 
the irreps and the classes are denoted by the numbers of Table A l . An example: 
the class [I5] of S_s has number 7; the irrep [32] has number 3; the value (+5) of the 
character (of the irrep [32]) on the class [I5] can be found in the T1' row and 3"' 
column of the 5 5 character table. 
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2.4 A standard form for the irreps of S,, 
Later on we will need matrix elements of the irreps of Sp However, these 
representation matrices are not uniquely defined, but only up to an equivalence 
transformation From each equivalence class of irreps we choose one irrep and call 
that the standard form of the irrep By convention we will only use this standard 
form when we need the matrix elements explicitly As standard form we will use 
Young's orthogonal form (Robinson, 1961) These matrices are real and unitary, 
and thus orthogonal 
The irrep [μ] of Sp is defined in an /^]-dimensional vector space ν'μ ' In this 
space we choose an orthonormal basis e'ft!, with 
(e'&],<? W) = δ(Μ Ν) , (2 28) 
where the index M runs from 1 to /[μ] The matrix elements D\^\ are defined by 
D^\s) e У = Σ e Ψ DH(í ) (2 29) 
ν 
Because the dimension /[μ] is equal to the number of standard Young tableaux we 
can also label the different basis vectors ety by these standard tableaux, or 
equivalently by the corresponding Yamanouchi symbols M=M^ Mp in increasing 
order. 
All matrices of an irrep of Sp are properly defined when we know the matrices 
of the generators (12) and (12 p) of Sp The matrix of this last permutation is in 
general very complicated It is easier to gi\e an explicit form for the representation 
matrices of the transpositions of the basic set (2 3) The matrices of the transposi­
tions (i,/ + l) in the Young's orthogonal form (Robinson, 1961) are given by 
Z)W(<,( + \)e\t} Mf =оеДО „ + П 1 ? « ^ « w ц, , (2 30) 
where σ=1/ρ(!+1,ι) is the inverse axial distance between the boxes / + 1 and / in the 
standard Young tableau (corresponding to the Yamanouchi symbol) M\ Mp 
The associated irrep [μ] of [u] was defined previously by (2 14) That definition 
differs in general by an equivalence transformation from the one in (2 30) 
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Example 5. 
The two-dimensional self-associated irrep [21] of S-^ The basis vectors e1^11 are 
labeled by 
M = 1 = 112 = Л"!3 and M = 2 = 121 = -Uí 
In the standard Young tableau M=l = 112 we have ρ(2,1) = 1 and ρ(3,2) = -2, and 
01-4(12) ем: = ец: 
Dl21l(23)ell2 = -lÁeU2 + V2V3el2l 
In the standard tableau M=2=121 we have ρ(2,1) = -1 and ρ(3,2)=2, and 
Dl2 |l(i2)
e i 2 l = -el2l 
Dl21l(23) С,,, = '/z e
m
 + 2У/З eU2 . 
The standard form for the irrep [21] of 5, is 
DM(e) = [¿ f) , 0^(П) = Vi{--V3-Y3} , 0,2,1(123)= ' / 2 ( _ ^ з ^ ] , 
0 |2"(12) = [J 1\} . Ol2|l(23) = '/2(^3 Χ'] , 0|2Ι|(132) = ^ [ ^ з ^ 3 ] 
The group 5з is also the symmetry group of the unilateral triangle Situating 
this triangle in the к-у plane as in Fig 1, makes that e.g the transposition (12) 
is a reflection with respect to the jt-axis and (132) is a rotation over 2π/3 The 
corresponding transformation matrices give the standard form of the irrep [21] 
For this self-associated irrep [21] of S^ holds 
Dl"l(5) = ε(ί) S DM(S) S-[ with 5 = Í Д ¿1 
Fig 1 The unilateral triangle 
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2.5 Clebsch-Gordan series 
The irreps [μ] and [μ'] of Sp are defined in the vector spaces И"' and И1 '1 In each 
of these spaces we have orthonormal basis vectors (2 28) such that the matrix ele­
ments (2 29) give the irreps in standard form In the tensor product space 
уіиліі = vi"] (g yin I (2 31) 
we have the orthonormal (product) basis vectors 
eW^e^Qety (232) 
In this tensor product space we can define the tensor product [μ]®[μ']=[μ®μ'] (also 
called Kronecker or inner product) of the irreps [μ] and [μ ] by 
0 1 ^ 1 ( 0 el#U'i = ( DMU)ety ) ® ( D^\s)e^ ) (2 33) 
This tensor product [ιι®μ'] is also a representation of Sp Its matrix elements are 
D\№%s(s) = Dllt\,(s)D\l(Us) (2 34) 
The character of the tensor product is 
х
[ м ^ . ] ( 5 ) = χ [ μ ] ( ί ) χ [ μ | ( Λ ) (2 35) 
The representation [ιι®μ'] is in general reducible It can be completely reduced 
into a direct sum of irreducible components [μ"] This is formally expressed by the 
Clebsch-Gordan (CG)-series 
[μ]® [μ'] = Σ «(μ,ιι\μ") [μ'Ί (2 36) 
where m (μ,μ',μ") is the (inner) multiplicity index of the irrep [μ"] in the product 
[μ®μ'] The multiplicity index is given by the inproduct (2 23) of the characters of 
[μ®μ'] and [μ"] Since for Sp the characters are real, we have (use also (2 35)) 
«(μ.μ',μ") = JT Σ X H (0 Χ,μ '(*) ΧΙμ '(*) (2 37) 
The multiplicity index is obviously totally symmetric under interchange of any of its 
arguments, 
™(μ μ',μ") = /и(μ,μ',μ') = /η(μ',ιι,μ") = (2 38) 
Because the irreps [ρ] and [l^] are both one-dimensional, we have two trivial CG-
senes, 
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[μ]®[ρ] = [μ] and Ы ® [ 1 р ] = Ы (2 39) 
The last CG-senes follows from (2 14) This gives (using (2 38)) the multiplicity in­
dices 
77ΐ(μ,μ',Η) = δ(μ-μ') and /Μ(μ,μ'.[1'']) = δ(μ.μ') (2 40) 
Consequently, the symmetric irrep [p] is contained only once in the tensor product 
[μ]®[μ] and the antisymmetric irrep only once in the product [μ]®[μ] From (2.25) 
and (2 37) follows 
[μ] ® [μ'] = [μ] 0 Η (2.41) 
Example 6. 
The CG-senes for 5ч involving [3] or [I1] are given by (2 39) The only non-
tnvial series is 
[21]®[21] = П] + [21] + [11 | 
It is easy to see that this equation is correct The tensor product of the two 
two-dimensional irreps [21] is a four-dimensional representation The irreps [3] 
and [I1] are both contained in the product, but each only once (use (2 40)) We 
need therefore an extra two-dimensional irrep. The only possibility is [21] 
The CG-senes for S2 t o ^s c a n be found in Table A3 For each Sp we have in 
the center of the table the values of the multiplicity indices ^(μ,μ',μ") On the left 
and right there are pairs μ and μ'. Because of (2 41) there are in most cases two 
μ,μ' pairs. The irreps μ" are displayed at the top and bottom A top μ" belongs to 
μ,μ' pairs at the left and a bottom μ" belongs to ιι,μ' at the right. All irreps are 
denoted by the numbers given in Table Al 
To illustrate the use of Table A3 we consider the S^ multiplicity index 
w([32].[41],[221]) The irrep numbers of [32] and [41] are 3 and 2 Therefore we 
have an (ordered) μ,μ' pair with numbers 2,3. This pair appears at the left as well 
as the right. The number of the irrep [μ"]=[221] is 5 It can be found at the bot­
tom In the S'h row, З"1 column we find the value of the multiplicity index- 1 
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2.6 Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
The tensor product representation [μ®μ'] m the product space И11®*' 1 can be com­
pletely reduced into a direct sum of irrcps This means that И ^ И can be written as 
a direct sum of invariant subspaces 0 μ 1 Since the irrep [μ"] is contained /?ι(μ,μ',μ") 
times in the product [μ]®[μ'] we need an index Γ to distinguish these different 
equivalent irreps. We write 
yW g) ylv Ì = 2 © Vb ](Γ) , (2 42) 
μ г 
where Г takes on the values 1 to m (μ μ',μ") In each of these subspaces Η μ 1(Γ) we 
choose a standard basis (using the Yamanouchi symbol labeling) These direct sum 
basis vectors e %)(Г) are orthonormal 
In the tensor product space ν |μ®μ 1 we have defined two different orthonormal 
bases, the product basis efe^1 and the sum basis efe'(Γ). These two orthonormal 
bases are related by a unitary transformation The matrix elements of this transfor­
mation are called Clebsch-Gordan (CG)-coefficient4 In the case of Sp the phases 
can be chosen in such a way that the CG-coefficients are real We write 
efeJ(r)= 2 С(ЬЬ fe T)eW (2 43a) 
WW 
and 
eW = Σ ОД& fe r)
e
feJ(r) (2 43b) 
μ TW 
Since the CG-coefficients form a real unitary matrix they have the following ortho­
gonality relations 
Σ Cflfr & ft r) C(ft fe If. Δ) = δ(μ",ν") δ(Γ,Δ) b(M\N") (2 44a) 
4M 
and 
Σ ОД Jfr Ä r) C(IJ IJ (r i) = о(.И,, ) δ(Μ' ,Λ') (2 44b) 
μ ΓΜ 
All non-zero CG-coefficients for ^2, S3, and 54 are given in Table A4 For each 
CG-coefficient two integers a and b are tabulated The value of the CG-coefficient 
is then equal to 
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C ( M &) = sign(e) yTiïJb 
We don't need an index Г for 52, ST,, and ^4, because the multiplicity index 
m (μ,μ ,μ ) is never greater than 1 
In case one needs 5^ CG-coefficients for p>4, it is useful to note that the Sp 
CG-coefficients С,,(в !(, fy r) can be written (Hamermesh, ρ 268 ff) as linear combi­
nations of the S,,-, CG-coefficients C/;_i(£¿ Χ Δ) with ν=μ
ρ
/Μ
ρ
, K=M\ Μ
ρ
-χ, and 
similarly for κ , К , κ , and Κ In order to keep track of the different groups in­
volved it is handy to attach a subscript ρ to the Sp CG-coefficients We write 
CpOSr & ft 1) = Σ ^ *μ"Δ) Cp-rfft l i Δ) , (2 45) 
Δ 
where the K-factors for Sp can be calculated recursively from the CG-coefficients for 
Sp-\ (Hamermesh, ρ 271 ff) 
What is meant by κ=μ/Λ/ρ9 The Yamanouchi symbol M=Mi Mp defines 
uniquely a standard Young tableau of the irrep [μ] of Sp It defines therefore also 
the irrep [μ] itself When we use in the CG-coefficients for M the Yamanouchi sym­
bol, then the label μ is superfluous However, when we use for M one of the 
numbers from 1 to /[μ], then the label μ is necessary The Yamanouchi symbol 
Μ=Λίι Mp defines uniquely the Yamanouchi symbol K^M^ Mp-\, which in turn 
defines uniquely a standard Young tableau with p - 1 boxes belonging to the irrep [κ] 
of £,,_, This irrep [κ] is bvmbohcally denoted by κ=μ/Μ
ρ
 In Equation (2 45) the 
entries in the Sp CG-coefficients give so uniquely the entries in the Sp-.\ CG-
coefficients, except the multiplicity index Δ This leaves us with the often trivial 
summation over Δ 
In Table A5 a set of K-factors for S-, to 5 6 is given We have restricted our­
selves in this table to those factors Κ
ρ
(££ £ д) where the diagrams [κ] have at most 3 
rows and the diagrams [κ'] at most 2 rows The phase convention is to take positive 
the non-zero K-factor which has the number ρ in the standard Young tableaux Μ, 
M', and M' (in this order) in the last possible row In that case the CG-coefficient 
with the first Μ, M', and M is positive A more extensive discussion about rela­
tions and phase conventions for these K-factors is given by Somers (1983) Another 
method to compute the 5,, CG-coefficients has been developed by Schindler and 
Mirman (1977) They give tables up to fs 
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To illustrate the ease of using of the Tables A4 and A5 wc calculate an Sf, CG-
coefficient We do this in two steps S^S-i—*SA The necessary .S4 CG-coefficients, 
for which no multiplicity indices are needed, can be found in Table A4 We write 
CM Ь & r) = Σ кма ? А) С,« tí Δ) , 
The Sp irreps are denoted by either the Young diagram [a] or the corresponding 
number as indicated in Table Al Let us compute explicitly C(r211) where no multi­
plicity indices are needed Using Table Al we find 
[u] = [μ'] = 2 = [51] and [μ"] = 3 = [42] 
Using the ordering of the Yamanouchi symbols as explained in Section 2 2 we find 
M = 1 = 111112, M' = 2 = 111121 , and ΛΓ = 1 = 111122 
The corresponding 5, and .S4 Yamanouchi symbols are 
К = 1 = U l l i , К' = К" = 1 = 11112 , and L = L' = L" = 1 = 1111 
This corresponds to the 5 s and .S4 irreps 
[κ] = 1 = [5] , [κ'] = [κ"] = 2 = [41] , and [λ] = [λ'] = [λ"] = 1 = [4] 
Consulting the Tables A4 and A5 we find 
Cdììì) = Kau}) K¿¡U) cM Ι ί) = VW20 χ 1 χ 1 = Щ) 
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2.7 Outer products 
1. The group Sp has among its subgroups the direct products Sp x^, with P\+P2=P 
Those elements s of 5,, which are also elements of the subgroup Sp xSp can be writ­
ten as с=^і?2, where ?, and ІТ a r e elements of Sp and Sp AH irreps of Sp xSp can 
be obtained by taking the products [κ]χ[λ]=[κχ>] of irreps [κ] of Sp and [λ] of Sp 
The matrix elements are 
Dkrti L (i i*2) - Dl$ (s,) Dj'i (52) (2 46) 
The dimension of this irrcp [κχλ] of 5,, x ^ is ί[κ]Γ[λ] The matrices (2 46) do not 
form a representation of Sp because thev are not defined for those elements of Sp 
which are not contained in the subgroup SpxSp However, it is possible to lift this 
irrep of the subgroup bp xSp to a /[κΙ/ΡΙρΆρ,'/^^-dimensional representation of 
the group 5,, This induced representation (Jansen and Boon, 1967) of 5,, is called 
the outer product of the irreps [κ] of Sp and [λ| of 5,, , and will be denoted by 
[κχλ] Î The outer product is m general reducible and can be completely reduced 
into its irreducible components This is formally expressed by the outer product 
(OP)-series 
[κχλ]Ϊ = Σ η(χ,λ,ιι) [μ] , (2 47) 
u 
where η(κ,λ,μ) is the outer multiplicity index of the irrep [μ] in the induced represen­
tation [κχλ] Î We should note the difference between the CG-senes (2 36) and the 
OP-senes (2 47) In the CG-senes the irreps [μ], [μ'], and [μ"] all refer to the same 
group Sp In the OP-senes the irreps [κ], [λ|. and [μ] belong to different groups, viz 
S^, Sp , and S ρ respectively 
The outer multiplicity index η(κ,λ.μ) can be found in the following way (Hamer-
mesh, ρ 250 ff) 
- Take one of the two Young diagrams [κ] or [λ] Assume that we take the diagram 
[л] = [Хі λρ] Label the λ; boxes in the ;-th row ol [λ] with "/' 
- Add the λ, boxes that contain a "1 ' to the other Young diagram (in this case [κ]) 
in such a way that the final diagram is again a Young diagram, and no column in 
this final diagram contains more than one box labeled by "1" 
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- Do this in all possible ways. 
- Repeat the above procedure for the 2's, З'ь etc. 
- Omit all resulting diagrams for which there is a row q which has w ;>n, for some 
¡>i\ here n, is the total number of i's added to the rows 1, . . ,^-! and m, is the to-
tal number of y's added to the rows l,..,g. 
The resulting diagrams are all Young diagrams for 5,,. They give the right hand side 
of the OP-series (2.47) with the proper outer multiplicities. A check on the correct-
ness of the obtained OP-series are the dimensions 
-Дгт Л*] m = Σ «οα,μ) /[μ] · (2.48) 
The outer scries for all ρ between 2 and 8 are given in Table A6. The irrcps are 
labeled by the numbers assigned to them in Table Al. 
Example 7. 
The outer product [21x21] \ for ί-,χ.?·, с Sb is equal to 
r a* w - 3ΊΡ+g™ * m+ψ 
Ei * ι, ί ϋ
 + 
II 
Ώ 
Omitted are the diagrams 
EH™ · E 1 3 1 · : am 
This OP series reads in a more convenient notation 
and ra 
([21]x[21]) Î = [42] + [412] + [32] + 2[32I] + [311] + \2^ + [2212] . 
Checking dimensions gives 80 = 9+10+5+2x16+10+5+9. 
(2.49) 
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2. The connection between the irreps of Sp and those of 5^  xSp can also be ap­
proached from the opposite way An irrep [μ] of Sp is defined in the /[μ]-
dimensional vector space И"' with a standard orthonormal basis {еЩ} The ma­
trices representing the operators £>ΙμΙ(ό) with respect to the standard basis are given 
by (2 29) When we restrict the elements s of 5,, to the subgroup S,, xSp with 
Pi+P2=P > w e т а У write j=5|j2 with s ι and 52 elements of Sp and Чр The operators 
D^\s\s2) for a " J i 0 ^ ^р, а п ^ s2 of Sp form a representation of the subgroup Чрх5р 
This ƒ ^ -dimensional subduced representation [μ] { is in general reducible It can 
be completely reduced into irreps [κ χ λ] of Sp xSp This is formally expressed by the 
outer series 
[μ] Ι = Σ > ( * λ μ ) [ κ χ λ ] (2 50) 
According to the reciprocitv theorem of Frobemus (Jansen and Boon, 1967, Miller, 
1972) the outer multiplicity indices η (κ λ μ) in (2 47) and (2 50) are the same They 
can be found in an analogous way as before 
- Start with the diagram [μ] Form the diagram [μ], [κ] by omitting the boxes of [κ] 
from [u] When this is not possible the irrep [κχλ] is not present in [μ] 
- Try to place I's, 2's, etc in this diagram [μ]/[κ] according to the rules given before 
The number of /'s must correspond to the length of the row λ, of the diagram [λ] 
The number of possibilities gives the multiplicity index n(/. λ μ) Again we have a 
check using the dimensions, 
/ Μ = 2Χκ,λ.μ)/[χ]/[λ] (2 51) 
У A 
Example 8. 
5ft => S-iXSi and the irrep [42] of 5 6 
[ 4 2 ] / [ 3 ] =
 ш
 • 
In the way prescribed above we can only fill this diagram like ц and .J 
1 1 
The possibilities ,, and 23 are not allowed The two allowed possibilities 
correspond to the irreps [λ] = [3] and [λ] = [21] 
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[42] / [211 = О ^ 
Allowed ways to fill this diagram are j and -, , corresponding to [λ] = [3] 
and [λ] = [21]. 
[42]/[I1] does not exist. 
The final result is 
[42] | = [3]x[3] + [3]x[21] + [211x13] + [21]x[21] . 
Checking dimensions gives 9 = 1+2+2+4. 
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2.8 Outer coefficients 
1. An irrep [μ] of S,, is defined in the /[^ij-dimensional vector space ν'μ1 In this 
space we have the standard orthonormal basis {ety} The representation of Sp xSp 
subduced from [u] is completely reducible into irreps [κχλ] of S ρ x^,,. The invariant 
subspaces we denote by V/I>'X'I(Y), where we need the index γ to distinguish 
equivalent subspaces In each of these invariant subspaces И**''(γ) we choose a 
properly adapted basis {e'ju λ'(μ-Υ)} for the irrep [κχλ] This basis is orthonormal, 
( e ^ ' W ) , e%f> l(u.Y') ) = ο(κ,χ') ό(λ,λ') Ь(К ,Κ' ) b{L ,L') ο(γ,ν') 
In the space И11' we now have to our disposal two orthonormal bases, e ^ and 
ίΙ^Ί(μ,γ) They are connected by some unitary transformation The phases of the 
basis е'^'1(ц.у) can be chosen in such a way that the matrix elements of the unitary 
transformation are real These matrix elements $(£ ¡ § -.) are called outet coeffi-
cients. We may write 
ί
Ι
ί?>ι(μ.γ) = Σ·5(Χί ¥H*[tì> (2-52a) 
Vf 
ety= Σ S ( * U ' ) ^ ^ Ί ( μ . γ ) (2 52b) 
и 
Since the outer coefficients are the elements of a real unitary matrix they satisfy the 
following orthogonality relations, 
Σ S(í t 6 ν) SillK, ν) = δ(χ.χ') ο(λ,λ') 6(Κ.Κ· ) 6(L,Z.') δ(γ,γ') (2 53a) 
and 
Σ Sa Ι Κ, ,) Sa t Ù ν) = Ь(М,М') (2 53b) 
The outer coefficients are discussed by several authors Early contributions are by 
Elliot et al (1953) and Jahn (1954) The non-degenerate case has been treated by 
Kaplan (1962) and Hone (1964) Hone (1964) derives explicit expressions for [λ] 
being a one-row or one-column irrep Recently the degenerate case has been studied 
by Somers (1983) 
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2. Some properties of the outer coefficients: 
(i) An outer coefficient S(jJ ;' $ v) is equal to zero when the Young diagram [κ] 
doesn't fit into the Young diagram [μ], that is to say, when it is not possible to ob­
tain [v.] by omitting boxes from [u] For example, [21] fits in [22], but not in [4] 
(n) Outer coefficients for which K=¿Ml Mp¡ are equal to zero 
(in) Outer coefficients with [λ] = [1] to which (i) and (n) are not applicable are equal 
to +1 
(iv) The outer coefficients depend - apart from the considerations (i) and (n) - only 
upon the labels [λ], L, [μ1/[κ]- a n d Mp+l Mp (Somers, 1983) Here [μ]/[κ] is the di­
agram obtained by omitting the boxes of [κ] from [μ] (Section 2 7) This is a very 
strong result, because it implies that the value of p^ is irrelevant for the value of the 
outer coefficient 
3. In Table A7 the outer coefficients are given for /ъ=2 and р
г
=Ъ. In most cases 
there is no degeneracy label γ present A square root must be added for each entry 
in the table For example, -(1-дс)/2 means -vfT-Ayz Note the sign which stays 
outside the parentheses. 
The inverse of the axial distance between the box in the lowest left corner of a di­
agram [μ]/[κ] and the box in the upper right corner is denoted by χ When boxes of 
such a diagram in the table touch only at the corners they can be shifted with 
respect to each other. For example, the table entry r r - H can denote 
(that is [μ]=[533] and [κ]=[431]) where χ is equal to -1/5. For the diagram J J 
there are two axial distances that determine the form. We number the boxes ac­
cording to the first Yamanouchi symbol 1 is the upper box, 2 is the middle box and 
3 is the lower box. Then χ is the inverse axial distance from 3 to 1, у from 3 to 2 
and ζ from 2 to 1. The three variables x, y, and ζ are related by д: _ 1 =^'~ 1 +z" , . 
Throughout the table we have used the abbreviation a = -zy2-2zy+2z-y2+2y 
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2.9 Tensor representation' 
1. The tensor product (vy οί ρ isomorphic η-dimensional vector spaces V, is the 
«''-dimensional vector space 
( У ^ V,® V2® • • • ® Vp . (2.54) 
A vector in this tensor product space (Vf is called a tensor of rank p. In each of 
the isomorphic vector spaces V; we can choose in the same way an orthonormal 
basis {e,}. In the tensor space (Vy we can define now in a natural way the ortho-
normal basis 
E,, и = e, ® e, ® · · · ® ek , (2.55) 
where 
( E,j
 k , Elm „ ) = δ,( δ ; , η · · · Ькп . 
A tensor Τ in (vy can be expanded into this basis 
Τ = E,,
 k Г'
 k
 , (2.56) 
where the Einstein summation convention is assumed (meaning that we must sum 
over all repeated upper and lower indices). The numbers T'1 k are called the com­
ponents of the tensor Τ with respect to the basis £,; k. 
2. In the tensor space (Vy we can define a representation D of the symmetric 
group Sp by 
D(s) £„
 k = E s U l A ) , (2.57) 
for all s oí Sp. We permute here the different vector spaces Vr This means that 
•'(M2-·•',,) = i, м h .2-', 'ρ (2.58) 
is a permutation of the position of the indices. The values of the indices remain un­
touched. For example, 
(123)(«7* f.-m ) = (kijt..m) 
or 
A good introduction to tensors and projection operators can be found in the book by 
Miller (1972). 
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(123)(ίι'2'Ί'4...ίρ) = ('H |'2«4· ••';,) · 
This tensor representation D of Sp is a representation by real {D=DK) and uni­
tary (D t =£)" 1 ) matrices. According to (2.57) the matrix elements of D are 
D ( 0 ( / ) ( 5 ) = ( £ ( , ) . £ î ( ; ) ) = b ( ( / ) . i ( y ) ) . 
We introduce here the shorthand notation (i)=(i¡i2...ip). It is now easy to see that 
these matrices are real, because the matrix elements are either 0 or 1. The unitarity 
follows from 
D(oo)('v) = D*o)(o(s) = ( Eu) · £'(0 )* = ( Em - ¿Ι,) ) = ( Eu) - E, •(,) ) = 
= D (, ) 0 )(5-1) = /3(,)1(,)0)· 
The operator D(ç) transforms a tensor 7' into the tensor D(s)T, where 
Dis) Τ = ( D(s) Ε, , ) Τ' ' = £ ) ( Ι „Г > = Ε, , Ρ '" '> . 
The last step in the above equation is just a renaming of the dummy summation in­
dices. The components of the tensor D(s)T are therefore 
(D(s)T)4 k = 7"' '(" *>. (2.59) 
3. The tensor representation D of .S'^  is in general reducible and can completely be 
decomposed into irreps D'"! of Sp. We write this formally as 
D = Σ Λ'[μ] ß1"1 - (2.60) 
μ 
where Ν[υ.] is the multiplicity of the irrep [u] in D. Not all irreps of Sp need to ap­
pear in (2.60), but depending on the dimension η of the space V the multiplicity 
Ν[μ] may be zero for certain [μ]. 
The tensor space (Vy we may write as the direct sum of the invariant subspaccs 
ν'
μ
Ι(»ι), where the index m is needed to distinguish the Λί'[μ] different, but 
equivalent irreps [μ] of Sp. Thus 
( У =Σ® V | u |0") (2.61) 
u m 
with 1««ι«Ν[μ]. From the dimensions follows 
n
p
 = Σ ^Ιμ] f M • (2.62) 
μ 
In each of these invariant subspaces VM(m) we define a standard basis E^(m), 
properly adapted for the standard irrep D^ of Sp. Then we have 
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D(i) ЕЩт) = Σ ЯЩ (m) ОДО
М
(І) · (2.63) 
w 
The standard basis £'l^(w) is orthonormal, so 
( E^){m) , btykm') ) = οίμ,α') Ó(,W.M' ) ó(w ,/n') . 
4. Using the tensor representation D ( Í ) and the (real) standard form £>Мг(^) of the 
irreps of Sp we can define in the tensor space (vy the projection operators /,j}'|f and 
the shift operators Я,^,· (with МФМ') by 
* - - ¥ Σ ОМИО 0 ( Í ) · (2.64) 
The irreps of 5p satisfy the completeness relation 
Σ /[μ]θ(Κΐ
ί
· ( ί )θ№·( ί , )=ρ!δ( ϊ4 ' ) , (2.65) 
μ,ν/W' 
which may be obtained by taking [i] = {e} in (2.22b). From this follows that we may 
write 
D(s)= Σ P\ï\r D^-is) . (2.66) 
μ VW' 
The unitarity of the operators D(s) and the matrices /5^1/·(s) gives 
( РЩг У = P№M • (2.67) 
Using the orthogonality relation for the irreps (Hamermcsh, p. 103), 
Λ Σ ß # ' ( j ) D{Ms) = 77-τ ο(λ,μ) ó(L,M) Ô(L' ,Λί') , (2.68) 
Ρ • s Ι \."\ 
one can show that 
fft!· ЛІІІ' = P i l δ(λ,μ) δ(Ζ.· .M) . (2.69) 
Completeness is expressed by 
Σ Р\ = 1 • (2.70) 
μ. Vf 
The operators P}fî\, form, according to (2.67), (2.69), and (2.70), a complete set of 
mutually orthogonal, perpendicular projection operators. 
In the space (Vy we have defined the for Sp properly adapted basis E^jim), 
where 1«Λ/«/[μ] and К т < і [ц|. The vectors £^(«1) with fixed μ and m, but vari­
able Λί, span the ƒ[μ]-dimensional subspace V^\m) of (V)'', which is irreducible 
under Sp. However, it is also possible to define the A'^]-dimensional subspace 
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ν'
μ
Ι(Λί) of (vy, spanned by the vectors Ety(m) with fixed μ and M, but variable m. 
One can show that 
PWi E'i'W = E[№) δ(μ,λ) δ(Μ' ,L) (2 71) 
It is then easy to see that 
WM(M) = Pigi (Vy , (2 72) 
independent of the value of Μ', and also that 
VM(M) = РЦ, VM(M') (2 73) 
This relation (2 73) shows already that the shift operators Pltfi are able to shift 
from the subspace vM(M') to the subspace νΙμΙ(Μ) We will introduce the notation 
E N ( M ) a Εψηι) , (2 74) 
which suggests clearer that the basis vectors h^lJ(M) for variable m span the sub-
space νΙμ|(Μ) of (vy. These projection and shift operators are extremely useful in 
the construction of the properly adapted basis Е^(т) in the invariant subspaces 
Example 9. 
The group 5т and the space (V)3. The projection and shift operators are 
pHl = {D(e)+D(12)+D(23)+/J»(13)+D(123)+ü(132))/6 
рПЧ = {D(e)-D(12)-D(23)-D(13)+D(123)+D(132)}/6 
PPi'l = {2D(e)+2D(12)-D(23)-D(13)-D(123)-D(132)}/6 
Pi2,1' = {D(23)-D(13)-D(123) + D(132)}/V12, 
where 1 denotes the Yamanouchi symbol 112 and 2 the Yamanouchi symbol 121 
In the tensor space (V)1 we define the basis vectors E,lk. The vector space V is 
rt-dimensional. In (V)3 we can distinguish three different kinds of subspaces 
First we have the и one-dimensional subspaces V,,,, each spanned by the basis 
vector L·,,, for ι = 1 to n. We find 
p[i] F = E 
/Ί'Ί £,„ = О 
/Ίΐ'Ί E,,, = о 
Each of these и one-dimensional subspaces is already invariant under D and 
spans one irrep [3] of S3 Thus EiJ'(M) = E,^ ' = £,„ 
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Next we have n(n-\) three-dimensional subspaccs V/(/ ( /#/) , each spanned by 
the basis vectors £„,, £,„, and Ej,,. Using the projection operators we find 
г C.;,y — / Cjy, — г Lju — \C.ni +L*íít τ t,μ, ) , ο 
Я І Ч £ 1
І ; = | » І П £ ( ; І = Р М Ч £ ; І І = О 
ΡΥ\\ Ε,,, = -2 Ρ\ψ Ε,,, = -2Ρ\ψ Εμι = (2Ε Ι (,-£,„-£,„)/3 
^, '1 £„, = -2 /»Ρ/Ι £
ι ; ι = -2 /»#1 £;„ = (Ε,,,-Ε,,,)/^ . 
In each of these three-dimensional subspaccs we can choose as adapted basis 
Ε,ΠΙ = (£„, + £,„ + £,„)/ V3 
EA54(i) = (2£14-£, i (-£yl,)/V6 
E^l(2) = ( £ l ; l - £ ; „ ) / V 2 . 
Finally we have л(и-1)(л-2)/6 six-dimensional subspaccs V,^  (with i<j<k), 
each spanned by the six basis vectors 
¿ι/Α · £ ; ; * · ¿ι*/ · ^ / ; • £ * / · a n d £;«:i · 
The six-dimensional representation of S} defined in this space V,;A contains the 
irreps [3] and [I3] only once. The properly adapted basis vectors are 
£ $ = (Ellk+E),k+Elkl + Ekl,+Ekll + Elkl) / б 
Ε,',Ά'
1
 = (El)k-El,k-Elk)-Ekl,+Ek,l + Ejkl)/ б . 
The two-dimensional irrep [21] is contained twice in this six-dimensional 
representation. This means that the basis vectors Ep'l and £|211 are not unique­
ly defined. With the help of the operator Ρ[ψ we find 
f u E,lk = (2Ellk+2El,k-Elkl-Ekl,-Ek,l-Elkl) / 6 
Pi2,'! Elkl = {E,kl-Ekl,-Ekl,+Elk,)/Vl2 . 
Let us choose as orthonormal adapted basis vectors 
Εβ'Ι,Ο) = (2E,jk+2El,k-E,krEkl,-Ekll-Elk,)/ Vl2 
EiÄ'bO) = (E,kl-Ek],+Ek,l-Elkl)/2. 
The basis vectors E,',;1^!) follow from 
P21El21](l) = H,l21l(2). 
Then 
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£#1,(2) = (Е,
к1-Екр-Ек1, + Е1к,)12 
Е/Д1.^) = (2E¡lk-2Ellk+Elkl + Ekl,-EkirElk¡)l і2 . 
The multiplicities Λ'[μ] of the 5, irreps [μ] are 
Λ'[3] = n+n(n-\)+n(n-\){n-2)¡b = n(n + \)(n+2)¡b 
Λ'ΙΙ
1] = п(п-\)(п-2)/Ь 
N[21] = η(η-\)+η(η-\){η-2)β = η(η2-])β , 
and we have 7 [3]+/ [11]+2Л,[21] = n\ 
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IH THE SPECIAL UNITARY GROUP' 
3.1 The group SU(n) 
In the л-dimensional complex \ector space V=C" we can define a hermitean inpro-
duct (дгл) between two vectors л and \ , with (v \) = (v v)k In this space V we in­
troduce an orthonormal basis {ek} where 
(ek e,) = b(k Í) (3 1) 
The group SU(/i) is defined as the group of all special unitary transformations U of 
this vector space Umtan means that U =U~\ this implies í/eríí/)1 = 1, special 
means that det(U)=\ 
The matrix elements £/π = ί'ί of the transformation L are defined by 
U e, = ek Í7Í (1 2) 
where the Einstein summation convention over repeated upper and lower indices is 
assumed The group formed by the matrices U is called the defining representation 
{«} of SU(«) L'mtanty of U reads in terms of the matrix elements ([У*) =(U~l)k 
Every vector л in V can be written in terms of the basis vectors ek as 
χ = ek x
k 
We can write χ also as a column vector x, such that the transposed vector is 
x=(v' x2, x") A special unitary transformation U transforms the vector χ into the 
vector x' = Ux=ekx
 A
, where 
\'k = U\ v' or A' = U\ (3 3) 
When for the matrices Ui, ÍA, and 6
λ
 of SU(«) holds that UiU2=Ui then also 
Ul
tU2,=U-\ The matrices L =U ' also form a group which is isomorphic with the 
Ά η inlroduction to the groups SU(2) SU(1) and SIJ(6) is given b\ de Swart 
(1963 1966) Carruthers (1966) Pais (1966) and Lichtenberg (1978) A more general in 
troduction to I ie groups and tensor representations ol S L ( H ) can be found in the books 
b> Miller (1972) and Barut and Касгка (1980) 
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group SU(/?) The group formed by the matrices U' іь called the conjugate 
representation {n*} of the defining representation {n} We denote here irreps of 
SU(/i) by their dimension To distinguish different irreps with the same dimension 
one uses stars, primes, and subscripts 
The matrices of the conjugate representation operate in the «-dimensional con­
jugate space V* of V In this space with a hermitian inproduct one defines an ortho-
normal basis ek There exists an antihnear conjugation operator С which maps V 
onto V* in such a way that 
e
k
 - С ek 
Every vector х=е
к
х
к
 of V is mapped onto some vector x = Cx=ekxk of V , where 
the components of κ and J are related by xk=(xk) A special unitary transforma­
tion U in V induces a special unitary transformation in V such that 
e
,k
 = Ce,k=C(elUt) = etW¿) = e' (ÍT1),* (3 4) 
We can write a vector y=ekyk of V1 also as a column vector у This vector ν be­
comes after a unitary transformation the vector y', where 
y' =e'kyk = e
t ( i / - l ) ( * > * = e ( v ' ( . 
with 
>'( = { ~І)Ьк or V = U-[ у = W у 
The vectors in V are called contravariant vectors and they transform with U The 
vectors in V* are called covanant vectors and they transform with иг=и~І 
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3.2 Tensor representations 
Next we consider tensor product spaces V(p.q) formed from ρ isomorphic spaces V 
and q isomorphic spaces V*, 
V{p,q) = V 0 · - · ® Vi ® V 0 · · · ® Vf . 
ρ ^ ' ( 3 · 6 ) 
A vector in this nP*4 dimensional space is called a (mixed) tensor of contravariant 
rank ρ and covariant rank q, or in short: a (p,^)-tensor. In this space we can define 
the basis vectors 
£,* p' = e, ® • • • ®ep®e
k
 ® • • • ® e'< . (3.7) 
These basis tensors have ρ lower and q upper indices. We have indicated this by 
the suggestive (but wrong) notation ρ or q for the last lower or upper index. Every 
tensor Τ in V(p,q) can be written as 
τ = Et; ; ту ξ , (3.8) 
where the Einstein summation convention is used. The п!'+ч components of the ten­
sor are Щ ζ. 
In this пР*ч dimensional vector space V{p,q) we can define a unitary representa­
tion d{U) of SU(rt) by 
d(U) E> ¡J = E'l ¡I = E[ \ Ut Щ ( i r ' ) / (I/"1)? . (3.9a) 
A tensor Τ transforms into the tensor T'=d(U)T, and the components 7] g of the 
tensor Τ transform as 
r ; ρ = UÍ • • • и? ( Í / - 1 ) ; · · · (í/-1)! τ;* / . (3.9b) 
This tensor representation d(U) of SU(«) is η''"'"''-dimensional, and in general 
reducible; it can be decomposed into its irreducible components. The space V(p,q) 
can be written as the direct sum of invariant subspaces. The tensors of each of 
these invariant subspaces transform according to some irrep of SLI(n). Such tensors 
are called irreducible tensors. In each tensor space V(p,q) one can define in general 
several kinds of irreducible (/?,</)-tensors. Different tensors that transform with 
equivalent representations of SU(n ) are called equivalent tensors. 
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Example 10. 
The (2,0)-tcnsors in V(2,0)= V®V = (V)2 can be written as T = EklTki. When the 
components of such a 2'"' rank tensor satisfy ткі = Тік we call it a symmetric ten­
sor; when the components satisfy Tki = -Tlk we call it an antisymmetric tensor. 
It is easy to see that under a unitary transformation an (anti)symmetric tensor 
remains (anti)symmetric. The '/^(n + O-dimensional subspace of symmetric ten­
sors and the '/^(/i-lj-dimensional subspace of antisymmetric tensors are invari­
ant subspaces of К(2.0). These tensors transform according to irreducible 
representations of SU(n). They are therefore irreducible tensors. 
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3.3 Invariant tensors 
For the groups SU(/?) one can define some very special tensors, called invariant ten-
sors, which are equivalent to the scalar, i.e. the trivial irrep {1} of SU(«). which is 
defined by </U>(i/)=l for all U of SU(/;)· 
The first invariant tensor is the Kronecker tensor b, which is a (l.l)-tensor de-
fined in V(\,\) = V®V\ 
Ò = ¿f ό/ = Ei = E} + E; + • • • + E;;. (3.10) 
This vector ò spans a 1-dimensional subspace of V(l.l) which is invariant under 
SU(rt) transformations, 
ò' = E", = f/ Ut (U '){ = Eé bt = ò. 
The (n:;-l)-dimensional subspace VL of V(l,l), which is perpendicular to Ò, is 
also invariant. A tensor Τ of V1 must satisfy 
(δ,η = ( я;. EW ) = ті = 0. 
The tensors of V_ are called traceless. They are also irreducible tensors and they 
transform according to the adjoint representation {n2-l} of SL'(N)· 
Two other invariant tensors are the contravariant Levi-Civita tensor ε of rank 
(n ,0) and the covariant Levi-Civita tensor ε of rank (O.n). They are defined in the 
tensor spaces V(«,0) and 1/(0.и) by 
ε = £ ε' " 
ε = E' " ε 
where 
1 when (i...η) is an even permutation of (12..л) 
-1 when (¿...л) is an odd permutation of (12..n) 
0 otherwise. 
After a special unitary transformation we find 
ε' = E', „ ε' " = Ek , t/,
A
 · · · U' ε' " = Ek ( c
k (
 det(U) = ε , 
because det(U)=l. A similar relation holds for ε. 
More invariant tensors can be made from these three basic invariant tensors by 
taking products. For example, an invariant (2.2)-tensor is T=Ekl( bi òj, an invariant 
(4,l)-tensor is T=E'"ki t'lk b¡n. Invariant tensors arc very useful in the construction 
and recognition of equivalent tensors. 
(3.11) 
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Example 11. 
A totally antisymmetric (O.gHcnsor with q =ÇH IS equivalent to a totally antisym-
metric («-g,0)-tensor. Both tensors are irreducible and are defined in an 
η ' 
—-—'•—---dimensional space. q\(n-qy. 
In the space V(0,q) with basis E' '! we can define the totally antisymmetric ten­
sors 
¿"A , = £' "ε, ,* , . (3.12) 
These tensors form a basis for all antisymmetric tensors in К(().</). They are not 
all independent, because the tensor E
r
 , is equal (or opposite) to Ek ( when 
(r...s) an even (or odd) permutation of (k...i). For the matrices of SU(rt) holds 
that det(U)=l and 
ε, ,*
 l(u '); · · · ( i / - 1 ) ^ ^ M f c l/ f .. t/?. 
This gives for the tensors £ 4 , the transformation rule 
£'* , = £„
 fc l/f .. t/f . 
These tensors transform as (n-</,())-tensor and they arc totally antisymmetric in 
(*..€). 
From this example we see that each covariant vector in V(0.1) is equivalent to a 
totally antisymmetric contravariant tensor of rank n - l . In an analogous way 
one can see that a second rank covariant tensor in V(0.2) is equivalent to tensors 
in V(2(rt-!).()) which are totally antisymmetric in the first («- ! ) indices and in 
the last (n - l ) indices. Also one can show that a tensor of rank (p ,q) is 
equivalent to a tensor defined in some subspace of V(p+(n-l)q.Q). 
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3.4 Irreducible tensors 
For each group one is interested in all inequivalent irrcps. When we could construct 
all irreducible tensors of SU(«) we would obtain all SU(n) irreps. However, many 
of the irreducible tensors are equivalent. From each equivalence class of irreducible 
tensors we can choose one representative tensor and call it the standard irreducible 
tensor for that SU(/¡) irrcp. When we study and classify these standard irreducible 
tensors, we study and classify implicitly the inequivalent irreps of the group SU(n). 
For the groups SL'(2) and SU(3) it is relatively simple to construct standard ir-
reducible tensors. For the group SU(2) one takes the totally symmetric tensors of 
contravariant rank p , where p=().l,2,... etc. They are defined in a (p + l)-
dimensional subspacc of V(p,0). These tensors will furnish all inequivalent irreps of 
SU(2), which can therefore be labeled by the non-negative integer /;. It is cus-
tomary to introduce the label / = '/2/7. The SU(2) irrep (ƒ) has the dimension 
N 0 ) = 2 ; + l. 
For the group SU(3) one customarily (de Swart, 1963) takes as standard irredu-
cible tensors the mixed tensors of rank (p.q) which are totally symmetric in the ρ 
contravariant indices, totally symmetric in the q covariant indices and traceless. 
They are defined in an /V(/j,f/)-dimensional subspace of V(p,q), where 
N(p.q) = (l+p)(\+q)0 + J^L). 
It is customary to denote the corresponding irreps by D(p,q) or by their dimension 
{ІУ}. When ρ and q take on the values of all non-negative integers we obtain all 
inequivalent irreps of SU(3). 
To classify the irreps of SU(/i) with n > 3 , however, it is more convenient to 
make full use of the symmetric group Λ,, in the construction of standard irreducible 
tensors. The first step in this construction is to realize that each equivalence class of 
irreducible tensors contains many tensors of purely contravariant rank. Think for 
example of the trivial representation. Irreducible tensors that transform according 
to this trivial representation are the scalar or (0,0)-lensor, but also the Levi-Civita 
tensor of rank (3,0). To represent an equivalence class of irreducible tensors we will 
take as standard irreducible tensor the purely contravariant tensor of lowest rank in 
each class. To obtain all inequivalent irreps of SU(n) it is then sufficient to study 
only the contravariant tensors in ( У' = {р.О). 
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We have to construct the subspaceb of (V)1' which are invariant under the 
transformations of SU(«). We will do this with the help of 5,,. In Section 2.9 we 
saw that we can define in (V)'' the tensor representation D(v) of Sr by 
D(0/ : , , = £,(, „ . (2.57) 
In Section 3.2 we defined in (Vf the tensor representation cl(U) of SU(;t) by 
d(U) E,
 l = Ek , £/,* • • • U¡ . (3.9) 
Now it is easy to show that the operators D(0 and d(U) for all л of 5,, and all U of 
SU(n) always commute, 
[d(U).D(\)]=0. (3.13) 
In order to prove this we introduce the notation 
üf
 ;¡> = ut ••• и;. 
Because the matrix elements U'l all commute, of course, we have 
,
r
ik t) _ ι , μ η 
c
'^(í ι) - υ4 ;) • 
Therefore we find that 
d(U) D(s) E, , = d(U) £\(, ; ) = Es{k n t/V/,* „() = 
= D(s) £A , bf ,ί1 = D(j) c/it/) Ε, , . 
We have thus shown that the operators (l(U) and D(s) commute. The projection 
and shift operators P{)l\
r
 defined in Section 2.9 are functions of D(0, therefore 
[ d(U) . P}!}\, ] = (). (3.14) 
In Section 2.9 we have seen that with the help of the operators P\lf\r we could 
decompose the space (Vy into either a direct sum of the subspaces vM(m) or a 
direct sum of the subspaces νΙμ,(Α/), where 
(V)1' = Σ © vM(m) = Σ® І"1(М) . (3.15) 
The important observation is now that the subspaces ν |μΙ(Μ) are invariant under 
SU(n), because 
d(U) VM(M) = d(U) Pltflr ( У = Ptyl, d(U) ( У = P[)'\r (Vy = VM(M). 
In each space νΙμΙ(Λ/) we can define an N[n]-dimensional representation (/Іи 'І of 
SU(/i ) by 
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d(U) ΕΗ(,Μ) = Σ ЬІ,ИІ(М) d)ff»\U) . (3.16) 
m 
The ƒ [μ] diftercnt representations rf|u wl with fixed μ and variable M are all 
equivalent. Using (2.71) and (3.14) we find that 
d(U) EH(AÍ) = eHU) P\t\, bM(M·) = / Ή </(«/) EN(.W') = 
= Σ / Ί ^ bJlfJ(M') 41uMtf '(f) = Σ bifiiAf) 4ί',„ν' к^) 
ífl / f i 
Comparing with (3.16) shows that the representations d^ w | for different M are all 
equivalent. We write therefore 
dld-m ^ dt,4](U) (3.17) 
Now it can be shown (Boerner, 1970) that the subspaces v'l,'(iW) are not only in-
variant, but also irreducible under SU(n). The irreps of SU(n) defined in the sub-
spaces \M(M) are denoted by [μ], that is by the partition or by the corresponding 
Young diagram. 
Example 12. 
The basis vectors in (V)1 adapted for SU(M) have already been constructed in 
Example 9. In the Λ/[3]=η(η + 1)(/ι+2)/6 dimensional space ν 1 1 ' the orthonormal 
basis vectors E,',?' are 
( £ ( ( ; +£,„+£„ У V3, ιΦ] 
(Ь,1к+Е1к1+ )/V6, іФіФкФі . 
In the / [11]=/7(л-1)(п-2)/6 dimensional space V'1'! the orthonormal basis vec­
tors EAJ'I are 
{E,lk-E,kl+· • • )/V6, іФ]ФкФі 
We note that for n=2 this subspace vanishes. 
In the two , [21]=л(л:-І)/3 dimensional subspaces v|2 1l and Vp'l we have the 
orthonormal basis vectors Ε,^'Ό) and El~l\2). They are 
Ejr/Чі) = (ΙΕ,,,-Ε,,,-Ε,,,)/ V6 , ,Φι 
E^'Ul) = (2Е
ф
+2Е
іЛ
-Е
Лі
-Е
кіІ
-Е
кіІ
-Ь
ік
,)І Vl2 . іФ)ФкФі 
ЩЧ\) = {Е,
к
-Е
кіІ
 + Е
кц
-Е,
кі
')І2 . іФіФкФі . 
and 
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Eß4(2) = ( £ I , l - £ , I ) / V 2 , ІФ] 
Έ$\{2) = (Е1кГЬк11-Ек11 + Е1к1)12 , іФ}ФкФІ 
Е/Д'^г) = (lE^-IE^ + E^+E^-E^-Efril Vl2 . ІФіФкФі . 
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3.5 Properties of the SU(n) irreps 
1. There are several ways to obtain the dimension Ν[μ] of the irrep [μ] of SU(n) 
The easiest one is to start with the Young diagram [μ] = [μιμ-) μ,,] and fill this with 
numbers such that the μ* boxes in the k'h row of the Young diagram are filled with 
the μ
Α
 numbers n-k + l, n-k+2, n-k+i , η - £ + μ
Α
 In the resulting Young ta­
bleau, for the moment denoted by [μ,η], we see that the top-left box is filled with 
the number η In each row the numbers increase each step by one from left to 
right, and in each column the numbers decrease each step by one from top to bot­
tom The product of all the numbers in this tableau we denote by Π[μ,π] The di­
mension of the SU(rt) irrep [μ] is given by (Robinson, 1961) 
Λ%] = Π[μ,
Λ
]/Α[μ], (3 18) 
where Ιι[μ] is the hookproduct of the diagram [μ] 
Example 13. 
(i) The tableau [21 ,n] is -n_y\n + l\ with П[21,л]=и(л2-1) The hookproduct is 
A[21]=3 So /V[21]=rt(rt2-l)/3 
(n) The tableau [3,и] is | η \n + l n+2\ with П[3 л]=и(и + 1)(л+2) The 
hookproduct is /i[3]=6, so Л'[3]=л(л + 1)(л+2)/6 
__л 
и-1 with П[1
3
,л]=л(л-1)(л-2) The hookproduct is (in) The tableau [I1,«] is 
Λ[13]=6, and so / [13]=л(л-1)(л-2)/6 
This example shows that for SU(2) we have /Vfl^O, so this irrep does not exist 
for SU(2) The reason is that the irreducible tensor Vll1] is totally antisymmetric in 
its 3 contravariant indices When these indices may run only from 1 to 2, the tensor 
must vanish identically 
The rule for constructing the Young tableau [и,л] states that the k'h row starts 
with n-k + l This means that the first entry in the (л + 1)''' row is zero The pro­
duct Π[μ/ι] and correspondingly \'[μ] are thus zero for Young diagrams with more 
than л rows This gives the important result the group SU(n) has only irreps 
corresponding to Young diagrams [μ] with not more than η rows (Boerner, 1970) 
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2. Let us next consider the Young diagram |u] = [|i^2 u,,] with at most η rows 
When we add to this diagram χ columns of length η we obtain the Young diagram 
[μ(ϊ)] = [μ1+^ Lb+x μ,,+χ] We can easily check that ν[μ] = \[ιι(^)], which means 
that the SU(«) irreps [μ] and [μ(0] have the same dimension It turns out that these 
irreps are even equivalent This equivalence can be seen as follows 
The irrep [μ] is defined in (V)1' when ρ=ιι] + μ2+ +μ„ For x = l the irrep [μ(1)] 
is defined in ( у+"=( у®{ )" In the space (V)" the irreducible tensor [μ(1)] is 
represented by the totally antisvmmetnc Levi Civita tensor F which transforms as 
the trivial irrep of SU(AJ) In (Vf the two tensors are equivalent For SU(«) irrcps 
this implies the equivalence 
[u, μ, μ,,., μ„] = [μ,-μ,, μ-.-μ,, μ„-ι-μ„ 0] (3 19) 
The diagram [ui-μ,, μ„_|-μ„] has at most (/i-l) rows This gives the result that 
all inequivalent irreps of SU(n) can be found when we consider only Young di­
agrams with not more than η — 1 rows 
The inequivalent irreps of SU(rt) can thus be written as [μ] = [μι μι μ„ ι] with 
exactly η —1 non-negative integers The corresponding irreducible tensors we will 
take as the standard irreducible tensors Another notation is sometimes used, in­
stead of the n —1 integers μ
Α
 we can introduce «-1 non-negative integers p^ by 
Pk-\^k-^k + \ where μ„=0 The meaning of these numbers pk can be seen in Fig 2 
We denote the irreps then by D(p\ ρ2 ρ,,-ι) 
•β Al, • · 
fir 
— - W i l — I 
j"n I Ι Р» ! 
Pn 1 
Fig 2 Connection between the Young dijgriim labels p^ and μ^  
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Example 14. 
The inequivalent irreps of SU(2) correspond to the Young didgrdms with only 
one row of length p. where p=2j=(i 1 2 The inequivalent irreps of SU(3) 
correspond to the Young diagram with two rows of length yi[=p+q and μ2=η 
The irreps are [μι μ
Ί
]=0(]).η) 
3. The complex conjugate of the irrep 
[μ] = [μι μ:- >μ-.-ι] = ο ί / Ί Ρ : . Λ . - Ι ) 
IS the irrep 
[u1·] = [μΊ,μτ2. ,*'„-]] = 0'(ρ) = Dip'-ip*,, /Λ,-ι) 
where μ''
Α
=μ1-μ,1 + ι_^  and p'k-Pn-k The corresponding Young diagrams are given 
in Fig 3, the diagram [LT] as displayed should be rotated over 180 degrees For the 
dimension holds that Λ[μ]=\[μ''] 
4. Let us next discuss some of the simplest irreducible tensors for SU(n) 
(i) The tensors of rank 0 are the scalars They transform according to the trivial ir­
rep [0], where 
d^\U) s ι for all U of SU(/i) (3 20) 
This self-conjugated irrep is denoted by {1}=[0]=D(0) 
(n) The tensors of rank 1 are the vectors The contravariant vectors transform ac­
cording to the irrep [1]=Z)(1,0, ,())={n} The covanant vectors transform according 
to the complex conjugate irrep of {n} We will denote this irrep by 
[ Г - ' ^ Щ О О Л)={п*} For SU(2) the irreps {2} and {T} are thus equivalent 
!
 - •• :: J 
•41 
ΑΙ, ι 
-
Г 
1 
у 
f 
J - -A-
— 
-*. I » 
^ І А і ι 
big 1 ConstruLtion of the complex conjugate diagram [LI ] 
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(iii) The symmetric 2"rf rank contravariant tensors transform according to the irrep 
[2] = D(2,0,..,0) which has dimension Л'[2] = !^л(и + 1). The conjugate irrep is 
[2"_I] = D(0,(),..,2) and it governs the transformation properties of the symmetric 2'"' 
rank covariant tensors. The antisymmetric 2'"' rank contravariant tensors transform 
according to the irrep [l2] = Z)(().l.()....()) of dimension Λ'[12]=ι/2η(η-1). The conju­
gate irrep is [1"-2] = D((),..,0,1,0). 
(iv) The (l,l)-tensor ö=£jo/ transforms according to the trivial irrep {!}=[()]. The 
traceless (l.l)-tensor r=t"JT/ with 77=0 has dimension Λ'=« 2-1. This irreducible 
tensor transforms according to the irrep 
[2,1"-2] = D(l,0,...0.1) = {»2-l} 
This can be understood when one realizes that one covariant index is equivalent 
with я - 1 antisymmetric contravariant indices. This irrep is equivalent to its com­
plex conjugate irrep. 
(v) The symmetric second rank covariant tensors transform according to the irrep 
[2"']] of dimension V2n(n + ]). The antisymmetric second rank covariant tensors 
transform according to the irrep [I""2] of dimension V2n(n-1). 
(vi) The totally symmetric contravariant tensor of rank ρ corresponds to the irrep 
[p] of dimension Ν[ρ\=(η-1+ρ)\/((η-1)\ρ]). The complex conjugate tensor is the 
totally symmetric covariant tensor of rank p. This tensor transforms according to 
[Ρ""']· 
(vii) The totally antisymmetric contravariant tensor of rank ρ with p^n corresponds 
to the irrep [1''] of dimension N[V']=n'./((n-p)\p\). The complex conjugate 
representation is equivalent to (1""'']. 
(viii) The traceless tensor with ρ totally symmetric contravariant and q totally sym­
metric covariant indices is an irreducible tensor. It transforms according to the irrep 
\p+q,q"~2] of dimension 
U 4 , i J
 / Л ( и - 2 ) ! </!(/»-2)! / i - l 
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3.6 Clebsch-Gordan series and coefficients 
1. The irrep [κ] of SU(/i) is defined in the iVIxj-dimensional vector space IV''1 with 
the standard orthonormal basis {e(f'}, where 1^Α:^ Λ'[κ] We have then 
<Ци)е = Хе 4'ки). (3 21) 
where d^(U) are the matrix elements of the standard irreps [κ] of SU(rt) In the 
,V^],\'[X]-dimensional tensor product space 
ΗΊ<"4 = WW® WIM 
with the orthonormal basis vectors 
we can define the tensor product representation [κχλ] of SU(«) by 
<HU)e№] = Σ 4'ΐλ | dliíDdl'liU) (3.22) 
к ι 
This representation is in general reducible and can be reduced completely into irreps 
[μ) of SU(n), 
[χΧλ] = Σ 4 θ α . ι ι ) [ μ ] , (3 23) 
μ 
where η (κ,λ,μ) is the outer multiplicity index as defined in Section 2 7 tor 5;, For 
the dimensions we have 
N[*bV[X] = Σ'ΐ(κ.λ.μ)/ν[μ] (3 24) 
LI 
In terms of Young diagrams or partitions the CG-sencs for SU(n) turns out to be 
the same as the OP-senes (2.47) for 5;, There is, however, one very important 
difference When η(κ.λ.μ)^() the 5;p irrep [μ] appears in the OP-senes In the CG-
senes for SU(«) this is not necessarily so, because ,ν[μ]=0 when the Young diagram 
[μ] has more than η rows The multiplicity index «(κ,λ.μ) for SU(w) has the sym­
metry properties 
Μ(κ.λ,ιι) = /ΐ(λ,κ,μ) = «(κ,μ',λ1·) = и (μ κ.λΓ) = η(μι ,λ.γ. ) = η (λ,μ* ,•/.*) (3.25) 
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Example 15. 
In Example 7 we obtained the OP-scnes for [21x21] f This becomes the SU(JT) 
CG-senev 
[21] x [21] = [42] + [41:] + [1-] + 2Π2Ι] + [ЗГ] + I21] + [22l2] 
In terms of dimensions we obtain 
-forSU(2)· {2}x{2} = {1} + Ш, 
- for SU(3): {8}x{8} = {27} + {1()} + {Ш^}+2{8} + {I}, 
- for SU(6). {70}x{70} = {Ш4} +{840}+ {490}+2(896}+ {280}+ {Ш}+ {Ш} 
2. In the tensor product space ivi""! we can define a sum basis МйкР)}, which is 
properly adapted to the fully reduced representation The index β is necessary to 
distinguish the η(κ,λ,μ) different, but equivalent irreps [μ]. The sum basis Μ',','ίβ)} 
and the product basis {e^(xX'} are both orthonormal and therefore related by a uni­
tary transformation We write 
elKkß^ZariÄlO'feV"1 (326a) 
kl 
е
[(ГХ] = Σ С'Ui %, ti eW) (3 26b) 
The matrix elements of this unitary transformation are the CG-coetficients for 
SU(/i). These CG-coefficients can always be chosen in such a way (by a proper 
choice of k,t,m) that they take on only real values However, it could be that our 
specific choice of labeling k,t,m is such that this is impossible. In the following we 
will assume that our labeling is such that we can choose the CG-coefficients to be 
real Because the CG-coefficients arc then elements of a real unitary matrix, we can 
write the orthogonality relations 
Σ Cik l Ä P) C-tf t In U') = ά{μ.μ') о(іи.т·) ο(β β') (3 27а) 
к( 
Σ С(ПХ, Ρ) С(Г l S, ρ) = ò(*,*') 0((,Γ) (3 27b) 
μι» fi 
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3. The strong connection between the OP-senes for Sp and the CG-senes for SU(n) 
can be understood intuitively as follows When the Young diagrams [κ] and [λ] have 
Pi and p2 boxes, one can say that the irreducible tensors in wl"! and W1'! have a per­
mutation symmetry determined by S,,, and Sp The symmetry of the product [κχλ] 
is then described by SpXi>p The irreducible tensors in И
/
І
>
'
Х
'І have a permutation 
symmetry determined by S ρ The connection can be found in the OP-senes for 
Sp^SpXSp 
4. We have not yet specified how to choose the orthonormal basis vectors e \f) be­
longing to an irrep [u] of SU(w) One possible choice for [μ] = [21] was given in Ex­
ample 12 It is, however, customary to choose these basis vectors in such a way that 
they are all eigenvectors of a set of mutually commuting operators (Miller, 1972) 
These commuting operators, which are elements of SU(n)< are the Casimir invari­
ants and weight operators The label m stands then for the eigenvalues of a subset 
of these operators These eigenvalues are sometimes called magnetic quantum 
numbers. The remaining eigenvalues can be used to provide an alternative labeling 
for the irrep [μ]. 
For the group SU(2) one customarily chooses the label m as the eigenvalue of 
an operator J,. We write the eigenvalue as m=j
:
, where m takes on the values -y 
to + ; (in steps of 1) We have used here the notation (y) for the SU(2) irrep 
In the case of the group SUO) w e need three eigenvalues With the help of the 
decomposition SUO)=3SU(2)xU(l) we can choose two of the three operators in 
SU(2). We denote the eigenvalues (in the high-energy physics way) by 
m = (ι),ι^ .ν 
Here ( Í ) (isospin) is an SU(2) irrep label, i, the corresponding "m" for SU(2), and y 
(hypercharge) the eigenvalue of the third operator. 
This example shows how we can use the decomposition SU(rt)=>SU(n-l)xU(l) 
tor groups S U ( Í ¡ ) with η >2 We can write the label m as 
m — [μ'\,ιη' jn* , 
where [μ'] and m' arc SU(«-1) labels and m' is the eigenvalue of the remaining 
operator (Baird and Biedenharn, 1963) Thus for SU(4) we may write 
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m = [ μ ' ] , ( ί ) · ' ζ · ν χ , 
where [μ'] is the SU(3) irrep, (Owj.y are the SU(3) magnetic quantum numbers, and 
с (charm) is the additional eigenvalue. 
The above subgroup decomposition SU(n)=>SU(«-l)xU(l) is of course not the 
only way to generate labels m. For SU(3) one can also use SU(3)=>SO(3). For 
SU(4) a possible decomposition is SU(4)=>SU(2)xSU(2). Decompositions of the 
latter type are discussed in Section 3.10. 
5. The SU(2) CG-coefficients are well-known (Rose, 1957). Using the decomposi­
tion SU(3)3SU(2)xU(l) we can write each SU(3) CG-coefficient as the product of a 
so-called isoscalar factor times an SU(2) CG-coefficient, 
C(ffÄP) = { й Л І Ъ . Р } Π,'",,'',,'•.), 
where 
к = і-
л
 i'z.y. У* . ί - h iz.ì. Ух . and m = ίμ і,м уи . 
Such an isoscalar factor does not depend upon the magnetic quantum numbers of 
SU(2). In Table A8 the SU(3) isoscalar factors for /7=2 to 6 are given. All phases 
are chosen according to de Swart (1963). CG-coefficicnts for the decomposition 
SU(3)=>SU(2)xU(l) have also been calculated by de Swart (1963), Akiyama and 
Draayer (1973), and Draayer and Akiyama (1973). 
A tabulation of SU(4)3SU(3)xU(l) CG-coefficients (with phases for SV(3) dif­
ferent from de Swart, 1963) has been given by Rabl et al (1975) and Haacke et al 
(1976). For SU(6)=.SU(3)xSU(2) CG-coefficients see Section 3.10. Alisauskas and 
Norvaisas (1980) discuss the way to calculate CG-coefficicnts suited for the decom­
position SU(/i)3SO(n). 
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3.7 The multiplicity problem in the SU(n) CG-series 
1. From the discussion at the end of Section 3 6 it is clear that to study the SU(n) 
CG-series and coefficients more extensively, it is advantageous to go directly to the 
tensor product space 
(КУ = {Vf' ® (Vf , 
with V=C" In this space (Vy we can construct an orthonormal sum basis 
E^(m) = E\${M), properly adapted for Sp and SU(n) We could also construct the 
orthonormal product basis 
E[il'\ke) = E\l\k) ® EW) = b.^r\KL) , (3 28) 
properly adapted for SpixSp These two orthonormal bases are connected by a uni­
tary transformation We write 
£ [ t ì(m)= Σ VihL·^) E[ÏÏl](l<() (329a) 
ккК 
t. ι 
and 
EW\kt)= Σ и*и
к
МЬч)ЕЩт) (3 29b) 
2. With the help of the outer coefficients for Sp=>Sp¡-xSp we can define in ( v y 
another orthonormal basis, properly adapted for Sp xSp , by 
Elfcfi"l(m) - Σ SCK Ì & д £Щ(м) , (3 30) 
м 
where 1«γ«η(κ,λ μ) By construction this is the basis vector with index KL for one 
of the «(κ,λ,μ) irreps [κχλ] of SpixSp When ί,ίτ is an element of Spix.Sp„ one can 
show that 
Disto) ¿ f e ' μ γ 1(»0 = Σ E№ "Km) DlMsi) DPI (s2) (3 31) 
κ ι 
It is also easy to check that 
d(U) E^l^'Km) = Σ FJ^^'Km') d^l(U) (3 32) 
This shows that £ ' ^ λ μ {\т) is also the basis vector for one of the N^-dimensional 
irreps [μ] of SU(rt) For fixed ν.,λ,μ,Κ,Ε,ιη, but variable γ, these basis vectors (3 30) 
span an n(4,X^)-dimensional space W which is the intersection of the space vM(m) 
and the space vl><l(A:)®vl'-l(L) 
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3. With the help of the SU(/i) CG-coefficients we can define in (V)'''®^)'' an 
orthonormal basis adapted for SU(») by 
Е
1ид*хл] (км = Σ C(í IS, lO EW-HKL) . (3.33) 
where Ι^ρ^/ι(κ,λ,μ). By construction this is a basis vector m for the irrep [μ] of 
SU(/i)· It 's a ' s 0 easy to check that it is a basis vector KL for the irrep [κχλ] of 
SpXSp.. For fixed ν.,λ.μ,Κ,L,m, but variable β. these basis vectors span again the 
n(x^^)-dimen.sional space W. 
We have in W now two orthonormal bases. It will be very expedient to make 
use of the freedom in defining the multiplicity indices β and γ such that 
Εΐι,'-Μχ^/α,) = Êlif-'t'-'V) . (3.34) 
or β=γ. This implies that 
Σ CaìS, v) EW4KL) = Σ^κ}.ϊΐ'ο I-M»') • (3.35) 
Using the orthonormality properties of the basis vectors we obtain 
C(ÎÎ-ÎII-!) = Σ Sii ί: Χ, Υ) U(iK h. ··,.„). (3.36) 
Ai 
This definition of the SU(«) CG-coefficients is in terms of quantities defined with 
the help of the symmetric groups .S',
v
 Sp^ and Sp. It is at this point not yet clear, 
and perhaps even improbable, that we obtain the same phase conventions customari­
ly used in the definition of the CG-coefficients for the various SIJ(«) groups. From 
(3.36) it is clear that the multiplicity problem in SU(«). c.q. the definition of β in 
(3.33), can be solved by making it the multiplicity problem for S;,=>S;).x.V,,., c.q. the 
definition of γ in (3.30). 
For the decomposition SU(/!)=>SU(«-l)xU(l) a method to derive the CG-
coefficients (and the multiplicity indices) within SL'(«) is developed by Biedenharn 
et al (1967) and Louck and Biedenharn (1970). 
4. We can always choose basis tensors for the sum basis, which differ a minus sign 
from the tensors (3.33), 
FW-*X1\KL) = - E^X}\KL) . (3.37) 
for fixed μ,β.κ,λ,KL, but variable m. The transformation properties of the tensors 
(3.37) and (3.33) under the elements of SUOO or Sp are the same. However, when 
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we calculate SU(/i) CG-coefficicnts, the CG-coefficients for tensors /·" all have an 
opposite sign compared to the tensors E. Since the CG-coefficients for S U ( Î Î ) usual-
ly are calculated within the group S U ( H ) . it is possible that these CG-coefficienls 
have the "wrong" sign. Therefore they do not obey (3.35). 
In turns out that for SU(2) the standard phases (Robinson. 1957) for the CG-
coefficienls and the phases we adopt for the outer coefficients (Somers, 1983) are in 
agreement with relation (3.35). 
For groups SU(/i) with n>2 this is not necessarily the case. Therefore we have 
to check for each outer product [μ.β,κχλ] 
- if the index β agrees with the .S';, indices γ, and 
- if the CG-coefficients obey relation (3.35). or that they have the wrong sign. 
Of course these checks only have to be performed when we want to use results that 
incorporate Λ';, outer coefficients. The question if the CG-coefficients for a given 
product [μ,β.κχλ] are in agreement with (3.35) can be solved by calculating 6μ-
coefficients (Section 3.8). These fin-coefficients can be expressed in terms of SlJ(n) 
CG-coefficicnts as well as outer coefficients. We then calculate such a fyi-coefficient 
in both ways and compare the results. 
In Table A9 a set of products is given for which the standard SU(3) overall sign 
(de Swart, 1963), as used in Table A8, does not agree with the phases for the outer 
coefficients. 
5. Another SU(//) phase and degeneracy problem stems from the fact that certain 
Young diagrams with a different number of boxes represent equivalent S U ( Í I ) irreps, 
see equation (3.19). When [λ] and [λ'] arc two such Young diagrams, defined for 
respectively 5 ;). and Λ',,,·, then the .V,, х. ,,.с. ;, and SpXSp.-cSp- outer products are not 
the same. Hence the .V;, and S,,· degeneracy indices γ and γ' are presumably chosen 
in a different way (however, the outer multiplicity index for equivalent SU(/i) irreps 
is the same). It follows that we have to distinguish between these equivalent SU(fi) 
irreps when we make use of results (like the C^i-coefficients of Section 3.8) obtained 
from the symmetric group. 
This degeneracy problem originates from the fact that the duality is not between 
.S',, and S U ( / Í ) , but between .S',, and U ( / Ï ) where the equivalence (3.19) does not hold. 
In a strict sense the results derived are thus only valid for U(/Ï ) and are not factoriz-
able to SU( / i ) x U(l ) . However, in practical SU(//) situations, like quark rccoupling, 
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we will never meet any problems, since we know in such a case the number of boxes 
we are dealing with That is to say, we can deduce from the number of quarks in­
volved if we have an SU(3) outer product like [l]x[21] or [l]xp21] 
6. From the expression (3 36) for the SU(n) CG-coefficients wc see clearly that the 
CG-scnes for SU(n ) in terms of Young diagrams must be equal to the OP-senes for 
SpiiSpXSp, also expressed in terms of Young diagrams This of course up to di­
agrams which do not correspond to SU(n) irreps 
Using the orthogonality properties (2 53) of the outer coefficients we may 
rewrite (3.36) as 
u(h h M = Σ c(t í i!, ή sa } $ ν) (3 38) 
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3.8 The unitary oil-coefficient 
1. The И'-coefficients of Racah (1942) or the ^'-coefficients of Jahn (1951) for the 
recoupling of angular momentum (SU(2)) can be generalized to arbitrary groups 
Many of the formulas and discussions in the first part of this section are specified for 
SU(rt), but are equally valid for other compact groups. 
The irreps [μ] of SU(/i) are again defined in the ^[ul-dimensional spaces W|lll 
with the orthonormal basis {£"'/,','} Next we consider the tensor product space 
w - ι ν | ι , ' 1 ® ι ν | μ 1 ® ι ν [ μ 1 . 
with the orthonormal basis vectors 
e
{Z:Ì=e^®e^®elV (3 39) 
In this space we define the unitary tensor product representation cl(U) of SU(n) by 
Λ ί ί / ί ο ' , 1 | μ ^ ' = V f ' ι ' | μ μ ' ' w'1'1' г/''1' /У'1''' И ДГЛ 
m 
This representation is completely reducible into irreps [μ] of SU(«) We write this 
as 
[μ,] Χ [μ :] Χ [μ,] = Σ ® //ί^,α-,,ιι,.μ) [μ] , (3 41) 
where /«(μ,,ατ.μι,μ) is the multiplicity of the irrep [μ] in the representation 
[μι]χ[μ2]χ[μι] Th e space W can therefore be written as the direct sum of the ir­
reducible subspaces W'^c), where the index с is needed to distinguish the 
/?ι(μι,μ2,ιι1.μ) different equivalent irreps [μ] 'Ihus 
W = 2 © W|ll|(c) (3 42) 
In each of these subspaces Ии'(с) we define an orthonormal basis {e ',',','(c)} There 
are many ways to define the multiplicity index с We will do this explicitly in two 
different ways, called coupling schemes 
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Coupling síheme a The properly adtipted basis for Wl"l(i/) in this scheme is 
e\VUl) = Σ C(n, ,„ „ )((,„ mm )e,„mm • Π 43) 
where we must sum over Ш|./и
:
,ш «ind w^ I he multiplicity index is here called a 
and is shorthand for the three variables, 
(I - (U i ;Y i2 ізч) 
We have omitted on the left hand side of (3 41) the irrep labels ιι,.μ;, and іи The 
inverse relation is 
, 1« I' " ] 
У С ' ( " " " ) C r (" " " W ' H ( Í M 
¿j *- \m m m t ^ \m m m ι L m У" ) 
wheie wc must sum over ч.тм, and m, 
Coupling scheme b The properly adapted basis tor wl'^ft) in this scheme is 
m У
1
 f ¿л ^- Уін и: iti ι f *- ν ΜΙ m m f l m m m •· (3 44) 
where we must sum over m ¡.m-· m,, and /л;я The index b is given by 
Л=(Ц;1Л'21 Vi 21 ) 
2. These two orthonormal bases М'/Дв)} and {«'Wc/')} span both the space 
£(3 vvM(( ) I hey aie related via a unitary transformation 
P W « ) = Σ''Ι;.'.Ι('')Λ U|ibihu (3 45) 
The matrix elements X of this umtarv transformation depend upon six different ir-
leps (сц.и-лц.и^лья.н) 'ind lour multiphcn indices (vi: Y12 ΙΎ'ΊΎΙ 2i)· but they are 
independent of m I he A" coefticients are cai d unitary fyi-coetficients and are also 
denoted by 
(3 46) ιι,μ,μ,μ a b = 
l'i 
l'i 
μ: 
i'21 
» ι : 
11 
Y i : i 
Y i : 
Yi 21 
It can be shown that 
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y α" μ μ · ) α " " " 
У m ni m 
u u
 i u )c ( 
= ίΐ(ιι.μ') b(m.m') X 
where we must sum over ιη^ιη^,ηΐτ,,/'ΐ ii* а п ^ "'зя 
)C ( li ι II u 
Ш . /Π , íf l 
μ,μψιμ 
a b 
(3 47) 
3. For the group SU(2) it is customary to use the label {]) to denote the irreps For 
SU(2) the CG-coefficients are always non-degenerate, and the SU(2) unitary 6j-
coetficient can be expressed in terms of a 6y-symbol (Rose. 1957), 
0 /я J, 
Jl 721 J 
= (-) /, + / +/ +/ VW^+IHWD (3 48) 
Such a 6;-symbol (note the subtle difference between the words coefficient and sym­
bol) has a lot of symmetry properties under permutations of the irreps in its rows 
and columns. The calculation of 6μ- or 9цл т Ь о К for a general S U ( / Í ) group usual-
ly causes problems since the indices γ (which are chosen more or less ad hoc) are 
not invariant under permutation of the irreps A review of the properties of the 
SU(2) 6y- and 9;-symbols has been given by Landolt and Bornstein (1968) The 6μ-
symbols have been introduced by Wigner (reviewed by Wigncr in 1966). The full 
symmetries are given by Butler and Wybourne (1976) and Butler (1981) Bickerstaft 
and Wybourne (1981) pay attention to the phase and multiplicity freedoms in the 
6μ-Ννπιοο1& Sullivan (1983) discusses the L'OO^SUin) factonzabihty of 6μ-5νηιοοΚ 
Multiplicity free 6μ^νπΛοΚ for U(/!) are considered by Ahsauskas et al (1971,1972) 
Wong (1976) gives an explicit evaluation Calculations of certain SU(/i) 6μ^νπΛοΚ 
have been performed by Butler et al (1978,1979), Butler and Reíd (1979), and Reíd 
and Butler (1980). Algebraic formulas arc given by Haase and Butler (1982) Oth-
er /г-dependent formulas have been derived by Biedenharn et al (1972), Louck and 
Biedenharn (1973), Louck et al (1975), and Lohe et al (1977). Bickerstaff, Butler, 
et al (1982) give tables of SU(3) and SU(6) 6μ-4>'πιΗοΚ. 
Algorithms and computer programs to evaluate the SU(3) όμ-ΰοείίιαί'ηΐς are 
given by Akiyama and Draayer (1973) and Draaycr and Akiyama (1973). More 
references about 6μ-coelflClents can be found at the end of this section 
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4. In order to study the unitary ón-coefficients for SU(/i) better, we make use of the 
irreducible tensors in (Vy defined with the help of -S',,. The irreps [ц,]. [μ2], and [μ,] 
are represented by Young diagrams with /?,, ρ,, and p^ boxes, where Р\+Р2+Рг=Р-
Further we define Рп=Р\+Рг a n d Р2*=Р2+р-\- For the symmetric group Sp wc have 
the chains of subgroups 
( Sp¡ χ Sp ) χ 5,,, с 5;л, x SPi c= S,, 
and 
Sp, χ ( Sp x S,, ) c= Spt xSp^ Sp . 
In the tensor product space 
(V)" -Wf ®(Vf (ЗІ )1" 
we can define the orthonormal sum basis {Ε^)(Μ)} with the help of Sp. With the 
help of SpXSp xSp we can construct the orthonormal product basis 
l ^ i X - W i ^ M O - E1;/1^,) ® E ' ^ ' Í « : ) ® Ε1™!*«0 · (3.49) 
These sum and product basis in (V)'' are related by a unitary transformation, which 
can be written down in various ways. Using the coupling scheme a we write (with 
the help of (3.29a)) 
E'Ä'(Ai) = Σ l/C',«,"'·» »;.«.) "(."'..w, ™,м,»м) Ε^^,,ίΛί,Μ,,Μ,), (3.50) 
where we must sum over μι,^ι^νίι.μτ,/ίΐτ,Α/^,μ,,/η^,Μ,,ιι^,/η^, and Λ/ .^ Using the 
coupling scheme b we have 
Efel(Ai) = 2 i/Cv/.^w,™,^ ,) l/(™ «.».'.w.,««) Е[йГ™І (М,М2МЯ) , (3.51) 
where we must sum over μ^ηι\,М\,\>-2^т1^2,[и-к,т^М^.^2^т2'К' a n d ^21· Comparing 
the two unitary basis transformations (3.50) and (3.51) we note that 
Ζ-
 Ь
 Ui.AÍ, га,,V/, ж ,W| Ι υ\ηι
ι
Λ1ι m,M,m,wJ _ 
μ ,Hl|_ Wp 
- 2 - ^( ιη, ,Μ «ι,Μ,/η,,Μ,,^ Ά ΐ Β , ν ί , η ι Μ,,ιηΜ) • 
ιι ,/ζι, W , 
Using the orthogonality relations (2.53) and (3.27) for the outer and CG-
coefficients, and the expression (3.47) for the unitary 6μ-ΰοείίίαεηΐ, we find 
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- 2 , л и / VÍ, м,, ΥιΟ -Mw,, и Λί Ϊ Ι · ) 
,м, ν/ ,ν/ 
ν
 с/И- Ι', » , ч с , » , μ,, И ч / , г^ч 
χ
 - ' І и , Μ, м , ν 0 J (.Μ, ν/,, Μ ΥιΌ ( ,J .3Z; 
We note that the sum on the right hand side of (3.52) is independent of M^ Mj, and 
Λίν 
We find here the important result that the SU(n) 6μ-οοεΓ1"ίοίεηΐ5 are independent 
of n, because the entries in the symbols can be written independently of η as Young 
diagrams. Because the outer coefficients arc real, the X coefficients are real. 
In Table AIO we give a set of SU(n) 6μ-α)6Ϊίίαεηΐ5 calculated with the help of 
(3.52). The unitary recoupling coefficients (6μ- or '^-coefficients) have been dis­
cussed by Elliot et al (1953), Kaplan (1962), Horie (1964), Kramer and Seligman 
(1969a,1969b), and Vanagas (1971). Kramer (1967,1968) has identified the 6μ-
coefficient (in his terminology the 6/-invariant) for the symmetric and unitary 
groups. This has also been studied by Somers (1982). 
X μιμ2μιμ 
a b 
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3.9 The unitary 9ц-соеГПсіепІ 
1. In this case vvc consider the tensor product space 
W = W1"'1® W | u | ® W11'·1® W1"1 . 
in which we define the unitary représentation d of SU(/i) by 
Í' = [μι] x [μ:] χ Ы χ Ы 
The representation d is completely reducible into irreps [μ] of SU(/i) Accordingly 
we can write the space W as a direct sum of irreducible subspaccs Wl"l(c ). where the 
multiplicity index с is necessary to distinguish the various equivalent irreps [u] in the 
reduction of d. We will choose one specific way to define the multiplicity index с. 
First we construct properly adapted bases in the product spaces 
W,, = H'1"'1 ® w[v ' = Σ Θ W1"1 '(Yi;) . 
W4 - IV
1
" I ® W1"'1 = Σ Θ ^ 1 " ''( лд) 
In νν,τ we have the basis 
e ,„','(Y12) = Σ ^ U ». ш, ..) e',,', ©е.« . (3.53) 
where we must sum over w, and w^ In W^ we have the basis 
e m , (Υΐ4) = Σ Мш ш ш , .'..) e m ® <-' /н, - (З.Э4) 
where we must sum over my and nu Next we consider the product representation 
[μΐ2]χ[μΐ4]- which is again completely reducible. The properly adapted basis in W is 
then 
ife'fo) = ς cc,- ;;,·,;:, ·•) e '^ '(γ,,)®eth^) . 0.55) 
where we must sum over W12 and mM. The multiplicity index β stands now for the 
row of variables 
a = (UI;-YI24H4.YM-Y) 
On the left hand side of (3.55) we have omitted the irrep labels ιΐι.μι,μι. and μ.,. 
Using (3.53), (3 54), and (3.55) we find 
еЩа) = У Π" 1 μ ''' ·• ) Ci"' ,,J "' - ì Cf" '^ ' μ -) e | u , , , " " ' (3 56) 
where we must sum over т^пн^п^т^т^, and іп-ц. We have introduced here the 
obvious notation 
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Км
 ll
 ,^1
 =
 IM 1 ^ ί" I
 0 , («J ^ > '»,ι 
The inverse transformation reads 
|μ и и ιι,Ι _ ν r , f ( " " μ . 1 Г'Г"1 "' " ' » /" ί"'· " " •> ·Η( \ 
ί m in m ru, ¿ι *• ' I M m /fi, V I *- KÌH, ni in , .' J ' ^- \ ш , »fi /η "ì ^ ni H ' / · 
where we must sum over a,ιη^,ηι^,μ. and m. 
2. Next we consider the tensor product space 
W - ^ " ' о Н ^ й 1 1 ' 1 ® ^ 1 1 ' 1 . 
which is isomorphic to W. We construct first the properly adapted bases in the 
spaces 
Ï V 1 , - » ' I " I ® » V | , , 1 = 2 0 W I | , I I ( V 1 , ) . 
vv:4 = w
1
" ' ® w1"-1 = 2® w'11 \y2i) , 
and then we consider the product spaces 
W|M' '(Υπ) ® »'•"''(YJ,) = Σ ® Wl"l(i») . 
The properly adapted basis m W according to this coupling scheme is 
[ιι|/
Μ V r / t l I' ",. , ч Г / 1 1 И, l·., ч r , " i . И.. И ч Ііі.ч μ μ,Ι , , , 7 . 
^ /л \^ f ¿л ν/ΐ' '" '"ц ^ ' ι ' ^'1 '«ι 'ίΐ.ι ν " 1 ' ^ ν/ΐί, ш , m V J ^ /л »ι ,νί ni, . .^7..» / ^ 
where we must sum over ;и|,;?гі.'"п.»і2.'"4· a n d т^. The multiplicity index b is in 
this case given by 
b = (μπ.γπ,μ2^Υ24.γ') • 
The inverse relation is 
II,,,.,!,.,,] ,., u, u, u, il. », ,,„ μ. ,.
 ( l ( | 
c
 »i/Hiii/iij ^ i *- V/n /и «ί,, ι iv *- \in m, in , .' if ^ \ηι ,/л, /u ι r L т\1'}' 
where we must sum over fc.wn./nij.n, and m. 
3. The tensors in the space W can be mapped upon those in the space W by means 
of a unitary operator Ρ which exchanges the subspaces w'L' ' and H'1" '. We write 
^Ml/,l(«) = Σe|/,l,l(í>)/, μιμ :μ,μ4μ ÎI b (3.58) 
where the matrix elements of P, the so called unitary '.^-coefficients, are indepen-
dent of m. Another notation is 
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μ,μ :μλα4 ι ι 
a b 
" ι μ: μ ι : Υπ 
μι μ.ι μ-ij ΥΜ 
μη μ24 μ γ 
Υπ Υ:4 Υ' 
(3 59) 
The A--coefficients or unitary 6μ-α)οίίια€ηΐ5 are a special case of the unitary 9μ-
coefficients. In that case [μι] = Ιϋ] is the trivial irrep, and the corresponding W1"' is 
only a scalar Therefore there is essentially no exchange of the vector spaces It is 
easy to see that the unitary 9μ-coefflClents are given by 
ν гс
1
''
 μ μ
' ' ι π"
 μ
'
 , , u
 •> re" 1 ''" μ \ г ίμ' μ' 'Ί -, ч Γ*ίμ " μ ' ι 
х СЧ",
1;,™',;, ,) = й(^ц')Ь(/п,/я')Р 
where we must sum over /n1,w2,w,.'«j,mi2.w;4,wn, and /и :4 
μ,μ,μ^μ 
« ft , (3 60) 
4. For SU(2) no degeneracy labels γ are necessary since the outer multiplicity in­
dices are always 0 or 1 The 9) -coefficients for SU(2) can be expressed in terms of 
9;-symbols (Edmonds, 1957), 
Jl J2 !\2 
ІЪ /4 Л4 
Ι\λ l u 1 
= (2Л2-1)(2Л4+1)(2уп+1)(2724+1) 
ì\ Il ì\2 
lì ¡л Jv 
7 n І24 I 
(3 61) 
5. It is possible to prove that the values of the SU(«) 9u-coefficients are indepen­
dent of n. This can be done by treating them as a special kind of double coset coef­
ficients for Sp. The double coset matrices have been introduced by Kramer and 
Seligman (1969a) and the general theory has been formulated by Sullivan 
(1975,1978,1980) Use of the double coset theory has been made for example by 
Junker and Klein (1971). 
The value of a 9μ-α)6ίίΐΰΐ€ηΐ for the case [μ2] = [μι1=Ι1] and [іц]=[0] can be found 
immediately Consider a Yamanouchi symbol M\ Mp such that when we omit from 
[μ] the boxes corresponding to M;,_i and Mp, we find [μ,] Then the 9μ-ΰοείίιαεηΙ is 
just the matrix element of the transposition (p~\,p) in the representation [μ] of Sp. 
Therefore 
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μι [i] μη 
[1] [0] [1] 
μπ [Π μ 
= • 
ο when μπ = μι: = μ/Λί;, 
Vi—σ- when μ^ = μ/Λί;, and μ^ = μ/Λί;)_| 
V l - σ - when μ,τ = μ/Μ,, and μ^ = μ/Λί;,_]. 
(3.62) 
where σ is the inverse of the axial distance from box Mp to box Mp., ; μ/Μρ stands 
for μ with the box corresponding to Mp omitted. In this case all products are non-
degenerate, therefore no labels γ are necessary. 
In general the calculation of the 9μ-ΰθ6ίΠαεηΐ5 can be facilitated by writing 
them as products (Millener. 1978) of two 6μ-α}6ίΠαεηΐ5 and one 6μ-1ίΚε coefficient. 
The relation is given by 
μι μ: μ ι : Υι: 
μ ι μα μΐ4 Υΐ4 
μπ H24 μ Υ 
ΥΠ 724 γ ' 
(3.63) 
Σ 
vóti) 
μπ μ: ν Ò 
[01 μ4 μ4 
μ π μι» μ Υ 
Υ24 η 
μι μ: μ ι : Υι: 
μι [0] μι · 
μπ μ: ν ò 
ΥΠ · F 
μ ι : [0] μ ι : . 
μ.τ μ4 μΐ4 y-» 
ν μ4 μ η 
с γ' 
Some special 9μ-εο6ΓΠα6ηΐ5 have been calculated by Hecht (1971,1977), 
Anayas-Weiss et al (1974) and Hecht and Braunschweig (1975). 
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3.10 The decomposition SU(n,n2)=SU(n,)xSU(n2) 
1. The elements of the groups SU(tti), SU(/i->) and Sbfiii^^) are the linear transfor­
mations U\ Ln, and U in the complex vector spaces Vl = C ' K : = C ' and 
К = К | ® К
:
, respectively Those elements U ol ЫДн,/!:) which are also elements ol 
the subgroup S U ( « I ) X S U ( Í M ) can be written as Ь=С1и^ B\ [μ] we denote the 
ν[μ] dimensional irreps of SU(;;i« ;) and b> [ιΐιΧμ->] the \[i(i]\[ii1] dimensional irreps 
of SU(/7|)xSU(rt;) where [μι] and [u
:
] are irreps of SUi«)) and SI {n-·) 
Ihe irrep [μ] of SU(/i|/¡i) consists ot the matrices Í/I"I(L ) When we restrict our 
selves to those transformations U = U{U^ ot SLI(;I | /M) which belong also to the sub-
group SU(/Ji)xSU(«:), then the representation matrices i/l"l({.',L/->) form the 
representation [u] 4, of SLJ ( / I I )XSU(H2) subcimed from [n] This subduced represen 
tation is in general reducible and can be completely reduced into irreps [іі|Хіь] ot 
SU(«|)xSL(n-.) We write this decomposition formally as 
| μ ] ! = Σ Θ ' " ( μ ι ΐΗίΟΙμιΧμ-] 0 64) 
Il u 
where the multiplicities m(\i\,\ki μ) are totallv determined bv the CG-senes lor the 
group S^  (Section 2 5) For the dimensions we have the relation 
Λ'[μ] = Σ ' " (Hi u-·") ν^ι,] [и,] (λ 65) 
U | l 
The connection between this decomposition and the С G-senes for Sf, can be under­
stood as follows When the Young diagram [μ] has ρ boxes then the irrep [μ] of 
SU(rt|«i) can be defined in one of the \ [u]-dimensional subspaces vl'l(iW) of the 
tensor product space {Vy^iV^y'^V^i' The irreducible tensors for SU(H|)xSU(n-.) 
which can be defined in the product space (V^'^V^f. are in each of the spaces 
(V\)i' and (VSy of contravariant rank /; The corresponding irreps of 
SU(/!|)xSU(n->) we write as [L^XIU] where [μ,] and [μ,] are necessarily both Young 
diagrams with exactly/; boxes Ihe irreducible tensors in (V)'' with S, symmetry [u] 
can be obtained by taking appropriate linear combinations ol the irreducible tensors 
in ( іУ'®^·,)'' with S^-symmetry [μιΧμ-.] I hese linear combinations are totally 
determined by the CG-senes and coefficients lor S;, 
In practice one speaks of the SU(H|)xSU(/!2) content ([μ,] [μ^]) of the SUi«,«-,) 
irrep [μ] and one rewrites (1 64) accordingly as 
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M = Σ®»ι(μι.μ2.μ)([«ι]·[μ:]) (3.66) 
[l и 
This content (for each [u]), which is independent ot ii¡ and « : , can easily be seen in 
the corresponding column of the tables for the CG-sencs of „S',,. 
Example 16. 
The content for all cases with pss3 is 
[i] = ([i].[i]) 
[2] =([2].[2]) + ([l-].[l-l) 
[ l - ]=([2] . [ l - ])+([ l -] . [2]) 
[3] =([3],(31) + ([l ,],[l ,]) + ([21b[2l]) 
[iVtm-lPD + diU^D + i^iMzi]) 
[21] = ([3],[21]) + ([21].[3]) + ([11].[21]) + (12\\.[\'\) + ([21],[211) . 
2. The Ν[μ\ different basis vectors (states) for the SLH/i!/^) irrep [μ] are labeled by 
m. The easiest way to do this is to assume that m takes on the integer values 
Κ/Μ^.νΐμ]. However, when the SUf/ i^xSUi^) content is important in the prob­
lem, then it is advantageous to take a state labeling m which is properly adapted for 
the decomposition SU(/ii«
:
)z)SU('i |) x SU(/b)· 
In the space (V)'' we can define the orthonormal basis vectors ¿ ' ^ ( w ) which are 
properly adapted for Λ',, and SUí/i,/;:). In the same space ( / У'=( /і) / '®( / ; ) ' ' we can 
also define an orthonormal basis properly adapted for 5,, and for S U t w ^ x S U ^ b ) , 
Ь ι/,ΐί (" ' ι ' " :) = £ \ / ! ( ' " ι ) ® £ « ( " ' : ) (3.67) 
Using the CG-cocfficients for Sp we can then introduce the orthonormal basis vec­
tors 
£ΐΟ(μ1/«ιμ2»ι2Γ)= Σ C(& w ' υ Ο ^ υ ^ ί ' « : ' » : ) · (3.68) 
M ν 
These basis vectors are properly adapted to Sp, SU(/!|/f
:
), and SU(/î | )xSU(/b). The 
labels Γ, mi, and w : can take on /«(μι,ατ,μ), ' Ііц], and /Vjib] different values. For 
fixed μ and M there are thus 
Σ #»ι(μ,.μ2.μ)ΜμιΜμ:·] = * 'M 
II, u 
such basis vectors, where use is made of (3.65). These basis vectors span exactly the 
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space νΙμΙ(Μ) It is therefore expedient to identify 
£'lil(m) - ¿Ίί/ίμ,ιιι,μ^,Γ) (3 69) 
This furnishes us with an S\J(n]n2) state labeling » ι ^ μ ^ ι μ ι / η ι Γ ) , which is properly 
adapted to the SU(ni)xSU(n2) content of the SU(«|«2) irrep [μ] We notice that the 
degeneracy label Γ is determined in a quite natural way by the group Sp Another 
way to find a consistent set of F's is by constructing operators in the group SU(«|«2) 
whose eigenvalues provide a labeling for Γ For SU(4) this has been studied by 
Moshinsky and Nagel (1963), Draayer (1970), and Partensky and Maguin (1978) 
Strand (1974) establishes a relation between the basis in the SU(6)z3SU(3)xSU(2) 
decomposition and the basis in the chain SU(6)=>SU(5)=) 
Example 17. 
SU(6)3SU(3)xSU(2) 
(i) The SU(6) and SU(3) irreps we denote by their dimensions {N} and {n} and 
the SU(2) irreps by (/) According to Example 16 the (a,;) content of some of 
the SU(6) irreps is then 
{6} = (3,1/2) 
{21} = (6.1) + ü \ 0 ) 
Ш } = ( 6 0) + ( 3 M ) 
{56} = (10,3/2) + (8,1/2) 
{20} = (8,1/2) + (1,3/2) 
{70} = (10,1/2) + (8,3/2) + (8 1/2) + (1,1/2) 
(u) The 56 states belonging to the SU(6) irrep {56} can most easily be labeled 
by 
(10,m|,3/2,m:) for the 40 states of the content (.10,3/2) 
(S,m|,1/2,^2) for the 16 states of the content (8,1/2) 
3. Consider the SU(«|/J2) irreps [κ],[λ],[μ], all with a state labeling (k,t,m), properly 
adapted to their SU(n 1)xSU(n2) content For example, the irrep [κ] has the 
ЗІДиОхЗІД/іг) content ([κι] ^ ] ) and the corresponding state label / ί ^ κ ι λ ^ ^ Γ , , ) 
Analogously for the irreps [λ] and [μ) The SU(ni«2) CG-coefficients with this state 
labeling we may write as 
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cu ι a,,) = ς с (Γ i »;, у ) cCk ¡ ш ν ) {;,, ι ,',, г ΐ ϊ μ . ν } ( 3 7 0 ) 
The factors on the right hand side of thib equation are an SU(n]) CG-coefficient, an 
SUÍMT) CG-coefticient. and an isoscalai factor for SUf/i^iJ^SUin^xSUfn·)) It can 
be shown that the isoscalar factors arc independent of η ι and /и (Sullivan, 1980, 
Chen, 1981, Somers, 1982) They depend only upon the Young diagrams 
κι.κ2,κ,λ|,λ2,λ,μι,μ2,μ and the labels Γ
ν
,Γ),Γμ,γι,γ2 Using the orthogonality proper­
ties (3 27) for the SU(«) CG-coefficients one can show that 
Ц , ι ' > г ι и% г i,"} = Σ со? ι s, ν) г (Γ; ί; % -,) с (*' ί ™ ,· ) . (3 7ΐ) 
where we must sum over ki,k2,t\, and i, We used the state labeling 
к=(у.
І
к1 .2к2Тл), and similarly for t and m The sum on the right hand side of (3 71) 
is independent of /τη and mi 
It can be shown (Chen, 1981, Somers, 1982) that the isoscalar factors can be ex­
pressed totally in terms of CG-coefficients for the groups SPi, 5,, , and Sp and the 
outer coellicients for ?,,=>£,, xS,, One finds that 
{*,v Γ λ/ Γ Ιμ,μ Γ γ,ν } = (3 72) 
= Σ сС
к
\ κ κ г,) С^', Ι ; ι ) C("), Ι, Ι г ) 8(Λ
Κ
\ )\ ι/, -, ) SCK ί' « / ) 5 ^ ί ν/ Υ) · 
where we must sum over Кi,K2,Li,L2,M¡,Mi, and M. The sum on the right hand 
side of (3 72) is independent of the choice for К and L 
The non-zero isoscalar factors for Young diagrams [κ] and [λ] with 3 boxes and 
for which the irrep [μ] is equal to [I6], [32], or [24] are given in Table All These are 
the isoscalar factors tor the qb multiquark states When the isoscalars are used for 
SU(«|) or SU(/?2) equal to SU(3), they have to be multiplied b\ the phase factors of 
Table A9. 
There exist a lot of scattered calculations of SU(6) isoscalar factors (scalar fac­
tors, coefficients of fractional parentage) in the literature Unfortunately there are 
usually phase differences between the different papers The 5υ(6)=)5υ(3)χ8υ(2) 
isoscalar factors have been calculated by Cook and Murtaza (1965), Schulke (1965), 
Carter et al (1965), Machacek and Tomozawa (1976), So and Strottman (1979), and 
Strottman (1979aЛ979b) The tables of Cook and Murtaza (1965) contain phase in­
consistencies. The same holds tor the method of Strottman (1979a,1979b) Tables 
of the related (but «-dependent) Зц^утЬоК for SU(6)z)SU(3)xSU(2) are given by 
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Bickcrstaff, Butler, el al (1982). Isoscalar factors for SU(12)z>SU(4)xSU(3) are 
given by Matveev and Sorba (l978). 
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IV SYMMETRIES IN MULTIQLARK SYSTEMS 
4.1 Introduction 
1. In this chapter we discuss a diversity of examples and applications of the theory 
of the preceding chapters, which concern in particular problems in high energy phy-
sics We restrict ourselves to internal symmetries and spatial symmetries Discrete 
symmetries like parity time reversal, or charge conjugation are not covered 
In the high energy physics point of view hadrons are composite objects made of 
quarks and antiquarks (Zweig, 1964, Geli-Mann and Ne eman, 1964) At present in 
some theoretical models the quarks are also often considered to be made of more 
fundamental building blocks (see for example Haran, 1983) and similar techniques 
as we will describe here, apply there as well However, we will limit ourselves to 
hadrons and henceforth we consider the quarks as fundamental The strong interac-
tions which are responsible for the binding of the quarks in the hadrons, are 
described by Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) where the forces originate from 
the exchange of gluons between colored quarks (Greenberg, 1964, Han and Nambu, 
1965, Fntzsch and Gell-Mann, 1972, Weinberg 1973, Gross and Wilczek, 1973, Pol-
itzer (1973) This theory (QCD) is universally accepted nowadays 
2. In order to give the reader some introductory reference to the contemporary 
literature on multiquark systems we first give an outline of work that has been done 
and which is related to the subjects that we discuss m this chapter This summary 
does not pretend to be complete in any respect, but it may help to appreciate the 
approach of this chapter 
The two-body effective quark-quark interaction has been treated in QCD for 
qq- and (^-systems by for example De Rujula et al (197*)) and de Grand et al 
(1975) Jaffe (1977a) considers the masses and rccouphngs of the q2(j^ multiquark 
systems Some phase inconsistencies in this recoupling calculation have been detect-
ed by Wong and Liu (1980) Studies of q\ q2q^, and qb multiquark states and multi-
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baryon states have been performed by Aerts et al (1978,1980) and by Mulders et al 
(1978a,1979,198()). The calculation by Aerts (1979) of the i-wave q2f- masses іь a 
special case of the method treated in Section 4 6. Multiquarks states are also dis­
cussed by Mulders et al (1978b) and de Swart et al (1980,1981) The masses of the 
q^q^ states are calculated by Black and Wybourne (1981). The methods used by 
them and by Bickerstaff (1982b) in his calculation of the masses of the q2q2, q4q, 
and g6 states have been described by Bickerstaff and Wybourne (1980.1981). Bick­
erstaff, Joshi, et al (1982) discuss the color content of some multiquark states. 
Some of the 6-quark exotic states have been discussed by Jaffe (1977b). 
Matveev and Sorba (1977) question if the deuteron can be treated as a spherical 6-
quark system. The spherical 6-quark states have been treated by Matveev and Sor­
ba (1978) and H0gdasen and Sorba (1979) Also Strottman (1979a) pays attention 
to 6-quark states. Obukhovsky (1982) studies deuteron-like 6-quark states General 
6-quark state recouplmgs arc treated by Harvey (1981) and Obukhovsky et al 
(1982). Matveev and Sorba (1978) study the spherical 9-quark states 
Chan and H0gaasen (1980) treat mixing of multiquark states by means of qq-
pair annihilation. Jaffe (1978) has studied q2^1 couplings in nucleón anti-nuclcon 
systems Bickerstaff and Wybourne (1980,1981) and Black and Wybourne (1981) 
have performed recoupling calculations for q2q2, q4q, <7^7\ and q6 multiquark states. 
Somers (1978) and Strottman (1979b) discuss the dissociation of the ^^-systems. 
Bickerstaff (1982a) notes that the treatment by Strottman (1979b) is not phase con-
sistent. Roiesnel (1979) has tabulated q^q decompositions from q*q for the 3-quark 
system in a color octet state 
The derivation of nucleon-nucleon potentials via the study of (^-systems with de-
formed bags has been done by de Tar (1978,1979). The study of the nucleon-
nucleon potentials in the frame work of the resonating group method by considering 
the scattering of 3-quark clusters have been carried out by for example Neuddtchin 
et al (1977), Liberman (1977), Ribeiro (1980), Toki (1980), and Oka and Yazaki 
(1980,1981) 
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3. After this survey of the literature we next give a review of the groups that play a 
role in the classification of the quantum states of quarks I he quarks are character­
ized by a set of quantum numbers that label the states they can occupy 
Spin is the first label Quarks are spin '/2 fermions and the two allowed spin 
states are spin up (a) and spin down (β) The spin symmetry we denote by SU(2,S), 
where we have added the S to make a distinction with SU(2) symmetries of another 
nature 
Flavor is another important quantum label In its simplest form we are con­
cerned with only two types of quarks, up (u) and down (d) The corresponding fla­
vor symmetry (also called isospin) is classified as SU(2 I) When we add the strange 
quark (5) we extend the flavor symmem to SU(3,r) (Behrends et al 1962, Geli-
Mann, 1964, de Swart. 1963,1966. Carruthcrs, 1966, Weisskopf, 1966, Lichtenberg, 
1978) We can go further in this way to SU(4 F) by adding the charmed quark, and 
so on Combining flavor and spin into a larger symmetry group leads to SU(4,1S) 
(Wigner, 1937) or SU(6 bS) (Sakita, 1964, Gursey and Radicati, 1964, Gursey et al, 
1964, Pais. 1966) depending upon the number of flavors we consider in our problem 
Color is the third quantum label (Greenberg, 1964, Han and Nambu, 1965, 
Greenberg and Nelson, 1977) Quarks can have three different "colors" and the 
corresponding symmetry group is SUO.C) Color and flavor-spin can again be com­
bined into a color-flavor-spin symmetry, e g SU(18 CFS) For all SU(«) symmetries 
quarks correspond to the basis vectors e, in the vector space C" of the fundamental 
representation {n} They are therefore characterized by Young diagrams with 1 
box 
Spatial symmetry depends in general on the dynamics of the system of the 
quarks In the case ot only central forces between the particles the spin and space 
transformations can be treated independently and the spin-space symmetry of the 
wavefunction can be described by the group SU(2,S)xSO(3 L) If there are also spin 
dependent forces present, the spin-space part is described by SU(2 J), where J is the 
total angular momentum Larger spatial symmetry groups can be used it the system 
has special properties For example, if the ρ quarks can be considered to behave 
spatially independent, the spatial group becomes ЬО(1 I )'' or even SUO/; L) which 
is the case for ρ independent harmonic oscillators (Wybourne, 1974) In general 
larger groups are in principle more powerful, but computations tend to grow rapidly 
more difficult 
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In the foregoing discussion we have introduced the "basic" symmetry groups for 
quarks. SU(2,S), SU(2,I), SU(3,F), SU(3.C), and SO(3.L) The applications 
described in this chapter will be based on the quark symmetry group 
С = SU(3.C) χ SUO.F) χ SU(2.S) χ S()(3.I ) (4.1) 
The composed symmetry groups like SU(4,IS). SU(6.CS), SU(6,bS). SU(12.CIS), and 
SU(18.CSF) will also be used because they are very convenient for the construction 
and classification of the (multi)quark wavefunctions Here the physical decomposi­
tion chains 
SU(4.IS) => SU(2,1) x SU(2,S) 
SU(6CS) 3 SU(3.C) x SU(2.S) 
SU(6 FS) =) SU(3.F) x SU(2 S) 
SU(12.CIS) 3 SU(3.C) x SU(4.1S) 
SU(18,CFS) 3 SU(3 C) x SU(6.FS) . 
and also 
SU(18,CFS) 3 SU(3.F) x SU(6,CS) 
will be employed, which is common practice in the literature 
The symmetric group S;, is used for two different purposes In the first place it 
is used in the study ol ρ -quark systems whose states arc classified according to the 
group GxSp Secondly it is used to define and calculate the isoscalar factors (which 
relate the SU(/i|/i2) CG-coefficients to the SU(«,) and SU(n
:
) CG-coefficients) and 
the 6μ- and 9n-coefficients by an analysis of the tensors of rank ρ 'I his has been dis­
cussed in Chapter III It will be applied to some practical cases in this chapter 
(Section 4 2-4 10) 
4. The symmetry GxSp of a ρ -quark system, which is represented by a contravan-
ant tensor with ρ indices, can be described by means of Young diagrams with ρ 
boxes. Because of the generalized Pauli principle the total wavefunction has the Sp 
symmetry [1''], ι e the wavefunction is totally antisymmetric with respect to any in­
terchange of two quarks If we split the total symmetry in two subsymmetnes, the 
Sp irreps of these subsymmetnes are conjugate (2.40). For example, when we 
choose the subsymmetnes color and flavor-spm-space then the corresponding irreps 
are related via 
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Ы = [μ/, ι] 
In general we have to study the [μ, ,μ, μ, μ(] content of the irrep [1''] Below we will 
studv as example the Vparlide case 
With the help of S-\ as treated in Example 16, we may write for a Vquark -.tate 
[11] = (П][11]) + ([21][21]) + ([11][1]), (4 2) 
and we see clearly the (SU(ni),SU('i:)) content of the state Thus we have a sym­
metric ([3]) space part combined with an antisymmetric ([I1]) color-flavor-spin, then 
space [21] and CFS [21], and finally antisymmetric space and symmetric CbS 
First we look at the symmetric space and antisymmetric CFS The color-flavor-
spin part we can divide into color (C) and flavor-spin (F-S) This splitting is again 
governed by the relation (4 2) However for Vquark states as the) exist in nature 
the restriction holds that they are in a color singlet state, ι e {I} = [11] Ihcrefore 
only the (C hS) content ([Г] [3]) of [I1] is allowed As a last step we reduce the to­
tally symmetric flavor-spin irrep [3] into its flavor and spin content, 
Π] = (ΠΙΠΙ)+ ([21] [21]) + ([PI [I4]) (4 3) 
Here the irrep [P] is not possible for SU(2 S) If we take SU(3 F) as flavor group 
we have 
[3] = (10 3/2)+ (8,1/2) (4 4) 
Of course it is not necessary to consider SU(3 F) When we are only concerned with 
non-strange quarks (for example in nucleon-nucleon problems), we can limit the fla­
vor symmetry to SU(2 I) Combining all steps in the reduction of the totally an­
tisymmetric state we find that the space,color,flavor spin possibilities for a spatial 
symmetric, colorless 3-quark state are 
([3] 1 Ю 3/2) and ([3] 1 g 1/2) 
The spatial symmetry [21] was accompanied bv a [21] color-flavor-spin part Us­
ing Example 16, we find that the restriction to [I4] for color only leaves room to an 
[21] symmetry for flavor-spin This flavor-spin m turn is split into SU(3 b)xSU(2 S) 
as 
[21] = (10 1/2) + (8,3/2) + (8,1/2) + (1,1/2) (4 5) 
Finally we study the case in which the spatial part is antisymmetric ([P]) This 
belongs a symmetric color-flavor-spin wavelunction Color Ц} (which is antisym­
metric) is then necessarily accompanied by an antisymmetric flavor-spin wavefunc-
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tion ([!']) This antisymmetric FS wavefunction has the following flavor and spin 
components (sec (4 2)), 
[I1] = (8,1/2) + (1,3/2) , (4 6) 
since [I1] is not allowed for SU(2,S) 
The way we have chosen to reduce the symmetry (space-color-flavor-spin to 
color-flavor-spin to flavor-spin) is irrelevant for the result Had we as a first step re­
moved the (antisymmetric) color part, we would have found that the wavefunction 
for (colorless) fermion states should be totally symmetric 
In general a ρ-quark state is labeled by the irrep [1''] of Sp. The number of dif­
ferent quarks, that is the number of different states a quark can occupy, is η Fol­
lowing the physical decomposition chains, the overall symmetry [1''] is then split into 
subsymmetnes by the use of (3 65), which in turn uses the outer multiplicity indices 
defined in (2 36). 
Antiquarks are vectors where the components have one lower index. These are 
equivalent to contravariant tensors with η-I indices, where π is again the number of 
different quarks in an S\J(n) symmetry We see that for SU(2) there is no differ­
ence between quarks and antiquarks An antisymmetric CSF ρ -antiquark state can 
be labeled by the irrep [1""''] (Example 11) A system of quarks and antiquarks can 
in principle be described by the Young diagrams of the total system, where now an 
antiquark is described by an antisymmetric contravariant tensor of rank η-I How­
ever, the simplest way is to reduce the quark and antiquark states separately into 
subsymmetnes, and to couple the states at the level of space, color, flavor, and spin 
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4.2 Construction of the proper wavefunctions 
1. In the preceding section we described the possible symmetries for a system of 
quarks or antiquarks The next problem is to construct wavefunctions which are 
properly adapted to these symmetries and have a consistent phase convention We 
will show in this section how to proceed and we will study exphcitlv the three-quark 
case This is done first for SU(2) and SUO) by using the SU(2) and SU(3) CG-
coefficients The wavefunctions have then the proper phase conventions for these 
groups (Condon and Shortley, 1951, de Swart, 1963) In order to construct the 
wavefunctions belonging to the composed symmetries SU(4,IS)z>SU(2,I)xSU(2,S), 
SU(6,FS)=>SUO,F)xSU(2,S), etc , we will make use of the definition (3 70) of the 
SU(rtin2) CG-coefficients in terms of the isoscalar factors and the SU(ni) and SU(rt2) 
CG-coefficients 
2. As an example for SU(n) we construct the wavefunctions for all states of the ir-
rep [21] of the groups SU(2) and SU(3) The SU(n) adapted tensors Е^\М) in (V)1 
are given in Example 12 The tensors built in this wav have a label m defined by 
their content of basis vectors e. The phases, however, between tensors with dif­
ferent m were chosen arbitrarily Therefore we choose another method to construct 
tensors that has the advantage that the standard SU(rt) phases come in naturally (via 
SU(n) CG-coefficients) We compose the wavefunction by adding the different 
quarks successively 
We think a p-quark state, described by E$(M), to be built from а р
г
циатк 
state and a pj-quaik state This means that the tensor E^l(M) is considered as being 
built by the direct product of two other tensors, and we may write as in equation 
(3 29), 
ΕΜ(Λί) = Σ Цк }L £м) bWiK) ® EWL) (4 7) 
rkK 
UI 
where κ and λ are irreps for Sp and Sp Using (3 38) we rewrite (4 7) as 
EM(M) = Σ С « }¡¡, ,) S(X j ft ,) Εψ(Κ) ® Εψ(Ι ) (4 8) 
κΛΑγ 
Ш 
We now apply this formula recursively with λ=[1], and therefore L = l The tensor 
E^\L) IS then equal to a basis vector el 
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In this way all outer coefficients Sii Ί1' u ) d r c either 0 or 1 They are 1 if the 
diagram [κ] fits into [μ] and K = Ml Ml,_l Otherwise they arc 0 (Section 2 8) 
Therefore the irrep κ and the label К are defined uniquely whence the labels μ and 
M are chosen when we write the Yamanouchi symbol M as W, Mp, the diagram л 
is found by omitting box Mp from μ and K = Wl Mp.l Also there is of course only 
one γ possible Thus, 
EfckM) = Σ <• (ί ί m) F M * ) ® ' Í (4 9) 
kt 
Splitting off each time another quark we find the following result for the irrcp [21] 
EjL2ll(112) = 2i(l t , I I<1 | l,i") El - I ( l l )® e ( = (4 10) 
and 
¡¡kt 
FJL2"(121)= Σ с ([/ιι/ι ψ\) с (ψ\ ι/ι ί,-,¡\) ί , ® * , ® * , 
Using the appropriate SU(2) Clcbsch-Gordan coefficients, we find the results as 
displayed in Table 4 1 The two different SU(2 S) quarks are denoted by α and β 
The irrep [21] can be labeled by OHC/:) The label m is then equal to m=i 
M 
m 
[21] 
111 
111 
111 
111 
112 
112 
121 
121 
1/2 
1'2 
-1/2 
-У2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
uua 
(ßuu+aßa+uaß) /νΊ 
(ßßcHßaß-tußß)/vT 
ßßß 
(-ßua-aßa+2uaß)/ б" 
(ßaß+aßß-2ßßa) V6 
( - ß a a + u ß a ) / v T 
(-ßaß^aßß) ' v T 
Table 4 1 SU(2) wjvefunctions 
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For SU(3.F) there are three quarks· u.d.s The wavefunctions are in this case 
given in Table 4.2. The SU(3.F) label in is written as m=/.i
z
,\ Due to the phase 
conventions adopted for SU(2) and SU(3). the SU(2,I) wavefunctions obtained by 
considering only и and d quarks in SU(3,F) have a different overall sign when we 
compare them with the above standard SU(2,S) wavefunctions. For completeness 
we give in Table 4 1 and 4 2 also the wavefunctions for the other 3-quark irreps, [3] 
and [I1]. For SU(2.S) only [3] is possible. 
M 
[31 
[211 
[111] 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
112 
121 
121 
121 
121 
121 
121 
P I 
121 
123 
delta + + 
delta + 
delta 0 
delta -
sigma* + 
sigma* 0 
sigma* -
xi * 0 
XI* -
omega 
sigma + 
sigma 0 
sigma -
xfo 
XI — 
lambda 
proton 
neutron 
sigma + 
sigma 0 
sigma -
xi 0 
XI -
lambda 
proton 
neutron 
lambda 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
3/2 
1 
1 
1 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
1 
1 
1 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
-1/2 
-3/2 
1 
0 
- 1 
1/2 
1/2 
Ü 
1 
0 
- 1 
1/2 
-1/2 
0 
1/2 
-1/2 
1 
0 
- 1 
1/2 
-1/2 
0 
1/2 
-1/2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
- 1 
- 1 
- 2 
0 
0 
0 
- 1 
- 1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
- 1 
- 1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
uuu 
(duu + udii -und) i v T 
(ddu+dud-iidd)i v T 
ddá 
(suu+asu+um) ! V T 
[sdii +ІШІ +dui +Í/I(Í +usd + !«ft) / б" 
(idd+did+dd^/Vl 
(ssu+sus +ms ) / V"3 
(ssd+sds+dss)/ З 
r« 
(-sun-mu+2uits ) 1 VÎT 
(-•.du -uid -dsu -ifid + 2аич +2uds) 1 ТЗ 
(-sdd-d<;d + 2dds)i Vb 
(sus-Mis -2ssit ) j v'ó" 
(лЛ+</я-2*к/)/ б" 
(•¡du-md+dui-usd) / 2 
(duu + udii-2iiud) 1 v'6 
(-dud-udd-Iddìi) 1 Vb 
(SHU+IIUI)/ VT 
(-sdu-iitd+dsu+usd) 1 2 
(-sdd+dsd)/V2 
(-sus+usi)/ V2 
(-•.ds+dis)/ v T 
( - s du + sud + ds и - и sd + 2diis - 2uds ) / V Ü 
(ditu-iidu)l V2 
(diid-iidd)i' V2~ 
(sdii-sud-dm +dus +usd-uds) / Vfi" 
Table 4 2 SU(3) wavefunctions 
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3. We can use the above results to construct wavefunctions for states with sym­
metries like S1J(12,CIS), SU(4,IS), or SU(6,FS) In such a case we split the com­
posed symmetry as SU(12,CIS):DSU(3,C)XSU(4,IS), SU(4 IS)=>SU(2,I)XSU(2,S), or 
SU(6,FS)3SU(3,F)xSU(2,S) This can be done with the help of CG-coefficients for 
the symmetric group Sp as shown in Section 3 10, 
EWimiWiO- Σ CQ & &i) Ъ1У(Мі)®Ъ1»,\М2) (4 11) 
V w 
When we limit ourselves to p=3 we find, using the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients for S·,, 
£ЙІ([3]л,[3],#»і') = E W ( 1 1 1 ) ® E N ( 1 1 1 ) 
E[]\([2l],m,[2l],m·) = Wz EJL2,I(112) ® EL2,I(112) + VVb EJL211(121) ® E ß ' ^ l ) 
£Hl([in],w,[lll],m') = Eli11l(123)®b¡Illll(123) 
/•[^([3],m,[21],m') = Е ^ Ш ) ® EJL211(112) 
£i?il([3].»i,[21],«') = EJU'illl) ® EJL211(121) 
Е\Ш[211т,[3],т·) = EJL24(112) ® EJiftlll) 
£|2211([21],^,[3],ш') = El21l(121)® EnJ(lll) 
£Ш1([21],ш,[21],т') = ^ E^\\12) ® Е^\П2) - г Έ^\\2\) ® EJ2|1(121) 
£iïîl([21],W.[21],w') = - W¡El21l(112)®E(24(ll2) - И h[21l(121) ® EJ 2 | I(121) 
¿Ш1([П1],т,[21],т') = ЬІ;11І(123) ® E^l(121) 
£(Л1([Ш]./я,[21]^і') = - EJL11,I(123)®EJL24(112) 
ЬНі1([21],т [111],«') = b ^ ' l i ^ D S E ^ ' I d Z l ) 
£[22!1([21],«,[111],т') = - £,І211(112) ® Е^\т) 
Е\Ш[Т\,т,[П\\,т·) = ЬІ?1(Ш) ® b J L 1 1 ' ^ ) 
£|і\Ч([21],»і,[21].ія') = ^ЕІ2|І(112)®ЕІ2І1(121) - і Ъ^\\2\) ® h^(\ 12) 
£|iy]([lll]m,[3],m') = Ъ^Ц\23) ® Е^(111) (4 12) 
For SU(2,S) or SU(3,F) we can plug in the results for the wavefunctions as calculat­
ed before For SU(2) we identify, using the labeling 0 ) , 
[3] = (3/2) , [21] = (1/2) , [111] not possible, 
and for SU(3), using the dimension {n} as label, 
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[3] = {10} , [21] = {8} and [111] = {1} 
In the literature (see for example Close, 1979) one often uses the notation 
Xtfî(»i)sfcJL24(112) and х
Х1А(т) = ЕІ ЧШ) 
for the first SU(2) symmetry in SU(4), and 
ф
г А
(ш') = Е,1?|1(іі2) and ф
и л
 (m') = EJL21I(121) 
tor the second SU(2) symmetry In this way of writing M denotes the "mixed" sym­
metry [21] and not a Yamanouchi symbol' Then the result for the nucleón states in 
the second formula of (4 12) reads 
4(m,m·) - £Пи[21].ія,[21],т') = ВД1(112)®b[2|l(112) + ш£1\і21)®ЬМ{121) 
= νΤΐχν/νί^) Фмс('и') + Vl6 Х м('и) Ф м('я') 
4. For the treatment of the spatial wavcfunctions we have to extend the theory dis­
cussed in Section 2 9 This because we have to deal with mixed configurations, like 
the (ls)(l/?)2 configuration of three quarks, and more general quark Orbitals (чр-
hybnds, left and right orbitals, etc ) Because it is always possible to expand a multi 
particle wavefunction in terms of single particle wavefunctions, we can restrict our­
selves in the following to the analysis of such product wavefunctions without a loss 
of generality The Euclidean coordinates of the ρ (equal mass) particles are 
r(l), r(2), ,r(p) (4 13) 
It is useful to introduce a center of mass (CM) coordinate R by 
R = Í rOyVp - x(0) , (4 14) 
; = i 
where we introduce for convenience the factor V/T instead of ρ Next to this CM-
coordinate we need ρ-I relative coordinates. For these we use the ρ-I Jacobi 
coordinates 
*<«) = , = ' ,/шь^п ' ( 4 · 1 5 ) 
i r O ) - Mr(M + l) 
VAi(W + l) 
where M runs from 1 to p—l From the group theoretical point of view the Jacobi 
coordinates {x(M), M = l, ,ƒ>-!} (Bolsterh and Jezak, 1964) are very nice because 
they form a Yamanouchi basis for the irrep [p —1,1] of Sp (Kramer and Moshinsky, 
1966) Furthermore x(()) forms a basis for the irrep \p ] It can be shown that 
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i тОУ = R-+ "Σ X(W) : (4 16) 
The total orbital angular momentum operator L for a ρ -quark system is defined by 
U = -И. £
 EA,„, r,(y) - ^ — (4 17) 
; 1 « ' » i l / i 
For each of the /? Jacobi coordinates {x(/V/) M=0 />-l} we can introduce an orbi-
tal angular momentum operator L(Ai) 
M W ) = -ift ь
ш
, ι,ίΜ) Э (4 18) 
The total orbital angular momentum L of the ρ quark system can be shown to be 
L = 'Σ L(W) = LÄ + 'Σ UW) (4 19) 
V/ - ( ) V f - I 
In general the unsymmetrized spatial wavefunttion can be considered as a tensor in 
the space 
Vl ® ® Vp (4 20) 
where different irreps of SOO 1 ) or even more general orbital groups can be defined 
in the different V, The basis tensors are written as in (2 5^), 
t, , = e, ® ®(', , (4 21) 
where the e, denote basis wavefunctions or states lor particle j In the case of har­
monic oscillator wavefunctions the label ;, stands for (/ι,ί,/η,) The basic wavefunc­
tions in coordinate space are 
E, ,(г(1) r(p)) = (r(l) г 0 ? ) | е
г
® ®e, ) = e,(r(l))® ® c, (r(p)) (4 22) 
In order to use the group Ç;, we need the extended space 
( У =Σθ Vs ι ® ® V, „ (4 21) 
if S 
The effect of an element s of Sp on the basis tensors is the same as in Section 2 9, 
s E, , = £,(, ,) uhere ψ , ιρ) = ι, , ÍS ,, (4 24) 
The wavefunction for such a permuted state is 
(r( l) r(p) | s F,, , ) = €, (r(l))® ®e, (r{p)) (4 25) 
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Analogously to the SU(fi) case as treated in Section 3.4, we can now construct sub-
spaces Vlt'l(/W) - I'liiriVY which are invariant under SO(3.L). Here M is a 
Yamanouchi symbol belonging to the irrep [μ]. The basis tensors which span such a 
space we write as Εψ,)(Μ). 
5. We will now make an analysis of some spatial wavefunctions for a three-quark 
system. We treat the system according to the practice of the independent particle 
models (for example shell model calculations, see de Shalit and Feshbach, 1974; or 
MIT-bag model calculations, Chodos et al, 1974, de Grand et al, 1975). For simpli­
city we use harmonic oscillator wavefunctions (see for example Kramer and Moshin-
sky, 1966) and we will demonstrate the appearance of the so-called spurious states 
(Elliot and Skyrme, 1955). Again we introduce the Jacobi coordinates, 
x(()) = (r( l )+r(2)+r(3))/V3"= R 
x(l) = (r(l)+r(2)-2r(3)) / V6~= λ (4.26) 
x(2) = ( Γ ( 1 ) - Γ ( 2 ) ) / ν Τ = ρ . 
The total angular momentum operator L is then 
L = LR + Li + L„ . 
The harmonic oscillator one-particle wavefunctions with quantum numbers (n(m() 
are 
£/ll- :/,(r(l).r(2).r(3)) = (rOJk-i,,»',,) (r(2)k.í,v», ;) МЗЖД/и,-.,) . (4.27) 
The explicit form of these unsymmetrized wavefunctions for the states (l.ç)\ 
( l . v ) 2 ( l p ) , and ( l s ) ( l p ) : i s 
(Is)3 : c x p í - u í r í l ^ + r ^ + r P ) 2 ) ) = e x p í - a ^ - ^ + R 2 ) ) 
(ls)2(lp) : r*(3)exp(..) = ( - V 2 ß l k + І/ ТЯ*) cxp(..) (4.28) 
(l.Ç)(lp)2 : г*(2)г,(3)схр(..) = ( - l/V2 e, + 1/ бХ, + \/VJRk)(- ν ^ 5 λ , + Ι/ν3Λ,)οχρ(..) . 
Here we have omitted the normalization which is not relevant for our discussion. 
It is important to note that the Jacobi coordinates λ and ρ constitute a 
Yamanouchi basis for the irrep [21] of S3 and R behaves like the irrep [3] of S3. The 
properly symmetrized ( 1 . Ϊ ) ( 1 / ; ) : wavefunctions can then be constructed using the S;, 
CG-coefficients for the products [3]®[3], [3]®[21], and [21]®[21]. In Section 4.3 such 
a procedure will be treated in more detail for the six-quark states. Here we use the 
wavefunctions E^¡)(M) constructed with Sp projection operators in Example 9 and 
12, where we fill in the wavefunctions (4.27) and (4.28). The result is 
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E ^ ) . ( l l l ) = 1 
Ь^)<112) = Е|Й).(121) = ЕЩ(123) = 0 
Ei?J)(,p)*(lll) = Ät 
Ε|ϊ')(,
Ρ
,*(112) = λ* 
Е/гЛ(і
Р
,*(121) = с* 
Е^ ( 1 р )*(123) = 0 
EfîJ)(ip)W(lH) = -hh-QkQi+2RkRi 
Е& , іы(112) = -λ^λ, + ρ,ρ, + ν Γ λ ^ , 
EÎÎJjdp) 2 «(112) = -λ^λ, + ρ^,-ν^ΑΛ, 
Е(?Л(ір) ι «(121) = λ^ρ, + ρ^λ, + ν ^ Κ , -
Ejîijdp) 2 «(121) = λ^ρ, + ρ^-νΤρ^Λ, 
í=0 
í = l(sp) 
f= l 
ί = 1 
€=0,2 
-2V2Rk\i 
2V2RkQl 
í=0,l(sp),2 
£=0.1(sp),2 
ЕДір)и(123) = -λ,ρ,+ρ,λ, í = l (4 29) 
We have omitted the exponential exp(-a(Q2+X2+aR2)) and the normalization factors 
Spurious states (Elliot and Skyrme, 1955) are states which contain excitations of 
the CM-coordinate R=x(0) From inspection of (4 29) it is clear that there are 3 
spurious (І5)2(1р) states and 6 spurious (lj)(lp)2 states [in (4 29) spurious is indicat­
ed by (sp)] These states are not translation invariant It is clear from the defini­
tion (4 15) that the Jacobi coordinates {x{M), M = l, ,p-l} are translation invariant 
and so this is true for λ and ρ Because one is interested only in the internal spec­
trum of the system, one should eliminate these spurious states The latter are in 
general an artifact of the independent particle model wavefunctions Elimination of 
the spurious states can be obtained for example by the application of a projection 
technique (Gartenhaus and Schwartz, 1957) which amounts to the substitution 
r0)-»r0)-H/V3" 
in the wavefunctions This means that in (4 29) we have R—>0 and λ—»λ, ρ—>ρ, which 
eliminates the spurious states 
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4.3 Spatial symmetry of six-quark states 
In the analysis of the spatial symmetry of a 6-qiiark system we use like in Section 4.2 
the harmonic oscillator approach. The harmonic oscillator wavefunctions with quan­
tum numbers (л, l,m, ) (л,J, in, ) are 
£,,..,,(r(l) r(6)) = (r(l) «¡Л-иі,·) • • · (r(6) «,,/,,/м,,) . 
We consider the case where the center of mass of the six quarks does not necessarily 
coincide with the origin and so spurious states will appear. In general spatial 
wavefunctions for a /;-quark system can be constructed with the help of .S',, projec­
tion operators as illustrated for /;=3 in Section 4.2. However, for / J > 3 the calcula­
tion of such projection operators becomes a tedious task since we have to calculate 
at least p\ matrix elements. The best way to construct a wavefunction for a given 5
ή 
irrep [fi] is again by the use of the Jacobi coordinates {x(/W), M =(),..,5} which now 
form a Yamanouchi basis for the irrep [51]. The Jacobi coordinates are given by 
x(()) = ( r ( l ) + r(2) + r(3) + r(4) + r ( 5 ) - r ( ( 1 ) ) / б ^ 
x( l ) = ( r ( l ) + r(2) + r(3) + r(4) + r ( 5 ) - 5 r ( 6 ) ) / V30 
(4.30) 
x(4) = ( r ( l ) + r ( 2 ) - 2 r ( 3 ) ) / V ï i 
x(5) - ( r ( l ) - r ( 2 ) ) / V T . 
Using the matrix form (2.30) for the irrep [51] of .S'(, it is easy to see that the last five 
coordinates form a Yamanouchi basis for [51] in the assignment 
(4.31) 
l-Mu =x(5). 
The center of mass coordinate R=x(<>) forms the basis for the irrep [6] of 5f). Be-
cause we are in particular interested in the two-baryon content of fi-quark states, we 
also introduce the two-baryon adapted coordinates 
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Х(1) = (г(1)+г(2)-2г(3))/ б" 
в
(1) = (г(1)-г(2))/ Т 
λ(2) = (г(4)+г(5)-2г(6)) / Vb 
в
(2) = (г(4)-г(5))/ Г ^ 4 3 2 - ' 
г = (r(l)+r(2)+r(3)-r(4)-r(5)-r(6))/ б" 
R = (r(l)+r(2)+r(3) + r(4)+r(5)+r(6))/ б" 
They are related to the Jacobi coordinates via 
"(0) = Eßliii = R 
x(l) = £Hili2 = V^5X(2) + l/VTr 
x(2) = £Π|1 2 | = V 5 ^ Q ( 2 ) - V3/5ÖX(2) + V^TÏÏ) г 
x(3) = ΕΠ',Ι,, = - VS/g ρ(2) - 1/V8 λ(2) + 1/ Тг ^ 4 · 3 3 ^ 
х(4) = ЕПЙи = λ(1) 
х(5) = £|52lL = ρ(1) 
For the Jacobi-Yamanouchi basic wavefunctions (4 30) for the irrep [51] of 5 6 we 
have at our disposal the CG-coefficients and the outer coefficients. Therefore we 
can exploit the 5 6 symmetry in the analysis of the mixed particle configurations 
The general 6-quark configurations are SO(3,L) tensors and we have to analyze 
the permutation symmetry [μ] of these tensors. The SO(3,L) content of these ten­
sors is given by the L operator This operator is equal to 
Lk = -»ft Σ чш no) ^ y y = -/ft Σ чы χ,Ο) -3-¿yy = 
= (L0 ( 1 )) t + (LHl))k + (Lei2))k + (LM2))k + (Lr)k (4 34) 
because of the orthogonality of the transformation (4 33). The exponential 
exp(-a2r0)2) in the harmonic oscillator wavefunctions is obviously an SO(3,L) 
scalar (f=0) and has 56 symmetry [6]. For the configurations (is)6 and (lsY(lp) we 
get the following results for the wavefunctions E^(M) with permutation symmetry 
[μ]. 
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Е$
Г
(111Ш) = ι e = Q 
Efrl
r
(M) = 0 for [μ]^[6] 
E/fJ ) ( l p ) J k(llllll) = ÄA í = l(sp) 
E^)Vp)k(um2) = xk(\) e=i 
E{?l1j4liOA(121111) = jct(5) €=1 
EÍtí,'(,p)A(M) = 0 for [μΗ6][51] (4 35) 
where we have omitted the normalization and the exponential cxp(-a^r(j)2) 
ι 
In order to build the second rank SO(3,L) tensors from the variables χ(Λί) we 
use the Sb CG-coefficients in the tensor product 
EV= Σ C(fefe fe) £ ^ ® £ ^ (4 36) 
•WW 
The symmetric group labels [μ"] and M" are also important in connection with the 
classification of the possible irreps of the internal groups SU(3,C), SU(3,F), and 
SU(2,S) The (non-degenerate) CG-senes for [μ] and [μ'] equal to [51] or [6] are 
h i ] ® [51] = [6] + [51] + [42] + [411] 
[51] ® [6] = [51] (4 37) 
[6] ® [6] = [6] 
The second rank tensors which belong to the product irreps of these series are of the 
form 
[51]®[51] Tk, = xk(M)x,(M·) Μ,Μ·=1, ,5 €=0,1,2 
[51]® [6] Tk,=xk(M)R, M = l, ,5 €=0,1,2 (sp) 
[6] ® [6] Tkl = RKR, €=0,1,2 (sp) (4 38) 
In the Table 4 3 all non-spunous 6-quark states in the configuration (ЬДі/?) 2 are 
listed Tabulated are the factors for each xk(M)xi(M') A square root has to be ad­
ded over each entry For example, from the table it reads 
Е|ЭД(1/)) „(111112)= (4 39) 
= (- J C t (5) j i / (5)- l 4 (4)* / (4)- j r 4 (3)x / (3)- j r»(2>x,(2) + 4 * i k ( l ) v , ( l ) ) / V2Ö 
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M ν/ 
(μ] W norm SS <;4 SI S2 SI 4S 44 41 42 41 11 14 Π 12 H 2<¡ 24 21 22 21 И 14 Π 12 I I 
[6] 
[Ή] 
[42] 
п н и 
111112 
111121 
111211 
112111 
12ΙΙΙΙ 
111122 
111212 
111221 
112112 
ΙΙ2Ι21 
112211 
121112 
121121 
121211 
1 s 
120 
140 
140 
140 
1 4(1 
1 12(1 
1 IMI 
1 16 
1 160 
1 16 
1 6 
1 160 
1 16 
16 
1 0 
-1 (I 
-1 0 
-·> 0 
-IO 0 
0-10 
-1 0 
-S 0 
1 0 
-Kl 0 
2 0 
-I 0 
(Ho 
0 2 
ο -ι 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-s 
о 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-s 
-1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
(I 
0 
0 
(I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(1 
0 
0 
_2 
(1 
0 
(I 
0 
0 
0 
-1162 
IS 
0 
0 
0 
(1 1 
0 2 
0 1 
0 ·> 
0 10 
-10 0 
0 - 1 
0 -s 
0 -1 
0 10 
0 2 
0 1 
1(1 0 
2 0 
-1 0 
(1 
0 
0 
0 
-S 
0 
0 
0 
0 
_s 
-1 
2 
0 
0 
(1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(I 0 
-1 -2 
(1 0 
1) 0 
0 0 
0 0 
-1162 
IS 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(1 0 
0 
0 
0 
(1 
0 
-S 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-s 
-1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
s 
0 
(I 
0 
•1 
s 
-1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
-1 
20 
0 
0 
1 
20 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
-1 2 
0 0 
0 0 
(1 (1 
-1162 
IS (1 
(1 (1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 (I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(I 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
II 
11 
-1 
Is 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
l> 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
is 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
27 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
II 
(I 
0 
-2 
0 
0 
0 
S4 
II 
0 
(1 
(I 
0 
0 
0 
(1 
η 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 -2 
-2 (1 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
t 
0 
II 
0 
0 0162 
0 0 
0162 
0 I) 
0 0 
162 0 
0 0 
(I η 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(1 
0 
_2 
(I 
0 
0 
-.4 
0 
0 
0 
(I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
4 
(1 
0 
0 
(1 
I) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(1 
(1 
0 
Table 4 3 Non-spurious six-quark states in the contiguration ( Ь ) ^ ! / ? ) 1 Л square root has to be 
added for each factor 
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4.4 Coupling of six-quark states to two baryons 
1. A state Efe'f.W) consisting of /; quarks can be decomposed into the products of 
states h'i'/'ov/ ) and Е^Дль) with p, and p- quarks The Yamanouchi labeling M of 
the symmetric group and the labels m of the internal SU(/i) or space group are in­
dependent The Yamanouchi symbol M predicts via the outer coefficients exactly 
the possible μ, and u
:
 and the weight of each product, 
ЬИ(М)= 2 CC^'USQ/vviF^WiiQE^Wi) (4 40) 
μ W in 
The CG-coefficient gives the overlap between the different labels ra,.™^ and m. For 
simplicity we have omitted the degeneracy index γ In practical situations the irreps 
[μ,] and [и·,] arc often fixed It is possible to transfer to such a basis by multiplying 
with the outer coefficient and summing over M, 
Εΐΐ',Ιίμ,Λ/,μ,Μ;) - | : ft, ",') = Σ НО 'ύ «) Ε^Μ) = 
w 
= Σ cCm "„) ^\M)®blV(Mz) (4 41) 
II! ,/ΙΙ 
The indices Mt and w
:
 are often dropped when we are not concerned with the inter­
nal structure of the tensors b','n'(M|) and Ε',','Λ.ν/,) With transformation (4.41) we can 
always transfer the results we obtain in a Yamanouchi (w) labeled basis to a μμ^ la­
beled basis. 
2. Now we turn to the problem of the (spatial) baryon-baryon content of a 6-quark 
state. For that purpose we first express the six-quark states of (4.35) and Table 4.3 
in terms of the baryon-baryon adapted coordinates (4 32) For example, (4 39) be­
comes 
ЬМ,,,, «dl 1112)= (4 42) 
= (-0<(1)οί(1)-λ*(1)λ/(1)-6Π2)&(2) + ^ (2)λ,(2)+2>.Α (2)0+2^ \,(2))/ 2Г) 
Using these coordinates we can illustrate the procedure for the case of a general or­
bital configuration In general the baryon-baryon content (parentage) of a ft-quark 
wavefunction can be expressed as 
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£ ß / m a ( M ) - 2 ^-(m m m ) ^ (m m m) ' Ч и . а |H u í l l ^ l [ila) ^(vf M м) 
x Ε '^Λ
 α
,(Λί,) ® Ε,','Ά,,,, (Μ2) χl'1,, (4 43) 
This is the SO(3,L) analog of (4 8) In (4 43) the permutation symmetry of the clus­
ters is denoted by μ'5 The labels α are necessary because in general a total angular 
momentum t can be obtained in different ways from a set p={i, i = l p) In our 
case />=3 for the baryons and ρ =6 for the 6-quark states The labels β denote the 
configurations, for example ß=(b)6,(lv)'i(lp), etc and β, or ß:=(i5)\(ij):(ip), etc The 
C's obviously are SO(3,L) CG-coefficients and x,(n',d denotes the relative wavefunction 
of the two 3-quark clusters [μ,] and [μ^ ) The dependence on the Yamanouchi labels 
is completely contained in the outer coefficient S 1 he generalized harmonic oscilla­
tor coefficient of fractional parentage F does not depend upon the Ai's and m's In 
(4 43) we have singled out three quarks in principle in the same way as one usually 
singles out one or two particles from a set of equivalent ones in nuclear physics 
As example we will consider the (is)4(lpY configuration with permutation sym­
metry [51] Since the generalized coefficient of fractional parentage F does not 
depend upon the Yamanouchi symbols we do not have to consider all Yamanouchi 
symbols M Omitting all superfluous labels we have 
Е!?5 н т ( Ш Ш ) = 2 C(' ' /„) (4 44) 
m m 
x (-Q
m
 (1)ρ„ (υ-λ«, (1)λ„ (1)-ρ„, (2)ρ„ (2)+3λ„ (2)λ„ (2)+2λ,
π
 (2)r
m
 +2r,„ X
m
 (2))/VW 
We have transformed from the Cartesian coordinates kl of (4 42) to spherical coordi­
nates Cm Using the three-quark wavefunctions (4 28), where we take only the 
non-spurious part(R->0), we rewrite (4 44) as follows 
b £ V > ^(111112) = 1/ Ш F¡il){¡p) tm ® bjîj,, χΓ - i/VTo EJJJ,. ® ЕДО,,,,, „„ χ4η> (4 45) 
- WS ΕΙ?!,. ® Е|^ (,р ) „„(112) χΓ + CU, i, 4) VVS ElîJ, ® Ei;ilp) (т(П2) χΐ,υ 
The outer coefficients for this case are 
s<\)\\mrj = uvs 
Ч\]\№\]\\^ = 4/5 
sdii R' IÌH.2) = о 
Therefore we find the following fractional parentage coefficients for t=0 and 2, 
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nlìl4ipì4\ìU>^<.t^tlì!\w.() = i/vi 
f{|iJ)'íí!)(.P)'ií.!-í''-olíf,,{.„„=«} = - V \ ^ ' 
f{|f!,'!íí|«.„=íí..-í-í-o||íI'j<(1J>)J(} = - v v r 
^{|bl^f1,l(„l--1'i;='-b-i!|^(lpl:(} = i/vT. 
A complete set of fractional parentage coefficients for the baryon-baryon content of 
the 6-quark states with spatial symmetries [6],[51], and [42] in the (15)'',(и),(1р), and 
(\s)A(lp)2 configurations is given in Table 4.4. 
μ 
[6] 
[51] 
[6] 
[51] 
[42] 
Ρ < 
( l i ) 6 ( 
(U)\lp) 
(ls)\\pf 
(1*)4(1ί>)2 
(i* A ip Я 
t μ, 
) [3] 
I [3] 
[3] 
[21] 
[3] 
[3] 
PI 
[3] 
[3] 
[3] 
[3] 
[21] 
[21] 
[3] 
[3] 
[3] 
[3] 
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0 
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0 
0 
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¿12 
0 
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1 
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e 
t 
0 
i 
e 
e 
1 
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e 
e 
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1 
í 
1 
e 
<N 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
e 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
t 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
F 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-2/5 
-2/5 
1/5 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
-1/2 
1/10 
1/10 
4/5 
1/2 
1/2 
-1/2 
1/2 
1 
Table 4.4 Fractional parentage coefficients for the baryon-baryon content of some six-
quark states. A square root has to be added for each coefficient. The é's specified by a 
dot (.) can have the values 0,1, or 2. 
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3. We will now treat the non-spatial part of the recoupling. The symmetries we 
consider are color, isospin and spin. In Section 4.1 it is explained how the 
SU(12,CIS) symmetry can be split into its subsymmetries and the recoupling treated 
in this paragraph is just a simple example of the method of Section 4.2. We denote 
a 6-quark state by ¿"^(μ,Μιμ,Μ:) where H = [cw] is the SU(12.CIS) irrep for the 
state which is not necessary totally antisymmetric in SU(12.CIS). and m summarizes 
m
 —
 lnds — c'mt .is.i.i
:
,s,ί.,Γ,Δ . 
Here Γ is the index that distinguishes between the states with the same 
(color,isospin-spin) content of the color-isospin-spin irrep [ci.s]; A is the degeneracy 
label for states with the same (isospin,spin) content of the isospin-spin irrep [is]. 
The 3-quark states we label as 
E,„.(Mi) with mi = m
ciSl = cl,inc .is^i^i.^s^s^, (4.46a) 
and 
Е п ' д М з ) with WT = inds, = C2,mc.-'s2-Ì2-h-s2-sz- (4 .46b) 
For 3-quark states there are no labels Г and Δ necessary. The recoupling transfor­
mation between the two bases describing the 6-quark systems is given in (4.41). 
They are related by means of a simple CG-coefficient, 
ΕίΜΐίμ,Λί,μ,Μ,) = £ €(***) Ε ' , ^ Μ , ) ® E^AÍ , ) . (4.47) 
For the irreps μ, and μ^  we are concerned with we do not need an index v. Using 
the decomposition SU(12,CIS)^SU(3.C)xSU(4,IS) we can write this CG-coefficient 
as a product of an SU(3,C) CG-coefficient for the color part, an SU(4,IS) CG-
coefficient, and an isoscalar factor (3.70). In the next step of the decomposition we 
use (3.70) again, but now to write the SU(4.IS) CG-coefficient as a product of an 
isospin SU(2,1) CG-coefficient, a spin SU(2,S) CG-coefficient, and an isoscalar fac­
tor. The result is summarized below, 
Г( і ^ Μ ν _ ν Γί'1 ''- '' ϊ / μ ι И ; Ι μ \ 
ViV: 
хС^'Д-Ьс^Д^С,;^ :ί*
ιΔ
Υ
:>. (4.48) 
In actual calculations the CG-coefficients on the right hand side can often be omit­
ted (because one is not interested in the magnetic quantum numbers for spin and 
isospin). When we restrict ourselves to color singlet 3- and 6-quark states there is 
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only one possibility for the color magnetic quantum number, and the corresponding 
color CG-coefficient is equal to 1. The isoscalar factors can be found in Table A l l . 
As example we take the (deuteron-like) colorless s -wave state with isospin 1 and 
spin 0. Then [ a s ^ [ l ' ' ] . Because [c] = [23] (color {I}) we find that [ύ] = [32]. Isospin 1 
belongs to the Young diagram [42] and spin 0 has the diagram [32]. 
The above 6-quark state recouples to 3-quark baryons. These baryons are also 
spatial symmetric, therefore [μι]=[μ2] = [13]· The colorless baryons have [f/] = [l3] and 
therefore [w/] = [3], where / = 1 or 2. Possible are then the delta with [i;-] = [sy] = [3] and 
the nucleón with [i;] = [iy] = [21]. We can consider also color {8} baryons, [r;-] = [21]. 
Neglecting all magnetic quantum numbers for isospin and spin, and also the isospin 
and spin splitting of the color {8} baryons we find, using the isoscalar factors of 
Table A l l , that the coupling (the isoscalar factors) is equal to 
- Щ {V4/9 ΔΔ - VSfi NN} - λ/ψ fl^H · 
As usual the degeneracy indices γ are superfluous. We needed the isoscalar factors 
|[iii] [nil ι M }
 =
 _ V P 5 
l [ l l l ] [ 3 1 [111][3] '[2221[33] ' '~ 
г [31 [31 ¡[331 , _ ,/T7Q 
{[31 [31 [31 [31 ! [421 [ззі) - V4/9 
r[3] [3] ,[33] , _ /-щ 
{[21] [21] [21] [21] I [421 [33]} " - ν 5 / 9 
,[iii] [in] ¡[inni] , _ /27P 
{[21] [21] [21] [21]!|222] [33]/ - - 4/Э . 
They can be found in Table A l l as the entries 
3 13 3 13 8 5 11, 
1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 5 , 
2 2 1 2 2 1 3 5 5. 
2 2 3 22 3 8 5 11. 
4. Next we consider the case with Orbitals for the quarks with respect to two clus­
ters. We restrict ourselves for simplicity to s-orbitals and call the two kinds of s-
orbitals a and b. In principle our discussion of the wavefunction covers the case of 
the deformed two-nucleon bag treated by de Tar (1978) and the orbital two-body 
fractional parentage coefficients given by Harvey (1981). We consider a six-quark 
system restricted to the two-nucleon orbital configurations α V 1 . In total there are 
20 such states, 
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e ι = aaabbb 
ei — aababb 
620 — bbbaaa . 
Operating with the elements of 5 6 upon the space W spanned by the basis vectors 
£i»-->e2o gives for the characters of this 20-dimensional representation D of Sb the 
values χ(12)=8, χ(123)=2, χ((12)(34))=4, etc. From this one finds easily the decom­
position 
D = [6] + [51] + [42] + [33] . (4.49) 
Using the orthogonal projection operators Я ^ of 5 6 we can construct orthonormal 
basis vectors E^{m) in W. We fix the phases by choosing 
Ety{m) = N{\i)PU\e
x
, (4.50) 
for [μ] = [6], [5], [42], and [33]. N(\i) is a positive normalization constant which is in­
dependent of M. Because in the decomposition (4.49) each irrep of 5 6 occurs at 
most once there is no degeneracy and hence we can omit the label m when we res­
trict ourselves to a3¿>3 configurations. For more general configurations the label m 
serves to distinguish the states coming from different configurations a''b()~p for a 
six-quark system. 
For the evaluation of the physically important two-body operators (see next sec-
tion) we work out explicitly formula (4.8), where in this case no degeneracy label γ 
is necessary, 
Efel(Ai ) = Σ CC, & £) Sfa ft. ft) Е Й М , ) ® El*l(M2) . (4.51) 
μι/ί| ι Μ ι 
In the present case [щ] and [μ2] denote SA and ^2 irreps for the four- and two-quark 
configurations. The labels mi and mi specify the distribution of the quarks over the 
states a and b. In the present example ηΐχ can refer to the configurations a3b, a2b2, 
afe-1, and m2 to b2, ab, a2. The phase choice for the four- and two-quark states is 
analogous to (4.50). The formula (4.51) is very generally true (see the remarks in 
Chapter III). The coefficients С are numbers which can be computed from (4.51) 
by taking the scalar product with Е„'(М,)®Е„:,'(М
:
) and using the orthogonality 
properties of the outer coefficients. This leads to the following expression (see also 
Section 3.7), 
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c u , ; , £ ) = Σ ί ( « . ν ïf) ( Е ^ М О О Ь ^ Л ^ І Е Н О М ) ) (4 52) 
w w м 
for the coefficients С Using now explicitly the standard matrix representation for 
5ft, S4, and ST we can work out in a straight forward manner the right hand side of 
(4 52) We find in this way by brute force the orbital two-body fractional parentage 
coefficients C C ^ , i',) The results are displayed in Table 4 5 They can be com­
pared with Table 4 of Harvey (1981) This shows that there are differences in phase 
between our states and those of Harvey When the configurations denoted by m, 
in\, and m2 are viewed upon as SU(n) irreps then the fractional parentage coeffi­
cients С are SU(/i) CG-coefficients In the special case treated above we can check 
the tabulated results as follows We identify a and b with the basis vectors α and β 
for the two-dimensional irrep [1] of SU(2) with 0)=(l/2) Then a V has SU(2) mag­
netic quantum label m=0 and we get the following correspondence between the ir-
reps [μ] of 5 6 and SU(2) 
[6] -» 0) = (3) 
[51] - 0 ) = (2) 
[42] ^ 0 ) = (1) ( 4 5 3 ) 
[33] - 0 ) = (0) 
Similar SU(2) assignments can be made for the four-quark configurations a^b, a2b2, 
ab3, and the two-quark configurations b2, ab, a2 Hence we can identify in this case 
the SU(2) CG-coefficient 
imi 
W 
[4] 
[31] 
[31] 
[22] 
122] 
N 
[2] 
[Π] 
[2] 
[И] 
[2] 
[И] 
/и, 
aaab 
aabb 
abbb 
aabb 
aaab 
aabb 
abbb 
aabb 
aabb 
aabb 
m-i 
bb 
ah 
aa 
ab 
bb 
ab 
aa 
ab 
ab 
ab 
[μ] 
[6] 
1/5 
3/5 
1/5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
[51] 
1/2 
0 
-1/2 
1 
1/6 
2Λ 
1/6 
0 
0 
0 
[42] 
Tío 
-i* 
3/10 
0 
1/2 
0 
- i l 
1 
1 
0 
[33] 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/3 
-1/3 
1/3 
0 
0 
1 
Table 4 5 Two body orbital fractional parentage 
coefficients for six quark states A square root has 
to be added for each coefficient 
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c c :r,) = c(/
n
 : / о (4 54) 
It is clear that we can evaluate coelficients of fractional parentage for all kinds 
of configurations by working out equation (4 52) For example we can allow more 
quarks, more j-orbitals or both л- and /;-orbitals etc By operating with elements of 
5,, on a general p-quark state we get a multidimensional representation D of -S,, In 
the representation space V we can carry out an analysis similar to the one discussed 
above Although the procedure described in this section can handle in principle 
very general cases, it is clear that the work increases rapidly with the number of 
quarks and the number of possible basis states On the other hand simple systems 
can be treated in a straightforward manner with these techniques 
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4.5 Two-body operators 
In the application of the quark model to hadronic systems two-body interactions 
play an important role Hence the evaluation of the matrix elements of two-body 
operators for a system of ρ quarks is often required For example, an effective 
two-body color-magnetic interaction is believed to be responsible for mass shifts in 
mesons, baryons, and multiquark systems The calculation of these matrix elements 
is usually done by the classification of the stales according to the irrcps of larger 
SU(n) groups such that one can translate the two-body operator in terms of the gen­
erators and Casimir operators of different SU(n) groups (see Section 4 6) The ap­
proach discussed here is similar to that used in nuclear physics There one usually 
derives a representation of the wavefunction (or state) where two particles are sin­
gled out by means of two-body coefficients of fractional parentage (Elliot et al, 
1953 de Shalit and Talmi, 1963) We will use the same approach because then the 
symmetric group techniques can be used efficiently and the results can be general­
ized easily to many-body operators 
1. Consider for a ρ-particle system the two-body operator 
V2 = '/2 Σ v.j = Σ ν,, , (4 55) 
1*1 «ι 
with V,; = Vyi Since ΙΛ clearly is a scalar operator with respect to 5 ;), it follows 
[ D(s) , K2 ] = 0 , (4 56) 
for all s€Sp Then it is easy to show that for the matrix elements of Vj between 
states bM{M) and E H ( M ' ) holds 
( Ε № ' ) | Κ
:
| Ε Ι Η Ι ( Μ ) ) = ό(μ.μ') δ(Μ,Μ') - ^ - Σ (E^(N)\V2\EM(N)) (4 57) 
This can be proven as follows From (4 56) it follows that V2=Df(s)V2D(s) and thus 
V2= -Jr Σ DT(s) V2 D(s) 
This gives 
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( E № ' ) | V2 |E1M](M)) = -i- Σ (D(s) ElH'J(AÍ')|l/2|D(5) E ^ M ) ) = 
r ' s 
= -fr Σ o W ( 0 Djfbis) (E'Ä'J(A")|K2|EH(/V)) = 
= Σ ~Γά(μ,μ·)ο(ΜΜ')ο(Ν,Ν')(Ε^(Ν·)\ν2\ΕΜ(Ν)) = 
NN' J II1 i 
= ο(μ,μ') δ(Λί,Λί') j ^ - Σ (Efe'OV)! V 2 | E N ( N ) ) , 
which proofs (4.57). For the next step in the evaluation of the matrix elements of 
V2 we note that we may write 
ν2=νφ(ρ-1)-±τΣν,(ρ-4,)' (4-58) 
where 
VT(p_1J,) = ö
T ( i - 1 ) V i i » D ( í " 1 ) · 
This has the consequence that 
<ν2(μ,ηι',ηι)> - - щ Σ (Е(£І(' ) |К 2 |ЕН(Л0) = 
= '/2р(р-і) ^ - Σ τ ^ Σ ( Е И ( ^ ) | К 5 ( Р _ 1 Р ) | Е ^ ) ) = 
= ^ ( р - і ) TJ-T- ς ir Σ ДИЧ^') ο Η ί ί - 1 ) (ЕІЙЧЛПІ .РІЕОДЛГ)) = 
ƒ II·1) Λ'Ν'Ν· Ρ • s 
= '/2ρ(ρ-1) y | ^ 2 δ(Ν',ΛΤ) y^j- (ЕІАІ(Л")|К
р
_1;, |ЕИ(ЛГ)) . 
The summation over N gives a factor ƒ [μ], and so 
<Κ 2 (μ,«',«)> = Wp(p-1) - ^ y Σ ( E W ( N ) I Vp.,,,, | E H ( / V ) ) · (4.59) 
From (4.57) and (4.59) we get for the matrix elements of K2 the result 
(Ete'J(M')|V2|EW(M)) = 
= δ(μ,μ') δ(Μ,Μ·) Ир(р-1) y j ^ Σ ( Ε № ) | V , , | E W ( N ) ) · (4-60) 
At this point we note that we have reduced the calculation to a calculation of V 
between quark p-[ and ρ at the cost of a summation over N. However, for most 
cases this is less work than a summation over all pairs of particles because usually 
the dimension of [μ] is rather small. In fact we can often limit ourselves to the total-
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ly symmetric or antisymmetric [μ] and [μ'] Then the dimension /[μ] in (4 60) is 
equal to 1 and there is only one Yamanouchi symbol /V possible 
Using (4 40) we proceed by transternng to a basis where the quarks ρ-I and ρ 
are separated from the others, 
ЕОДЛО = ς set ij &) cc :: :> ¿Ут ® Е ^ 1 ^ ) 
μ \ m 
Here [μ2] is an 52 irrep for the state formed by the quarks ρ-I and />, and [μ^ is an 
5^.2 irrep describing the state of the ρ-2 remaining quarks Then we get for the 
last factor in (4 60) 
W - J ^ J Σ (Efel(W) | Vp_ip | ΕΝ(Λ )) = 
1
 ν
1
 cz-^i ^ ^1^ ί"ί·μ μ t' '\ eel* μ ^л /^ι-^ι f И\ 
/[μ] 
Χ δΟΜ,μ'Οδί/ν,,ΛΤΟδ^,,/ίΐ',ΗΕ^ 'О ^І р - ^ І Ь ^ 1 ^ ) ) , 
where we must sum over μ1.μ2,μΊ,μ'2, m],m2,m'\,m'2, Νί,Νι,Ν'¡,Ν'ι, and N We 
have used the orthogonality relation 
(EtiCN'OlE^JV,)) = δίμ,,μ',) δ(«,,«',) δίΝ,,Ν',) 
Using 
Σ 5 « , К ^ ^ ( N ' . V ΪΪ) = δ(μ1.μΊ)δ(μ2,μ'2)δ(\1,Ν'1)δ(ίν2Λ'2) 
we find 
W = Σ /[μι f ς C C ^ ) C ( : ' : : ) ( E ^ ( N 2 ) | K P _ 1 ; , | E ^ I ( N 2 ) ) (4 6 І ) ¿ä ΓΓιιΙ - ^ ^ m т т ' ^т т т ' \ τη V ' 2) | р — \ ρ 
μιμ -^  lμJ V m m m 
Combining (4 60) and (4 61) we arrive at the result 
(EIM;J(M')| V 2 | E № ) ) = Ир(р-1) δ(μ,μ') δ(Λί,Μ') 
х Σ 
μμ \ 
ηΐ\ΐη m 
^ cc/
m
 ι)cc:-r.)(E^w)!ν,,іЕ1:1^)) (4ы) 
Formula (4 62) shows how to evaluate a two-body operator for a ρ-quark system in 
terms of the matrix elements of a two-quark system for any irrep of Sp This is the 
main result of this section In the next sections we will demonstrate some applica­
tions of (4 62) It is now easy to generalize (4 62) Using in the same manner 
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(4.40) for a one-, three-, etc.-body operator one arrives at similar expressions for a 
general many-body operator. Clearly this shows the power of the outer product for­
mula (4.40). 
We can apply (4 62) for the non-spatial groups, the spatial groups, or for both 
the non-spatial and spatial groups In the case of the non-spatial groups. Ci,1,1,1,,',', ,',',) 
is an SU(H) CG-coefficient. In the case of an SU(AI,)XSU(«
:
) group it is an 
SU(Ai|«2) CG-coefficient as in (3.70). 
, . . 1 1 , ll μ . _ „ . μ , μ и . , , . ι ι , и μ . , ιι, μ, , μ , . . , , , 
-^ \ηι ηι mr ^ WM m m ì *- \m m ni ι ι ιι ιι ι μ ιι Ι μ ιι ƒ ' \4.Çi.ld) 
where the primed labels are for SU(/i|) and the double primed labels for SUÍH;) . WC 
have m=\i'm'\C'm" and analogously for /?;. and mz. For the spatial group C(,',', ,',', ,',',) 
is an SO(3) CG-coefficicnt. 'Ihen m γ reads as β,^/η,α!, and analogously for /гн etc , 
and 
f(m,m m) = Σ ^(,„', ,„ ,„' ) ( (,„', ,„' ,„) /'('(,'ί,ιι, |W 11 ' і : Ь |tl(i) . (4.63Ь) 
IM ' 
which is clear by comparing (4 40) and (4.43) 
2. For a system of ρ quarks and q antiquarks we find similar results. First we in­
troduce some notations. The ineps of the quarks are denoted by [μ] and [u'] and 
those of the antiquarks by [ρ] and [ρ']. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to substatcs 
with ρ-2 (q-2) and 2 (2) quarks (antiquarks). 'The subscripts 3 and 4 refer to sub-
states with p-l ((/-1) and 1 (I) quarks (antiquarks). Vp-ip denotes Vj between 
quark p-l and /?,
 <і-\,І denotes Кт between antiquark </-! and q, and V,, ч 
denotes V, between quark ρ and antiquark q. In order to calculate the matrix ele­
ment we split the summation in V into a part which sums all quark pairs, a part 
which sums all antiquark pairs and a part which sums all quark-antiquark pairs, 
Vi = '¿svve.C?) + ν-Σ чШ-Q) + Σ^(Ω-Ω) (4.64) 
ІФІ к tl ι к 
Then we form states with a well defined symmetry (or one specilic two-quark, two-
antiquark, or quark-antiquark pair. 'I he result lor the quark part of the matrix ele­
ment 
(hfe \M· ) ® El;-' 1(Ä' ) | K21 LH(/W ) ® F Ν(Λ )) (4.65) 
is given by (4 62) 'Ihe analogous antiquark part ol the matrix element (4 65) is 
given by 
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(ЕНЯ')|>/2 2П ( (0,0) |ЕІе1(Л)) = V2q(q-l)ò(QQ')ò(R,R') 
кФІ 
х Σ ^Cfì' *)CW btâkR^V^^kRù) (4 66) 
In order to calculate the quark-antiquark part of the matrix element we go to a 
basis where the first p—\ quarks and the first q-1 antiquarks have a well defined 
Sp-\ and 5,-1 irrep label, [μ^ ] and [ρ^ ] [μ4] is the one-quark state [1] with M^=\ 
We can perform an analogous calculation as before, but now with indices 3 and 4 in­
stead of 1 and 2 for the quark and antiquark irreps, finding 
(EfeJ(M') ® E[
r
e 1(Я') 11/2Σ ^ ( Q , ß ) |ЕЩ(М) ® Е^(Я)) = 
l i t * 
= ^  δ(μ,μ') δ(Μ ,Λί' ) δ(ρ,ρ') δ(Λ ,Λ' ) 
ν V / Ì H - t J / [ g l ]
 Г
Л Ц μ
ί
 μ ч
 г
, ч μ4 μ ч Г ( . о , Oj ρ, „ , ρ , ρ4 ρ, 
Λ
 Z J ƒ Γ,,Ι ƒ Γ 0 1 ^ VOTI m t m ) ^Ктх mtm) ^Кгл τ ¡г ) ^"\г^ r¡ г ) 
ρ ^ η Λ ^ ι Γ j 
x (E[£l(M4) ® E '^CÄ^) \ РЧ\ E[iï(M4) ® Ε^Λ«,)) (4 67) 
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4.6 Fine structure in multiquark systems 
1. In the MIT quark bag-model (de Grand et al, 1975) an effective two-body color-
magnetic interaction 
M (R) 
H
m
 = - a f Σ - ^ {Ρ,οΜΡ,ο,) (4.68) 
«ι 
is made responsible for a large portion of the mass shifts in mesons, baryons, and 
multiquark systems. In (4.68) F, and 'Λσ, (« = 1,..,р, where ρ is the number of 
quarks) are the generators of the color group SU(3,C) and the spin group SU(2,S) 
respectively. In general M4 depends on the flavor of the quarks i and j and is sym­
metric, M,j=MJl. We restrict ourselves here to s-wave quarks, which is in practice 
an important case. Then the multiquark states are classified by the group 
ÍSU(6,CS) χ SU(3,F)1 
SU(3,C) x SU(2,S) x SU(3,F) с
 s u ( 3 c ) χ s u ( 6 FSA с SU(18.CSF) , 
Because of Fermi statistics the multiquark states must belong to the totally an­
tisymmetric irrep [lp] of SU(18,CSF). A further restriction on the states comes from 
the requirement that for physical states only SU(3,C) singlet states are allowed. 
Therefore the Young diagram for the SU(3,C) part of the state is rectangular and 
has three rows. Because of the antisymmetry of the total state this implies that the 
permutation symmetry of the SU(6,FS) part of the state is given by the associated 
Young diagram. For simple systems like qq and g3 it is not difficult to evaluate the 
distinctive flavor contributions in (4.68). However, this soon becomes complicated 
when the number of quarks grows, because then more flavor, spin, and color confi­
gurations can occur for the q2 and qq subsystems. It is clear that we can apply our 
general formula (4.62) for a two-body operator for both the simple and complicated 
cases. The procedure is straight forward and we will discuss it extensively for simple 
systems in this section. 
The evaluation of the mass shift operator is commonly done by using a tech­
nique where the operator H
m
 is written as a function of Casimir operators. Then, 
for the more complicated systems like q1^2, q^q, qb, etc. one usually simplifies the 
calculation by making the approximation Μ
η
=Μ (Jaffe, 1977a; Aerts, 1979; Muld­
ers, 1980). Then we can write H
m
 as a sum of quadratic Casimir operators for the 
groups SU(6,CS), SU(3,C), and SU(2,S), 
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H
m
 = -a, ^ - (2р + іС« - '/-С, - 1/ЗС, - C
a
{q) 
+ СМ) + #5С,(?) - С„(?) + С
с
(9) + 2/3Q(9) } (4 69) 
Неге the argument q or q denotes that the operator works only on the quark or 
anti-quark part of the state, ρ is the total number of quarks and anti-quarks The 
subscripts i , c, and cs refer to the groups SU(2 S), SU(3,C), and SU(6,CS) respec­
tively In order to calculate the matrix elements of the operator H
m
 we have to 
know the possible SU(6,CS) states and the SU(2 S) and SU(3 C) content of these 
states The latter is given through the isoscalar factors in 
l"ï 3.) = Σ ("i. "ϊ ^} I," «,",) (4 70) 
CS 
In the notation of the states in (4 70) we have suppressed the magnetic quantum 
numbers for spin and color and all flavor labels because they are irrelevant for the 
evaluation of the Casimir operators It is now a matter of straight forward calcula­
tion to obtain the fine structure of the multiquark systems given by (4 69) Exam­
ples of such calculations can be found in Aerts et al (1978,1980), Mulders et al 
(1978a,1979,1980), Matveev and Sorba (1978), and Helgaasen and Sorba (1979) 
2. We now give the method for the evaluation of (4 68) for a multiquark state 
based on the results of Section 4 5 For the moment we consider systems consisting 
only of quarks The more general case (quarks and antiquarks together) will be 
treated later on The two quark states for the internal groups can be labeled con­
veniently by SU(18,CSP) irreps This because the spatial wavefunction is symmetric, 
as we assume here and which is in practice often the case The multiquark states 
are written as vectors 
Εΐ£ΐ(Λί) s І ^ M
c
,
r
) where т„{ = cs с m, s sz f ι ι. y (4 71) 
The antisymmetncal SU(18,CSb) irrep, [μ]=[1ρ], is written as [«ƒ] 
The two-body matrix elements (4 62) are easy to obtain For this application 
(4 62) is an SU(18) formula and С is an SU(18) CG-coefhcient This CG-coefficient 
can be expanded as follows in an SU(18 CSF) version of (4 63a), 
ri1*1 μ μ ί = CÍ"^ "f "Λ = ν ("f "f ι"-' w " " ι" \ ¡f f \f \ 
^ Km mm) ^ V/71 m m ) ¿* \cs f\ a f \ Cf ƒÌ \c ii ι с s ' с s Ι \ι \ ι ι } 11 y f 
Χ <Χ m'mìCCJ Ss)C(', ; , ' ) , (4 72) 
where 
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« i
o / = Ci, с , m ( 5, Î . ƒ , Í , ^ ν , 
"W = CV2 C2 w c s2 s' f 2 '2 h У2 
The summation is over all new labels We can insert (4 72) into (4 62) The sum­
mation over μι.μ2, and N2 is then trivial since only [μι] = [1/,~2] and [ іь]^! 2 ] are possi­
ble The dimensions of the SU(18CSl·) irreps [μι] and [μ] are both equal to 1 Wc 
also write 
(F,a,) (Ρ,ο,) = ( 2С
С
-4П) (26,-3) (4 73) 
where i=p-l and j=p C
c
 is an SU(3 C) Casimir operator and C, is an SU(2 S) 
Casimir operator Therefore the two-body operator doesn't change any of the mag­
netic quantum numbers Furthermore M,l=M(y2) 
Inserting now the expression (4 72) for the CG-coefficient in (4 62) we can per­
form the summation over these magnetic quantum numbers We find 
(Ej [p ' l (4M|K 2 |E l ;№ t r f ) ) = 
= νψ(ρ-ΐ)Σ & «*/ li//)2 Σ С, " Ι"}2 Σί.!, Д IM)2 
СЧ f f (i 1 \ 
es f с \ ι \ 
M (у τ) 
χ (-α,) (V,CC -4/3) (2C, -3) —f¿- (4 74) 
For Î2 and c2 there are only a few possibilities, 
{c2} = {2*}-* Q =(E | : , |Q |h , l : ; l ) = 4/3 
{c2} = {6} - Ce = ( E , t l | C f | E ^ l ) = 10/3 
(i2)=(o) -» cç = ( E , I ; ; I | C S | E ; I ; ; , ) = () 
(i2)=(l) - Q = ( Ε ΐ μ | ^ , | ^ μ | ) = 2 
When we study a state consisting of only antiquarks the situation is totally 
analogous to the quark case we can assign each antiquark to one box in a Young 
diagram Since there are no quarks present this will not confuse the calculations 
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3. To illustrate the use of (4 74) in detail we now derive the expressions for the 3-
quark states Λ and Σ As explained before any ρ-quark state must be totally an­
tisymmetric We again have a symmetric spatial wavefunction, therefore the 
SU(18,CSF) state belongs to the irrep [I1] Considering color, flavor and spin as 
symmetries we then find under the restriction that the 3-quark state should be color­
less (which means that a two-quark subsystem has to belong to the SU(3 C) irrep 
{3*}) the symmetries as displayed m Table 4 6 The Λ has (/,>')=(0,0) and Σ has 
(i,y)=(l,U) The matrix elements of H
m
 are given by (4 74), where p=3 The values 
of the CSF and CS isoscalar factors are m this case always the same 1/V2~and 1 for 
CSF and CS respectively The values for the flavor isoscalar factors can be found in 
Table A8 For convenience we have listed them also in Table 4 7 Writing M(nn) 
for У2=0 and M(ns) for >,2=l/2 to denote the content in non-strange or strange 
quarks, we find 
Л H
m
 = - a , 2 M{nn)/R 
Σ H
m
 = - a
r
 (-2/3 \l{nn) + 8/3 M(ns))/ R , 
which is in agreement with the well-known result of de Grand et al (1975) 
ί ' 
af 
CS 
f 
с 
s 
[111] 
[21] 
[21] = {8} 
[111]=Ш 
[21] = ( й ) 
я
2 
cifi 
CS2 
fi 
Cl 
•f2 
[Π] 
[2] 
[Π] = {3*} 
[11]={3*} 
[11] = (0) 
[И] 
[2] = {6} 
[11] = {2·} 
[2] = (1) 
<? 
CS f, 
C i , 
ƒ. 
Cl 
S i 
[1] = Ш 
[1] = Ш 
[1] = ( Ь) 
Table 4 6 Symmetries for a color singlet and flavor octet three-quark 
system and its subsystems 
Л 
X 
fi 
3* 
3* 
6 
3* 
6 
6 
' 1 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1 
1/2 
Гі 
2/3 
-1/3 
-1/3 
-1/3 
2/3 
-1/3 
' 2 
0 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1/2 
V2 
-2/3 
1/3 
1/3 
1/3 
-уг 
1/3 
/ 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
У 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ƒ 
s 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
, Л f \Глг 
I l > ι I \ I I ) / 
2/3 
1/3 
1 
1 
Τ/λ 
1/3 
Table 4 7 SU(3,F) isoscalar factors for Λ and Σ 
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4. For a state formed from quarks and antiquaries we apply (4.64). It follows that 
we can calculate the quark-quark and antiquark-antiquark components as before. 
So wc are left with the case of the qq pairs. The multiquark states are usually 
chosen in a basis where the quarks and antiquarks are separately coupled to certain 
irreps ([«ƒ,] and [«ƒ J ) of SU(18,CSF) and its subsymmetries. Quark and antiquark 
color, spin, and isospin quantum numbers are coupled to labels for the total system. 
Therefore the states can be written as vectors 
where the index q denotes the quark part and q the antiquark part. The Yamanou-
chi labels М„д and M
csl. have been omitted since they will not play any role at this 
level. We develop the wavefunction (4.75) into a state where one quark and one 
antiquark have been taken together, 
Ι ί·ί„<·„ΐ,/",ι,ί, Я,-С;і?/5І5 г с mcs s, ¡ ι: y ) -
С] c , cq 
Cl C4 C-
Cl2 см С 
•У I ¿л sq 
S2 S4 S f 
*12 -544 S 
'Ί h і
ч 
'2 ¡4 1> 
/ l 2 '14 ' 
, « ƒ , « ƒ , I C I / Ч , C S / ; r s / , ι " / - -, , « , и , . c i , ·, ¡es, C Í 4 i c i ; , , ƒ , ƒ , ι ƒ „ , , ƒ , ƒ , ι / ; , 
Λ
 \ C ï l / | С5\/ ι Ι СТ
Ч
/ ƒ U S : / ; f ï j / 4 I CSjfjl \ C | 5 | С л 5 і ' C ^ ^ J І Г : 1 ; Ccij I С^ Tj J Ъ ι V ι Ι ,>Ί I ί4 ч ì U;V ; І4>4 I lj>'j ƒ 
у л ^ / с і ! ^ч с \ /"f i , : 'w 5 1 / " C ' i : ' u '\ 
"-' \"i, i: mru m, ^ ^- VJ ι: J 14 s ) ^ Vi r 1.141.^ 
| « ƒ , « ƒ ; 4 
X
 | C í i C í i / m y , IV!C!Í>/¡I!V! C^m· I J 1 ! ^ i:'l2lr I2V 12^ 
® \":kuf,l,\*CU¿¿,f,l», C l 4 m f u S ^ ; u l l a l . - H V n ) . ( 4 - 7 6 ) 
The notation used here is: q for all quarks, 1 for the single quark, q for all anti-
quarks, 2 for the single antiquark and 3 and 4 for the remaining quarks and anti-
quarks. Note the difference with the notation in Section 4.5. As usual the summa-
tion runs over all labels which are not present on the left hand side of the equation 
(apart from the irreps [« / J with ƒ = 1,2,3,4 which are implicitly given by the omitted 
Yamanouchi labels Λί„^ and M
cif_). We can omit the color, spin, and isospin mag­
netic quantum numbers and CG-coefficients because they are not changed by H
m
. 
For qq pairs M¡l=M(yl,y2). Now we can calculate the matrix element for each state 
on the right hand side. The possibilities for Cc and Cs are 
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{С|2} = Ш - Ct„ = 0 
{f,2} = {8} _ гС і :=3 
(Çi:) = (()) -» ^„=0 
(s,2)=(l) -» Сч.=2. 
5. As example we study some ^ 2 ^ : states (Jaffe, 1977a; Aerts, 1979) in the case of a 
flavor independent operator M,, =M. The state formed by the two quarks is totally 
symmetric. It belongs therefore to the SU(18,CSF) irrep [11]. The possibilities for 
the subsymmetries can be found in Table 4.6. The total q2q2 state is described by 
vectors like (4.75). In order to calculate the quark-quark and antiquark-antiquark 
part of the matrix element we transform (4.75) to an uncoupled state, 
= ς cü^,-;n¡)cc\^:.)ccy-;.) ц ^ ) ® і ^ ) , (4.77) 
m, s ι
 ч
 ' 
m, -s -ι -
Я -1 -f 
where 
'"<»ƒ„ = "q С,, m
u
 Sn ^ ƒ „ І
ч
 І2іі уч 
т
^г, =
 CSq СЧ тс
Гі
 Sq S,. fq i- I , . ущ . 
We have omitted the CSF Yamanouchi symbols since for antisymmetric two-quark 
states there is only one Yamanouchi symbol possible, M = \2. The same holds for 
the antiquarks. When we calculate the matrix element of the mass operator 
between two states (4.77) we use now (4.74) for the quark-quark pairs and its anti-
quark analog for the antiquark-antiquark pairs. 
First we study the quark-quark part. There are only two quarks, therefore the 
formula (4.74) is trivial: [csf\] is equal to [0] and [«/2] is equal to \csf]. Because the 
mass operator is independent of the magnetic quantum numbers we can sum all 
CG-coefficients in the matrix element, which leaves only delta functions. Introduc­
ing the notation ψ for (4.75) and -ψ' for a state with primed labels, we can write 
(Ψ""™«?.0)140 = W . V ) (fcC
c
,-4/3) (2^,-3) (-α,) -g- . (4.78a) 
For the antiquark-antiquark pair we find 
W\H
m
{Q.Q)\Mf) = ο(ψ'.ψ) ( 2С
сГ
ф) (2C(.-3) (-a f ) ^ . (4.78b) 
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Now we turn to the quark-antiquark pairs. We use (4.76). Since we have as­
sumed that the mass operator is flavor independent it is possible to sum all flavor 
and isospin isoscalars and 9it-symbols to 0 or 1. For an analogous reason wc can 
sum all spin and color CG-coefficients. The result for the matrix element is 
(4' , Ι^(0,ο) |ψ) = δ"(ψ',ψ) 
C| f i <V, 
<-2 C4 C-
c\2 с-м с 
i , i , s4 
S2 S4 S-
S\2 Í 34 S 
i | ST, S
 Ч 
S12 Su S 
f i f i С 
Cl с4 с\ 
' '12 С34 С 
АС,„-ф) (2С,, -3) 4 (-α,) Ц- , (4.78с) 
where the factor 4 comes from the 4 different quark-antiquark pairs. The factor 
δ'^ψ'-Ψ) is 0 if ψ and ψ' differ in labels other than с,,, c-, sq, or s-. Otherwise it is 
1. We have also made use of the fact that all relevant CSF and CS isoscalar factors 
appearing in (4.76) are either 0 or 1 in this case. For the quarks those that are 
non-zero are listed in Table 4.8. The CSF, CS, С, S, and F irreps for the single 
quark states labeled by the index 1 and 3 are the Young diagrams [1]. In Table 4.9 
we have listed the values of all possible color and spin 9μ-5νΓΤ^οΐ5 in (4.78c). A 
square root has to be added over every entry in the table. The total system is of 
course restricted to color [c] = {!}. For the quarks we have [ci] = [ci] = {3} and for the 
antiquarks [c2] = [c4] = {3*}. The spin of the quarks and antiquarks is equal to 
(í])=(S2) = (,3) = (Í4) = (./2). 
Ci/, 
пи [UI 
"ч 
[Π] 
| 2 | 
f; 
[2] 
[ΠΙ 
1 
1 
I:;,'M 
CS η 
[21 
| 2 | 
[И] 
[И] 
с
я 
[2] 
[HI 
I " ! 
[2] 
Table 4.8 Ν 
for ql-
-><? ч 
•Ч 
[2] 
МИ 
[21 
[Щ 
on-ze го 
г», 
Uu «\ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
isoscalar 
1
ч*ч > 
factors 
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ся 
с
я-
Cl2 С34 С 
ci сз с, 
С2 С4 €ξ 
с
п
 Сз4 с 
6 
6 
3* 
3* 
6* 
6* 
3 
3 
8 
1 
8 
I 
8 
1 
8 
I 
1 
1 
1 
Ι 
-1/3 
2/3 
-2/3 
-1/3 
^ **" Í12 •Г 34 S 
ί, із -s, 
J 2 І4 î -
І12 534 S 
1/4 
1/4 
-1/4 
1/2 
-1/4 
1/4 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
1 
Table 4 9 9μ-5>ΊτιΙ>οΐ5 for q2q2 systems 
A square root has to be added for each 
coefficient 
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4.7 Recoupling of wavefunctions 
1. In this section we study the overlap between states where two constituents are in­
terchanged. This process is schematically depicted in Fig. 4. The constituents are 
not necessarily restricted to single quarks, they in turn can also be composed of oth­
er objects. We are interested in the matrix elements of the operator P,.) which in­
terchanges the constituents 2 and 3 (see Section 3.9). In the following we will calcu­
late the matrix elements in a few different bases. Techniques as used in this section 
can be applied generally to the recoupling of multiquark states. To avoid equations 
obscured by too many labels, we will suppress all degeneracy labels γ. This will not 
change the general validity of the results. First we look at the possible basis vectors. 
The tensors for the states made from the constituents 1,2,3, and 4 arc defined in 
a tensor product space W. The irreps [μ,], [μ2], [μι], and [μ4] are defined in spaces 
W^K where ι runs from 1 to 4. In each of these spaces standard basis vectors Е,й 
are defined. In the product spaces 
WM 0 W1^1 and WM ® WM 
we define basis vectors 
E[£;N Σ С№,*$и Е'Д'ОЕ'Е] (4.79a) 
m ¡mi 
and 
Е Й - Σ CCÍ-,:,-,) Е Й в Е 1 ; · ) . (4.79b) 
Fig. 4. Recoupling diagram. 
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In the notation of these tensors we have dropped all references to the basic irreps 
[μ,] In the space W which is the tensor product of all spaces W1'1 ' there are a lot of 
possibilities to choose basis tensors We will illustrate three common examples 
Basis I is constructed by taking tensor products of the tensors (4 79a) and 
(4 79b) The basis tensors of this product basis arc written as 
p h Kul
 =
 pll··, I ^  р Ы = I «, l'..\ ( 4 одч 
' - • т і т ч ι-m ι УУ '-• m» Ι »ι ι т ч / \ ч ο υ ) 
Basis II, the so-called intermediate basis, can be constructed by coupling sub­
group labels to a total representation Examples of possible subgroup decomposi­
tions are SU(4,IS)=.SU(2,I)xSU(2.S) and SU(3,F)=>SU(2,I)xU(l) To make the pro­
cedure easier to understand we will use the SU(2.I)xSU(2,S) mnemonics, 
m — ι ,ι
ζ
 ,s ,s^ 
Here, i is the irrep label of the isospin subgroup SU(2,I) and і
г
 denotes the magnetic 
quantum number of this subgroup The spin SU(2,S) labels are s and sz The irreps 
of SU(4,IS) are written as [μ] A tensor in the tensor product space W with a defin­
ite isospin and spin is defined as 
h i , j lus«« ss - 2 - C ( i . / «I ) C U I ι ,s ) * - „ , , , „ , - I , , , ,
 ( u t u l l si ) , (.4 81J 
f I I U 
I M 
where we identify m ^ ^ / i ^ i ^ n ^ i : a n d '"ч='і-і'гі^з4ігі4· 
Basis III is constructed by the use of SU(4.IS)=>SU(2 I)xSU(2,S) isoscalar fac­
tors The tensors of this basis belong to the sum basis in W and they are equal to 
Ε'/Λμ^μ*) = Σ С;, U X , } Ε,'Γ/1,;'.,,« - lu μ
Γ
μ4) , (4 82) 
/ι τ 
u u 
where m=i,iz,s,sz Again we have suppressed the labels of the basic irreps [μ,] in 
the notation of the tensors The relation between the bases III and I is 
E'ÄW«) = Σ CC М Е И (4 83) 
n\ ι m u 
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2. We will calculate the matrix elements of the operator Pi τ i n the three bases I, II, 
and III We look first at the basis III The operator Pi ι interchanges the consti­
tuents 2 and 3 Therefore the matrix elements we are interested in are 
( m "ι " . | ^ : i | m μι μ « ) 
Matrix elements between bra's en ket's with different μ or m are 0 By definition 
(3 58) the matrix elements of the recouplmg in basis III are given by a 9μ-
coefficient We have 
(Α', μ Ψ «I/"2 μρμι-ι) = 
μι μζ μΐ2 
μ ι μ.ι μΐ4 
μ,, μΐ4 ι* 
(4 84) 
3. We now turn our attention to the matrix elements of Pj τ in the basis I These 
matrix elements can be calculated in two ways The simplest way is to use the basis 
transformation (4 83) that connects the bases I and III together with the result 
(4 84) for the matrix elements of Pi ι m basis III The result is 
/ " и И л І р Ι Πι μ^Λ _ V r i " 1 μ ' І , \ Г С И , " ' И ' > 
Vmn m Í I * 2 Λ I mi mm/ ¿л ^- \mi m ι m) *- \ηι \ m ι m) 
μ/н 
μι μ2 μΐ2 
α , μ., μ·,4 
μ η μ2-ι μ 
(4 85) 
Another way to handle the problem is as follows first decouple the tensors with la­
bel [μΐ2μΐ4] of basis I into irreducible tensors for [и.і],[и2],[ці] ¿nd [μ4] Then [цг] and 
[μί] are interchanged Finally we recouple the basic components again to vectors for 
basis I, but now with labels [μημ24] Wc find then 
\m \ m i I r 2 3 I m m ι/ 
Σ
/"/Hi ι· i' \ ri'' ^ μ"\ Γίμ ι μ μι,'> го μ* м (4 86) 
m m 
We see here that it is possible to replace a product of four CG-coefficients by a 
corresponding 9μ-α5είηαεηΐ times the two "missing" CG-coetficients 
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4. Finally we consider basis II Depending upon the way we derive the matrix ele­
ments we have a lot of alternative expressions for the matrix elements Using the 
method of decoupling and recouplmg we find 
/ ( V I' 4 I D h'i ^ 4\ -
и « K 2 i | , ,,
 M l.,u 11 « ) -
^- И | Н І Ш | / *- \nt Itti Win/ ^ VWI| Wli HI ι/ ^ \i \ m WÍJ wi :) (4 87) 
In formulas like the above one the summation is always over the indices which are 
not present in the other side of the equation (apart from the labels a, which are al-
ways implicitly assumed on the left hand side) In (4 87) we may write the CG-
coefficients for the total group (SU(4 IS)) as a product of an isoscalar factor times 
CG-coefficients for the subgroups (SU(2 I)xSU(2.S)) These SU(2) CG-coefficients 
we can take together to form two SU(2) 9;-coefficients The above matrix element 
can then be written as 
Σ
Ι "ι " "ι ι r i ' l'i ι μ л ι r μ » ι Ι Ί Ι \ 
l i i ι Iιϊ í | i ι i ΙΐΐΛι Ι Τ4 Ι Μ-ϊ ι ι/ U | ï f vS Ι iivï J 
χ ί
μ [li μ ι
 \ 
^ Vf \ ¡iS3 I \S f 
h 
и 
' η 
¡2 
'4 
'24 
.12І 
'14 
' 
¿] ^2 s12 
5ч $4 ί·)4 
•514 ^"'4 S 
(4 88) 
where we must sum over Í|,Í2,/W4 and S1,5J,Í1,54 
It is also possible to write the recouplmg matrix element as a 9μ-ΰθ6ίίιςιεηΙ for 
SU(4) multiplied by the two isoscalar factors needed for the two SU(2) CG-
coefficients The result for the matrix element (4 87) is 
S ft'i l·« и ι it ', μ μ U ι Î ι HxS »j Ι Ï J \ í Ü | I л.\ α Ι ΐ 
μ 
μι μ2 μ η 
μι μ4 μΐ4 
μ η μ24 μ 
(4 89) 
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5. In some cases like q-^q* recoupling a fourth basis is used. Instead of the tensor 
product of basis vectors (4.79a) and (4.79b) as in basis I, the tensor product of vec­
tors 
,-Ιιι,μ,Ι
 v r f i l /. i „ , r n , v. l ... p l « , ] ^ .-II';] _ 
'-'f iSi/'ï'.'rl
 rtrS ,, ¿Li L Vi , ι , ι
 r' ^ Vi ί Ϊ , ) ^ Wi W ^- Ш' 
; ι/ · 
^ ,.) (4.90a) 
and 
^ i i i J i t j . i u i „Jus
 ч
 Za "- \ι ' , ' , / " , ' J ι ,/ '"' УУ ^ " и 
/ 1/ 
Ι μ. Μι 
Ι / Ο ι I l i . ' W ' - i i ' I J / - , , SwS ..) (4.90b) 
is used. The relation between the tensors of this basis (basis IV) and those of basis I 
is given by 
ρΙμ,-Μ,ι] _
 v /μ μ.· ι μ,, W M μ, Ι Μ.. , ρ|μ»Ι „ ρΙμ,μ,Ι f 4 9 П 
*^ ПІцти ¿d l/lTl i'V. I lp ï r / IIVÏ, / i ï i I Ml \ч/ "-^liMI'V' Ini , V|.\ ! ^ '- I σ II iV ι ƒ Ui ^ ϊ Uf ^ * V ^ - ^ 1 ^ 
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4.8 Coupling of a nucleón anti-nucleon system to three mesons 
In this section we study the overlap between the spin and isospin wavefunction of a 
nucleón anti-nucleon system and the wavefunction of a three-meson state (rear-
rangement). In a realistic case the spatial part of the wavefunctions also should be 
taken into account So the result derived below is only valid for an s-wave system 
We assume that the system is characterized by the values of the total isospin (;) 
and spin (j), thus the nucleón anti-nucleon system is described by basis II tensors. 
Because we consider only color singlets, the color can be neglected There is only 
an extra overall factor involved when we compare the result with the coupling to 
color octet mesons The symmetry group covering spin SU(2.S) and isospin SU(2,S) 
is SU(4,IS) The wavefunctions of the nucleón and anti-nucleon are both completely 
symmetric (because the color is antisymmetric and the space symmetric) Therefore 
the SU(4,IS) irreps for the nucleón and anti-nucleon state arc given by [4] and [31] 
Since we do not consider the SU(4,IS) symmetry for the combined nucléon anti-
nucleon state, we can also use [4] for the anti-nucleon 
We will perform the recoupling in two separate stages as depicted in Fig. 5. 
- First the q^q^ nucleón anti-nucleon pair is recoupled to an intermediate q2q2 state 
and one meson This action corresponds to an exchange operator Р-ц
 λ 
- Then the q2q2 state is recoupled to two mesons This is done by means of an 
operator P j , 
Fig S Nucleón anti-nucleon recoupling 
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We denote the quarks with labels 1,2,3 and the anti-quarks with 1,2 and 3. The nu-
cleón has label 123 and the anti-nucleon 123. The labels of the mesons are a,b, and 
с and the intermediate q1^2 state is called ab. The SU(4,IS) irreps are written as [μ]. 
The first step of the recoupling is 
_ ν Ι
μ
 ' ^ Ι
 μ
 ^ \ Ι μ~- μ' ι μ~ \ 2* w :Vi: MÎT I/i:isrW Vi—*- ' " ' ' i r ï t F ï / 
'12 ' 1 '121 
'И 'з 'Ш 
lab 'с І 
* 12 ^З «123 
•
5Ï2 î3 s m 
χ Ι ^ і ^ ,„,',„„ **..-„) ® Ι Γ,\ ГІ, '
Г
'
г
 «. «, ) • ( 4 . 9 2 а ) 
The summations in (4.92a), and also in (4.92b), are over all indices which are not 
present in the left hand sides of the equations (apart from the labels μ^.μι,μτ,μι and 
μ-^ ,μγ,μ ,^μ^ which are always implicitly assumed in the tensors). The intermediate 
state and the meson are written in a basis IV form. 
The above matrix element can be understood as follows. Since the nucleón 
anti-nucleon system is described by basis II the recoupling is done in this basis, as 
shown in (4.88). This gives line 2 and the 9¡-coefficients of the third line in (4.92a) 
(two isoscalar factors will cancel, see below). Then the ab-c system is transformed 
from basis II to basis I with the help of (4.81). This step gives the CG-coefficients 
on the third line. Finally, the system ab-c is transformed from basis I to basis IV, 
as in equation (4.91). This can be accomplished by taking two isoscalar factors from 
the recoupling together with the basis I vector; this yields a vector of basis IV. In 
the above equation SU(4,IS)=>SU(2,I)xSU(2,S) degeneracy labels are not necessary. 
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For the second step we find 
» - I f · "ι- , , ^ _ 
' 1 2 I i i : i - ν ν - '«' ' 'v ^'I'^:,.,/ ~ 
' I 
'ϊ 
.'« 
M 
' i 
'ft 
'12 
' Ï 2 
'«ft 
í | 
*Т 
*'' 
i l 
•
Ç3 
•Sft 
* 12 
'
?
Т2 
•ífjft 
X I "J. J'1,. ;„(.. s,,?.-, ) ® I,'!,', !'ç, 'hi,, s<,.v:,) . ( 4 . 9 2 b ) 
The above result (4.92a) and (4.92b) is of course totally symmetric under the ex-
change of spin and isospin. Furthermore there is no (numerical) difference between 
the nucleón and the anti-nucleon. 
We can forget about the magnetic quantum numbers of one of the SU(2) sym-
metries when the corresponding total representation is zero. Consider for example 
spin. When s is equal to zero, the value of the spin of the intermediate state is 
uniquely determined. We are then able to add afterwards the summation over the 
magnetic quantum numbers because it is independent of the summation over the 
9y-coefficients. When s is not zero the summations over the SU(2) CG-coefficients 
and the 9/-coefficients are coupled. 
Suppose that we want to know what part of the nucleón anti-nucleon system 
couples to a specific three-meson pair. We are not interested in magnetic quantum 
numbers. In this case we may add the square of all contributions to a certain three 
meson pair. The result is independent of i; and г.. Therefore it is sufficient to take 
some value for these quantum numbers and do the calculation. The result of this 
calculation is presented below in Table 4.10. 
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h Sj, Sb le 
I s 
0 0 
I s 
0 1 
I s 
1 0 
I s 
1 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1/16 
1/16 
1/16 
1/24 
25/48 
1/4 
1/48 
5/48 
25/144 
1/72 
7/16 
1/4 
25/144 
1/48 
5/48 
1/72 
1/4 
7/16 
1/216 
25/432 
7/48 
1/6 
7/48 
1/12 
19/48 
Table 4.10 Nucléon anti-nucleon couplings to three mesons 
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4.9 q4q-baryon decay 
The q4q €''=0" ground states have first been calculated by Jaffe (1976) and after-
wards by others (Somers, 1978, Mulders el al 1978b) The mam problem in the cal-
culation of the spectrum is the evaluation of the mass shift operator Hm The gen-
eral solution of such problems is discussed in Sections 4 5 and 4 6 In the flavor in-
dependent approximation this is analogous to the q2^ example treated in Sec-
tion 4 6 and we will not work this out again in detail So far no experimental evi-
dence exists for qAq states A possible explanation could be that they are expected 
to be very broad since there is no centrifugal barrier to hinder the dissociation into a 
baryon and a meson Perhaps the physical importance of these states is that known 
baryons, like the Λ(1405), contain admixtures of such states 
We assume that the decay of a q4q barton proceeds via a simple dissociation 
into a q3 baryon and a qq meson cluster as displayed graphically in Fig 6, Thus the 
recouphng is given by (q4)(q) goes to (q\qq) In this case the exchange reduces to 
a simple basis transformation (by means of бц-соеГГісіетз) We will give the com­
ponents the following labels the 4-quark cluster has an index a, the 3-quark cluster 
an index В (baryon), the remaining quark has quantum numbers labeled with an in­
dex q The label for the antiquark is q and for the final mesóme qq state it is M 
For qAq baryons we consider a number of intertwined symmetries The quarks 
and anti-quarks have color, spin, and flavor quantum numbers Due to the Pauli 
principle the set of quarks must be totally antisymmetric We assume that the orbi-
tal impulse moment is equal to zero (j-wave) Then the quark wavefunction ob-
tained by combining color, spin and flavor must be totally antisymmetric The 
/B в 
q q/ 
Fig 6 Decay of q*^ baryons 
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SU(18CSP) irrep for the 4-quark cluster is therefore equal to [o/„] = [lJ] The CSF 
symmetry for the l-quark system is equal to [ст//)] = [11] The total ciÀq system is 
characterized by the values of color, spin isospin. and hypercharge magnetic quan-
tum numbers and irrcps We have thus vectors of the basis II type 
In order to decouple one quark from the qA cluster we split the SU(18 CSF) sym-
metry into color-spin and flavor (this is an alternative tor the splitting into color and 
flavor-spin) Color-spin in turn is decomposed into color times spin Flavor is split 
into isospin and hypercharge Then color, spin and isospin can be recoupled 
separately Using the notations ts,c,sj,i, and > for the color-spin, color, spin, fla-
vor, isospin, and hypercharge labels, we write the recoupling as 
111/ n/ s _ 
I n Г ! ƒ I 1 CI (-1 ƒ ι i С S I \ ) -
_
 V r O / „ < l / 111/ 1 1 " , 1 \ 1 " 1 f / „ / I / 1 
¿¿Xcsn fn <s f \ c\ t ι it H* < t *> I r v / W / ï W i l l l i l / 
¿я <-\ι с 
•Ή Ч
Ч
 Ч« 
(0) ^ << 
'Я 'Í/ '« 
(0) «,- «,-
.'» 'ν/ ' 
Ι
(\/
ί( \ Ι ί \J i l / \ / . ί\Ί\ 
<ЧЧІ\ІІГІІ\Н) 09 l u < ι /• ' ι , ci с ι,/" ι ι c w 4 f ' v V w , ) (.4 y j ; 
The summation on the right hand side is (as usual) over all indices not present on 
the left (apart form the implicitly assumed [ο/
β
] and [tsfj irrcps) Due to the con­
sistency of all phases involved the matrix elements calculated with the help of this 
formula are in agreement with the remarks by Bickerstaff (1982) The basis vectors 
for the baryons and the mesons are of tvpe IV Since we have not probed as far as 
the magnetic quantum numbers for color, flavor, and spin, there are no SU(3,C), 
SU(2 S), or SU(2,I) CG-coefficients present in (4 93) When we want a complete 
specification of all these magnetic quantum numbers, we must add at the right 
Σ
€('" ' ' ) CC' *" s 1 C('" ' ' ' 1 
When we consider only color singlet barvons and mesons the first CG-coefficient is 
always equal to 1, since c, = (I} 
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4.10 Опе-gluon exchange in baryon-baryon systems 
At present the evaluation of the quark exchange effects in hadron-hadron systems is 
an important topic We discuss here quark interchange in combination with one-
gluon exchange in baryon-baryon systems We limit ourselves to the color part, 
SUO.C) of the matrix elements This is sufficient to demonstrate the use of recou-
phng coefficients in this case The inclusion of the spin SU(2.S) and flavor SU(3,F) 
part is quite similar to the treatment of the color The treatment of the spatial 
structure is more complicated and depends on the particular dynamical model used 
for the description of the quarks inside the bartons Examples of the treatment of 
the spatial wavefunction can be found in the literature, sec for example de Tar 
(1978,1979), Ribeiro (1980) 
After the exchange of the gluon both nucléons will be in a color octet Since 
color octets can not occur freely, the quark interchange is introduced to transform 
the nucléons again to color singlets Using only color we can write the matrix ele-
ment for one-gluon exchange between quarks ι and j as F,Fy When the system of ι 
and j has a definite value for color [c ] we may write as before 
/·,ƒ·, = ViC, -4/.1 (4 94) 
In order to calculate the matrix element of this operator between two quarks m 
two different nucléons, we have to recouple these quarks to an eigenstate of color. 
The operator which interchanges the two quarks ; and y is a transposition We 
write it as Ρ,, There are three different cases to be considered 
1. The first possibility is that the quarks which exchange a gluon are afterwards also 
interchanged This situation is depicted in Fig 7a The operator of which the ma­
trix elements have to be calculated we write as 
l\,F{F,= P^^Puhf-'iPiM (4.95) 
The graphical meaning of the operators on the right hand side of (4 95) can be seen 
in Fig 7b The tensors belonging to the wavefunctions of two nucléons coupled to 
total color [c] are given by 
'Ζ,, С 12^44.) (4 96) 
These are of the basis III type (Section 4 7). Two quarks are taken together in the 
state 23 and the same for S6 The matrix elements of the exchange operators Р ^ ^ 
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and Ρίτα ¿re given by 9ц-соеГГісіеть Since the intermediate state has a definite 
value for the color of the system formed by taking quark 1 and 4 together (we call 
this system 14) the matrix element of Я,
 4 is 1 for [cM]=[2] and -1 for [11] There­
fore the value of the matrix element between two tensors of the above kind is 
(m C-l2ìCm\Pll FiFilm CmCl-if,) = 
= Σ 
C"4 C2Ï CA2\ 
Cl СЧ(, И Vi [PiAui^Q,-^) 
С, f
: 1 С,!^ 
С4 С Sn 1416, 
Г 1 4 С2ЧЯ6 с 
(4 97) 
Because the clusters 1 and 4 represent single quarks we have |ci] = [r.i] = {3} The 
clusters 123 and 456 have color {1}, therefore [c21] = [c,f)] = {l1'} and the color of the 
total system is [c] = {l} Also we consider only clusters 423 and 156 with color {1} 
The possibilities for [c,.,] are [2]={6} or [li]={V} Since 14 and 2356 couple to color 
{1} we must have [c21,ή]=|cl4, ] Substituting the values for the 9μ-«)είηαεηΐ5 yields 
a value of 4/9 for the above matrix element (4 97) 
ι 
23 
Λ A -ι 
:23 
56 : :56 
big 7a One-gluon exchange diagram 1 
56: 
Hg 7b Expansion ol (he one gluon exchange diagram 1 
: 56 
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2. The next process is the interchange of two quarks other than the ones which in­
terchanged the gluon These quarks are from the clusters 23 and 56 To calculate 
the matrix element for such a case we split the clusters 23 and 56 into their quark 
components 2,3 and 5,6 Quarks 3 and 5 arc supposed to be interchanged The 
operator performing the gluon exchange and quark interchange is (see also Fig 8a 
and 8b) 
РмГ1Іч=Р2,4Рт>Р1Р4Р2„ (4 98) 
Here 25 and 36 denote the two-quark clusters formed by taking quarks 2 and 5, 
respectively 3 and 6 together The matrix elements of all exchange operators in 
(4 98) are given by 9μ-«)είίιαεηΐ5 The value of the matrix element between two 
nucléons coupled to total color [c] is 
big 8a One-gluon exchange diagram 2 
Fig 8b Expansion ot the one-gluon exchange diagram 2 
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Π5 
(»ι сіг.^^аібіР-\ s ^ i ^ j l m cmC-i'ïft) -
= Σ 
Cl 
CA 
Cu 
C i s 
cv, 
С2ТІ6 
с π* 
С 4 Vi 
С 
f i С^ C i l 
''ЗЧ ' 1 6 '2T><i 
('/:С ( І4-4/3) 
' I ' '21 ' 1 2 1 
f 4 CVi ^4>6 
''|4 '"21Sft ' ' 
(4.99) 
We have for the quarks lcl] = {3} for all / from 1 to 6. Again we have that 
[сш] = [с4%1=Ш and therefore [<:2i] = [''%]=U'} and [c ] = {!}. But wc also consider 
only color {1} clusters 125 and 436, implying that [c^sHl' w] = {3' }• The possibilities 
for [c^] and [C21SÍ,] are the same as in the first case. Substituting the values for the 
9μ-ΰθ€ίΠΰίεηΐ8 yields a value of 1/9 for the matrix element (4.99). 
1 
23 :t3 
56: 
Fig 9a One-gluon exchdnge didgram 3 
Fig 9b Expansion of the one-gluon exchange diagram 3 
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3. The last possibility is that one ot the gluon-exchanging quarks is interchanged 
with a non gluon-exchanging quark (see Fig 9a) We write the quarks that form 
cluster 23 as 2 and 3 and interchange quark 2 and quark 4 The cluster tormed by 
the quarks 4 and 3 we denote by 43 In this case we write the operator as (Fig 9b) 
P2AFSA = P1^P24FiFA F : 1 4 (4100) 
The matrix elements of the operators /Ν,η and PJM are given by 9u-coefficients 
The value of the matrix element of Pi A IS somewhat more difficult to calculate be­
cause the above operators do not yield tensors that are eigenstatcs of color for the 
state formed by combining the clusters 1,23, and 4 Therefore we apply a basis 
transformation, which can be written in the form of a 6ц-соеГПсіепІ. 
\m caccbd) - Σ 
cu Ш с
ы 
C121J ' S e C 
Im cl214еЧб) (4 101) 
The states of the cluster formed by 1,2,3,4 have an index 1234 The value for the 
color of this cluster has to be equal to [C|2i4] = {3}, because [c] = {I} and [c l 6]={3*}, 
and the summation is superfluous. Now we can write the total matrix element as 
(m е Н1 с : ' і6І^2 4 Fl^-llm c \2ÌCi^Ò = 
= Σ 
С MC ι « 
с ι С44 C U T 
с2 Csf, С2Ъ 
с\2 С4ТІ6 с 
С12 Ш с\2 
С1214 С<і6 С 
Cl 
с 2 
С 12 
С4 
Ст 
С41 
<М4 
С2Т 
C12-U 
Cl4 { i } f 14 
6 2 1 CSfi С2ТІ6 
'1214 СЧб С 
х ( ЬС„-4/3) 
c i '21 c m 
С4 Счб С4';б (4 102) 
As usual we have for the quarks [c;] = {3} with 7 from 1 to 4 Again we have for the 
nucléons that [с|21] = [с4%] = {1} and therefore [ ^ i H I c s e H U * } and [c] = {l) But we 
also consider only color {1} clusters 143 and 256, implying that [c41]={3*} The pos­
sibilities for [с
ы
] and [c2Tin] are the same as before The possibilities for [en] are 
also {6} and {3*} and [с4^б] = [сі2*] Substituting the values for the 6μ- and 9μ-
coefficients gives a value of -2/9 for the matrix element (4 102) 
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A TABLES 
Table Al. Conjugation classes and irreps for S, to S
a 
The conjugation classes [(] and irreps [μ] are denoted by the Young diagrams. Each 
irrep and conjugation class has a number, which can be found in the column nr and 
which is used as a reference in other tables. The dimension of an irrep is denoted 
as /[μ]. The number of elements of a conjugation class is n(t). 
(Sections 2.1-2.3) 
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иг [ ί ] ОГ [μ] 
Si 
1 [1] 
/ [ μ ] « ( О nr [(] ОГ [ μ ] 
[ 2 ] 
[ 1 , 1 ] 
[ 3 ] 
[ 2 , 1 ] 
[ 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 4 ] 
[ 3 , 1 1 
[ 2 , 2 ] 
[ 2 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
[5] 
[4,1] 
[3,2] 
[3,1,1] 
[2,2,1] 
[2,1,1,1] 
[1,1,1,1,1] 
1 
4 
5 
6 
5 
4 
1 
24 
30 
20 
20 
15 
10 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
β 
9 
10 
11 
[6] 
[5,1] 
[4,2] 
[4,1,1] 
[3,3] 
13,2,1] 
[3,1,1,1] 
[2,2,2] 
[2,2,1,1] 
[2,1,1,1,1] 
[1,1,1,1,1,1] 
1 
5 
9 
10 
5 
16 
10 
5 
9 
5 
1 
120 
144 
90 
90 
40 
120 
40 
15 
45 
15 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
β 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
[7] 
[6,1] 
[5,2] 
[5,1,11 
[4,3] 
[4,2,1] 
[4,1,1,1] 
[3,3,1] 
[3,2,2] 
[3,2,1,11 
[3,1,1,1,1] 
[2,2,2,1] 
[2,2,1,1,1] 
[2,1,1,1,1,1] 
[1,1,1,1,1,1,1 
[8] 
[ 7 , 1 ] 
[ 6 , 2 ] 
[ 6 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 5 , 3 ] 
[ 5 , 2 , 1 ] 
[ 5 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 4 , 4 ] 
[ 4 , 3 , 1 ] 
[ 4 , 2 , 2 ] 
[ 4 , 2 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 4 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 3 , 3 , 2 ] 
14 [ 3 , 3 , 1 , 1 ] 
15 [ 3 , 2 , 2 , 1 ] 
16 [ 3 , 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
17 [ 3 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
18 [ 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ] 
19 [ 2 , 2 , 2 , 1 , 1 ] 
?η Γ ?_ ? _ ι _ ι _ ι _ ι 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
20 [ 2 , 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
21 [ 2 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
[ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
 
22 
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Table A2. Character tables for S2 to S, 
The irreps and classes arc denoted by the numbers assigned to them in Table A l . 
The table is ordered as follows, 
irrep 
class character 
(Section 2.3) 
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Sz 1 2 
-1 1 
0 -1 
2 1 
2 3 4 5 
-1 О 1 - 1 
0 - 1 0 1 
-1 2 - 1 1 
1 0 - 1 - 1 
3 2 3 1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
4 
0 
- 1 
- 1 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
- 2 
0 
6 
0 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
- 1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
- 2 
4 
- 1 
- 1 
-ι 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
1 
3 
5 
0 
- 1 
1 
- 1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
3 
9 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
- 1 
1 
- 2 
- 2 
2 
10 
0 
0 
- 1 
- 1 
2 
1 
- 1 
- 3 
1 
1 
5 
0 
1 
0 
0 
- 2 
0 
- 2 
0 
0 
0 
16 
- 1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
- 2 
- 2 
10 
0 
0 
- 1 
-ι 
- 1 
- 1 
0 
-ι 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
- 3 
1 
- 3 
9 
1 - 1 
0 1 
- 1 1 
- 1 - 1 
- 1 1 
0 - 1 
2 1 
1 -ι 
1 1 
- 3 - 1 
5 1 
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S 7 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10 И 12 13 14 15 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Sg 1 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
6 1 
7 1 
8 1 
9 1 
IO 1 
11 1 
12 1 
13 1 
14 1 
15 1 
16 1 
17 1 
18 1 
19 1 
20 1 
21 1 
22 1 
1 -1 
1 0 
1 -1 
1 1 
1 -1 
1 0 
1 2 
1 0 
1 -1 
1 1 
1 3 
1 0 
1 2 
1 4 
1 6 
2 
-1 
0 -
-1 
1 -
-1 
0 
2 
-1 
0 -
-1 
1 
3 
-1 
1 -
0 
2 
4 
-1 
1 
3 
5 
7 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 -
0 
1 
2 -
0 -
2 
2 -
2 -
6 
1 
0 
0 -
0 -
1 
•1 
1 -
0 
•1 • 
•1 
3 • 
-3 
•1 
5 
14 15 
3 
0 
-1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
•1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
•1 
1 
1 
5 
4 
2 
A 
IO 
го 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
0 
-1 
-1 
3 
0 
0 
-2 
0 
6 
-3 
-3 
1 
9 
21 
5 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
1 
0 
-2 
0 
1 
-2 
0 
-2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-4 
2 
4 
10 
28 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
1 
0 
-2 
2 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
2 
4 
14 
6 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-2 
-2 
0 
-2 
4 
0 
0 
0 
16 
64 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
35 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
-1 
5 
3 
-3 
-5 
5 
35 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
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0 
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-4 
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-1 
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0 
0 
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0 
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-4 
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-1 
-] 
-1 
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-1 
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35 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
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2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-6 
0 
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1 
0 
0 
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-1 
-1 
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0 
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1 -
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1 
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2 -
1 
1 
1 
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2 
4 -
0 • 
1 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
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•1 
2 • 
0 -
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•2 
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12 13 
1 0 
0 0 
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0 -1 
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0 2 
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-1 0 
-1 0 
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-1 0 
-2 0 
2 0 
1 2 
1 0 
5 -6 
3 -6 
3 0 
-5 2 
-5 0 
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0 
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-1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
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2 
-4 
8 
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-1 
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0 
1 
1 
1 
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-1 
-3 
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0 
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-3 
3 
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0 
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-1 
1 
-1 
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-1 
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0 
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2 
-1 
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1 
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0 
-2 
0 
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-1 
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1 
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-2 
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0 
-1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-2 
0 
-2 
-1 
-1 
1 
-1 
5 
4 
-2 
4 
-10 
20 
Table A2 
Table A3. CG-series for S2 to S8 
The multiplicity indices m (μ.μ' μ") arc tabulated (2 36) I he table is ordered as lol-
lows, 
SP 
μ μ' и μ' іи( ) μ μ' μ μ' 
Α μ" at the top belongs to μ,μ' pairs at the lett, a μι" at the bottom belongs to α,μ' 
pairs at the right The irreps are labeled by the numbers of Table Al All μ,μ' are 
ordered such that μ<μ' 
(Section 2 5) 
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Table A4. CG-coefficients for 82,8з S4 
The irreps are denoted by the numbers of Table Al We don't need an index Г for 
52,51,54, because the multiplicity index »ι(μ,μ',μ") is never greater than 1 The CG-
coefficients are given by 
C(fcu e) = sign(e) V\^Jb 
(Section 2 6) 
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Table A5. K-factors for S2 to S6 
All K-factors Kp(W J,1 ¿) are tabulated that have at most 3 rows in the diagram of κ 
and at most 2 rows in κ' The irreps are denoted by the numbers of Table Al The 
К -factors are given by 
M i ' ν £ Δ) = Slgn(e) Щ/Б 
(Section 2 6) 
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2 1 
3 1 
2 1 
4 1 
4 1 
2 1 
4 1 
4 1 
3 1 
3 1 
4 1 
4 
5 1 
3 1 
4 
4 
5 
3 
4 
4 
5 
4 
6 
6 
4 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
5 
6 
6 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
4 
6 
7 
5 
4 
6 
ι 
-9 
-1 
5 
121 
32 
3 
-3 
-169 
0 
45 
-5 
55 
1 
-1 
-4 
-10 
18 
108 
-400 
-1000 
269 
289 
1 
5 
0 
0 
65 
-81 
225 
0 
-5 
125 
-1 
-Ι 
-1 
0 
0 
-5 
-25 
-1 
-5 
0 
-5 
7 
27 
5 
-1 
1 -9 
1 -4 
1 5 
48 
80 
400 
12 
480 
75 
10 
200 
528 
1 
ββ 
66 
216 
396 
6 
309 
92 7 
103 
515 
927 
2781 
2472 
2060 
18 
108 
1 
1 
252 
416 
416 
1 
208 
1672 
6 
3 
6 
1 
1 
36 
64 
4 
24 
1 
14 
12 
140 
24 
64 
1 
25 
9 
9 
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Table A6. Outer series for S2 to S
e 
The blocks displaying the outer multiplicity indices η (κ,λ,μ) of the outer series for 
Sp^Sp.xSp, (with p=P\+P2) are organized as follows, 
SP=>Sp,xSpi μ 
κ λ η(κ,λ,μ) 
The irreps [κ],[λ],[μ] belong to 5^ ,5ρ2,5ρ respectively, and are labeled by the 
numbers of Table Al. 
(Section 2.7) 
Table A6 157 
S2=>S1xS1 
1 1 
53=352X5! 
1 1 
2 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
1 
5 4 3 5 3 X 5 J 
5 л з 5 , х 5 ' 
5 ' ; з 5 л Х5і 
5 ς = . 5 · , χ 5 , 
1 
i l 1 1 0 0 0 
2 1 0 1 1 1 0 
3 1 0 0 0 1 1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
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Sé^SsxS j 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
A 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
S b^yS ή X S 2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
A 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
S6=>S3xS3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
7 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
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Table A7. Outer coefficients for P2=2 and P2=3 
All outer coefficients for P2=2 ¿nrt ^1=3 are tabulated A square root must be ad-
ded over each entry in the table For example, -~(]-x)/2 means -V(l-jr)/2 The 
variable χ is the inverse of the axial distance from the box in the lowest left corner 
of \μ]/[ν.] to the box in the upper right corner. In the diagram pj y is the inverse 
¡J 
axial distance from the lower to the middle box, ζ from the middle to the upper 
box We have used the abbreviation 
a = -zy2 - 2zy + 2z - y2 + 2y 
(Section 2 8) 
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P2=l 
M*! 
[i] 
p 2 =2 
í ^ l 
[21 
[И] 
Ί 
[λ] [1] 
Μ
Β
 L 1 
1 1 
[λ] 
Λίρ-ιΜρ L 
11 
12 
12 
21 
[2] 
11 
1 
0 
(1+-0/2 
(1-д:)/2 
[И] 
12 
0 
1 
(1-<)/2 
-(l+Jt)/2 
/72=3 
[μΙ/Μ ΜΒ-ιΜρ-1ΜΒ 
[λ] [3] 
111 
[21] 
112 
[21] 
121 
[111] 
123 
[3] 111 
LC 
πΡ 
[21] 
σ^ 
[111] 
2 
122 
212 
122 
212 
221 
112 
121 
112 
121 
211 
123 
123 
213 
231 
123 
132 
231 
Ο 
Ο 
(1-r 2.0/3 
( 1 + 2 Λ Η 1 - Χ ) 
3(1+*) 
α-*) 
3(1+Λ) 
Ο 
Ο 
(1+20/3 
(1+2д:)(1-д:) 
3(1+*) 
(ΐ--^) 
3(1+д) 
О 
О 
О 
О 
1/4 
3/4 
(1-*)/6 
(1-х)(1-х) 
6(1+*) 
2(1+2с) 
3(1+*) 
1 
О 
2(1-*)/3 
(1+2*)(1+2*) 
6(1+*) 
_1ЬМ 
6(1+*) 
о 
(1+2*) 
2(1+*) 
1 
2(1+*) 
О 
О 
(1+*)/2 
(і-*)А 
о 
3/4 
-1/4 
(1-*)/2 
-(1+*)/2 
О 
О 
1 
О 
1 
2П+*) 
_Д±І£І 
2(1+*) 
О 
(1+2-0 
6(1+*) 
(1 + 2 0 ( 1 + 2 0 
6(1+*) 
2(1-*)/3 
2(1+2*) 
3(1+*) 
( і - - 0 ( і - ^ 
6(1+*) 
-(і-*)/б 
3(1+*) 
( 1 + 2 * ) ( 1 - * ) 
3(1+*) 
(1+2* УЗ 
С-*) 
3(1+*) 
(1+2* ) ( ! - * ) 
3(1+*) 
(1+2*)/3 
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H-jP m* 
"λ L γ М
в
 2М
в
-іМ~ Sg f u ν) 
[3] 111 123 (1+Λ-)(1 + ν)(1+ζ)/6 
213 (l-z)(.l+x)(l+y)/b 
132 (1-^)(1+^)(1+ζ)/6 
312 (l-x){l-y)(l+z),'6 
231 ( 1 - A ) ( 1 - Z ) ( 1 + V)/6 
321 (1-х)(1->.)(1-г б 
[111] 123 123 ( 1 - Λ ) ( 1 - > ' ) ( 1 - Ζ ) / 6 
213 - ( l - x ) ( l - y ) ( l + z ) / 6 
132 - ( 1 - A ) ( 1 - Z ) ( 1 + V)/6 
312 (1-г)(1+л-)(1+ )/6 
231 ( 1 - > ' ) ( 1 + Λ : ) ( 1 + Ζ ) / 6 
321 -(l+x)(l+y)(l+z)/6 
[21] 112 1 123 a(l+z))/(6(y+2) 
213 a( l -z))/(6(y+z) 
132 - C v + z ) ( l - y ) ( l + A ) 2 ( l + y ) ( l + z)/(6a) 
312 -Су+
г
) (1-д;) (1-у)(1+
Л
) (1 + )(1 + г)/(6а) 
231 - ( y + z ) ( l - ; 0 ( l - z ) ( l + * ) ( l + > ' ) 2 / ( 6
a
) 
321 -(y+z)(l-x)(l-y)(l-z)(l+x)(\+y)/(6a) 
121 1 123 - y 4 ( l - z ) 2 ( l + z ) / ( 2 û ( y + z ) ) 
213 y4(l-z)(l+z)2/(2a(y+z)) 
132 (>>+
г
)(1-*) 2 (1->)(1+>>)(1+
г
)/(2
а
) 
312 - ( y + z ) ( l - j : ) ( l - > ) ( l + j t ) ( l + v)(l+z)/(2a) 
231 (y + z)( l -Ar)( l ->) : ; ( l -z)( l+x)/(2
a
) 
321 -(y+z)(l-x)(l-y)(l-z)(l+x)(l+y)/(2
a
) 
112 2 123 0 
2П 0 
132 (y+z)(l-x){l-z)(i+x)/(2a) 
312 ( y + i K l - x ^ l - z V i Z e ) 
231 - ( y + z ) ( l - > . ) ( l + y ) ( l + z ) / ( 2 û ) 
321 -(y+z)(\-y)2{l+z)/(2a) 
121 2 123 2Ο+ζ)(1-*)(1-?)(1-ζ)(1+.Ο(1+)0/(3α) 
213 -2(y+z)(l-x)(l-y)(l+x)(l+y)(\+z)/(3a) 
132 (2> '- l ) 2 (>.+z)( l - j r ) ( l -z) ( l+*)/(6
a
) 
312 - ( 2 y - l ) 2 ( > . + z ) ( l - z ) ( l + ^ ) 2 / ( 6 a ) 
231 -(y+z)(2x-l)\l-y)(l+y)(l + z)/(6a) 
321 ( j + z ) ( 2 ^ - l ) 2 ( l + y ) 2 ( l + z)/(6
a
) 
Table A8. SU(3) isoscalar factors 
The isoscalar factors for p=2 to 6 are tabulated. The table entries for i (isospin) 
and y (hypercharge) have to be divided by 2 and 3 respectively: i =2 in the table has 
to be read as i =2/2=1. The isoscalar factors are given by 
tfv.iJÄv.,} = sign(a) \аЩ . 
For the irreps for p, and p2 we have made use of (3.19): all irreps are omitted that 
are equivalent to a diagram with a smaller number of boxes. For example, the pro­
duct [2Jx[211] can be found as [2]x[l]. That are (using the numbers of Table Al) the 
entries with κ=1,λ=1 in the table for ρ,=2, p2=l. 
We have also omitted products for which [κ] = [0] or [λ]=[()]. Suppose that 
[λ] = [0]. Then the isoscalar factors are equal to 1 if [κ] = [μ], ι
κ
=ιμ, and νχ=γμ. Other­
wise they are zero. 
All products are non-degenerate except [21]x[21]-»[321]. In the notation of the 
table: the p\=P2=3 product κ=2, λ=2, μ=6. Assigning the labels {Sa} and {Hb} to 
the two resulting irreps [321], the relation with the irreps {8D} and (SF} of de Swart 
(1963) is 
{8£>} = - ЧД4 {80} + V57Î4 {80} 
{Sf} = V5/U {8a} + Щ4 {&b) . 
(Section 3.6) 
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Table A9. SUO) phase factors 
For ρ «8 a list of products is given for which the SU(3) CG-coefficients do not obey 
equation (3.35). In order to use these CG-coefficients together with outer coeffi­
cients either the SU(3) CG-coefficients or the outer coefficients for such a product 
have to be multiplied with a factor - 1 . 
For the outer product [21]x[21]—>[321] we assign the degeneracy labels γ=1=Λ 
and γ=2=5 to the outer coefficients (Table A7). Then the relation with the SU(3) 
labels a and b (as in Table A8) is 
{8Л} = Щ {8a} - V45749 {Ш>) 
{SB} = 4Д749 {8a} + νψΟ {8ί>} . 
(Section 3.7) 
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Table AIO. SU(n) on-coeffîcients 
For рі+р^+р^б, р\2^' a n c l Рп^ the non-zero бц-coefficients are tabulateci The 
6μ-οοεΐΐιοιεηΐ5 are given by 
Иі Н2 И і : Y i : 
(0] из μι 
μι μ2ΐ μ v i 21 
Υ21 Υ121 
= sign(a) \/\a\/b 
The irreps are denoted by the Young diagrams The labels γ^.γιι, and γΐ2 ч are not 
in the table because for the tabulated 6μ-ςοεΗΊα6ηΐ5 they are always equal to 1 
Omitted are the trivial 6μ-coeffιcιcnts for which (μ,], [іь], or [μ,] is equal to [0] 
These 6μ-coefflClents are 1 if they can be written in the form 
Μ μ: μ: 
[0] l i , μ3 
[0] μ : , μ2ΐ 
Υ21 Υ21 
μι ["] μι 
[0] μ, μ, 
μι " ι μ Υπ 
Υπ 
μι μ2 μα Υπ 
[0] [0] [0] 
μι μ2 μΐ2 γα 
L 
where the outer multiplicity indices ηίμ^μ-,,ι^), «(μι.μ,.μπ), or «(μ,,μι.μ,ι) are not 
zero If this is not the case, then they are always equal to 0 
For SU(3) one has to multiply each όμ-αίείίιαεηΐ with the phases (Table A9) for 
all horizontal and vertical outer products in the 6μ-α)είίιαεηΐ As the label γιτ τ 
refers to Table A7 (outer coefficients), the relation mentioned in Table A9 for the 
degeneracy labels has to be taken into account 
(Section 3.8) 
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3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
111 
21 
H I 
21 
111 
21 
111 
11. 
2 
2 
11 
2 
11 
2 
11 
3 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
21 
3 
21 
3 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
21 
3 
21 
21 
21 
21 
111 
21 
111 
21 
111 
2 
2 
11 
2 
11 
2 
11 
2 
1 
2 
11 
2 
11 
11 
3 
2.11 
2111 
2111 
211. 
111.1 
41 
32 
311 
311 
311 
311 
221 
2111 
32 
311 
221 
221 
221 
221 
2.11 
2111 
2111 
2111 
11111 
5 
41 
41 
41 
41 
32 
311 
6 
31 
SI 
51 
51 
42 
42 
42 
42 
411 
33 
321 
6 
51 
51 
51 
51 
42 
42 
42 
42 
4.1 
33 
321 
51 
42 
411 
411 
411 
411 
321 
3111 
41 
32 
32 
32 
32 
311 
31. 
311 
311 
221 
221 
221 
221 
2111 
51 
4 
5 
5 
-4 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-3 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-4 
-1 
-1 
-3 
-1 
8 
S 
β 
В 
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'M 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
11 
Π 
11 
π 
11 
11 
II 
11 
11 
11 
И 
11 
И 
11 
І^ Ι"! 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
I 1 
1 I 
ΙΊ2 
31 
31 
22 
22 
31 
31 
211 
211 
31 
31 
31 
31 
22 
22 
22 
211 
211 
211 
211 
22 
211 
il 
Ы 
41 
32 
32 
41 
41 
3 1 
311 
32 
32 
32 
311 
311 
311 
221 
221 
221 
311 
221 
221 
32 
311 
32 
32 
32 
32 
311 
311 
311 
221 
221 
221 
311 
311 
2111 
2111 
221 
221 
221 
2111 
2111 
2111 
211 
211 
211 
211 
1111 
111 
lili 
211 
211 
211 
211 
211 
lili 
Uli 
г^з 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
21 
3 
2 
2 
3 
21 
21 
3 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
3 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
21 
3 
21 
3 
21 
21 
3 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
111 
21 
21 
111 
21 
21 
111 
21 
111 
21 
111 
21 
21 
111 
21 
111 
111 
2 
11 
2 
11 
2 
11 
11 
21 
21 
111 
21 
111 
21 
111 
И
 vl 23 
42 1 
42 1 
42 1 
42 1 
411 1 
411 1 
411 1 
411 1 
33 1 
321 1 
321 1 
321 2 
32, 1 
321 1 
321 2 
321 1 
321 1 
321 2 
3111 1 
222 1 
2211 1 
51 1 
42 1 
42 1 
42 1 
42 1 
411 1 
411 1 
411 1 
411 t 
33 1 
321 1 
321 1 
32! 1 
321 1 
321 2 
J21 1 
321 1 
321 2 
3111 1 
222 1 
2211 1 
42 1 
411 1 
33 1 
321 I 
321 2 
321 1 
321 1 
321 2 
321 1 
321 1 
321 2 
321 1 
3111 1 
3111 1 
3111 1 
3111 1 
222 1 
2211 1 
2211 1 
2211 1 
2211 1 
21111 1 
311 
221 
2111 
2111 1 
2111 1 
2111 1 
Hill 1 
321 1 
3111 1 
222 1 
2211 1 
2211 1 
2211 1 
2211 1 
a b 
-1 3 
-1 2 
1 14 
45 56 
-5 28 
-5 14 
-1 56 
-1 9 
5 
-1 28 
-5 56 
-2 7 
-1 56 
5 14 
5 28 
-1 4 
45 56 
-1 14 
-1 5 
-1 9 
-3 8 
-1 6 
u, Vi 
1111 1 
1 il 1 1 
1111 1 
1111 1 
1111 1 
1111 1 
Ц μ 1 2 
11 211 
11 211 
11 I U I 
11 1111 
11 I U I 
1 311 
311 
ι 311 
1 311 
1 2111 
1 211 
1 2111 
1 2111 
1 221 
1 2 1 
1 221 
1 221 
1 221 
1 2111 
1 2111 
1 2111 
1 2111 
"гі 
21 
111 
21 
111 
Ul 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
in 
21 
in 
21 
in 
21 
i n 
1 11111 21 
1 11111 111 
ι mil in 
1 311 
1 311 
1 311 
1 311 
1 311 
1 211 
1 211 
1 2 
1 11 
1 11 
μ γ,
 2j a b 
21111 
21111 
21111 
21111 
lililí 
411 
321 
3111 
3111 
3111 
3 η 
2211 
2111 
321 
3111 
222 
2211 
2211 
2211 
2211 
21111 
21111 
21111 
21111 
1111 1 
6 
51 
51 
51 
51 
42 
411 
51 
42 
42 
42 
42 
411 
411 
411 
411 
33 
321 
321 
321 
32 
31 1 
42 
33 
321 
321 
321 
321 
222 
2211 
411 
321 
321 
321 
321 
3111 
3111 
3111 
3 11 
222 
2211 
2211 
2211 
2211 
2111 
3111 
2211 
21111 
21111 
21111 
21111 
n u n 
-1 2 
-I 5 
'4 9 
-2 5 
-1 3 
-2 5 
-I 4 
-3 8 
-1 4 
-2 5 
-1 3 
-2 5 
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Table All. SlKn^) isoscalar factors 
AU non-zero isoscalar factors 
ƒ κ λ ι μ Υ \ 
ΙκιχΤ,, κ>κ'Γλ I H ^ I I Y I Y * / 
for Young diagrams [κ] and [λ] with 3 boxes and for which the irrep [μ] is equal to 
[I6], [32], or [21] are tabulated. These are isoscalar factors for the q6 multiquark 
states. In this case only the degeneracy labels Г^уу, and γ2 are necessary. The irreps 
are denoted by the labels of Table Al. The labels γ! and γ2 refer to the degeneracy 
labels of Table A7. 
When the isoscalars are used for SUi/iO or ЗЩ/ъ) equal to SU(3), they have to 
be multiplied by the phase factors of Table A9. As the labels yl and У2 refer to 
Table A7, the relation mentioned in Table A9 for the degeneracy labels has to be 
taken into account. 
(Section 3.10) 
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'Ч'г
 κ
 ^ ^ 2 А Η,('2 И /| 2 Γ ι μιΐ·2 μ i. 2 ι ι 
МіМ2 '' ^ 1 ' 2 Г | 
1 1 2 2 1 2 3 5 
2 2 2 3 2 2 6 5 
3 6 5 
3 9 5 
7 8 3 
1 β β 
21011 
310 β 
511 9 
2 6 β 
3 6 β 
310 8 
ί, 711 
6 6 Β 
6 9 β 
1 
9 
9 
9 
1 Θ 7 5 
1 8 
672 
3750 
150 
1 
56 
56 
36 
56 
36 
9 
9 
2Β6 
6 
32 
32 
449 
6 7 2 
63 
.008 
560 
25 
36 
6Α 
50176 
568 
2352 
β 
32 
32 
9 
32 
1792 
224 
32 
32 
32 
448 
672 
6 9 ! 
2 6 : 
3 6 
310 
42 
12 
8 
896 
42 
Β 
1 
5 
9 
2 
18 
9 
5 
10976 
4 6 β 
4 β 5 
7 4 8 
7 6 5 
7 7 5 
7 9 5 
1111' 
3 8 β 
5 81 
2 9 8 
3 7 8 
4 6 8 
4 9 8 
6 611 
84 
6 
72 
48 
392 
583 
320 
72 
32 
2ββ 
9 
50 
3584 
160 
288 
100 
896 
168 
56 
100 
2 
147 
10 
32 
9 
32 
56 
36 
4 
4 
32 
9 
32 
32 
32 
32 
224 
7 
112 
18 
112 
19 
3 6 β 
3 9 5 
5 5 8 
5 9 8 
2 6 9 
3 4 5 
4 3 5 
4 6 8 
6 3 5 
6 4 8 
6 6 8 
2 6 5 
2 9 8 
3 5 5 
3 6 Β 
3 β 8 
2 9 
3 7 
4 6 
4 9 
6 6 
6 7 
610 
2 9 8 
3 911 
5 9 8 
2 1 0 1 1 
3 911 
4 7 8 
6 6 8 
6 7 8 
182 ГаЫе Α Π 
ΙΊΙ'2 μ 'Гг г,. 
иі^г ^ fíf2r,, 
1 2 2 2 2 
1 2 3 2 2 
3 2 5 1 1 
10 6 5 1 
10 9 5 1 
6 6 5 1 
6 6 θ 1 
6 6 8 1 
6 9 5 1 
1 1 
1 5 
1 -1 
1 5 
1 -25 
1 -25 
1 I 
1 1 
1 -2 
1 -5 
1 3 
1 -5 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 3 
1 5 
1 2 
2 Β4 5 
1 37249 
1 -5 
1 -1 
1 5 
1 -ι 
1 -2209 
1 -ι 
1 512 
1 -3 
1 -3 
1 -529 
1 -ι 
1 -5 
1 -5 
1 25 
2 -135 
1 432 
1 -2 
1 -ι 
1 5 
1 -2 
1 4 
1 -2Θ9 
1 -5 
2 -35 
1 -ι 
1 2 
1 24 
1 16 
1 1 
1 2 
1 3645 
2 105625 
. 1 -45 
1 -1083 
1 16 
г ι -ювз 
1 1 
1 1 
1 -ι 
1 -15 
1 5 
1 -289 
1 4 
1 2 
1 2 
1 -5 
1 -1 
1 -125 
2 1 5 
1 I 
1 529 
2 1 3 
1 -з 
1 1 1 
1 27 
1 2 -135 
1 1 19321 
2 2 -8405 
1 1 -ι 
9 
36 
36 
56 
504 
504 
1 
9 
9 
72 
50 
48 
7 
112 
28 
560 
512 
2401 
115248 
183750 
18 
18 
72 
8 
29400 
8 
5145 
56 
50 
29400 
β 
32 
288 
1792 
2744 
30625 
9 
32 
32 
9 
9 
1875 
18 
1536 
9 
7 
625 
75 
1 
7 
43904 
263424 
10976 
2800 
75 
2800 
1 
1 
9 
256 
18 
1875 
9 
9 
9 
112 
18 
1008 
63 
18 
14 700 
35 
100 
36 
1600 
50176 
307328 
460992 
β 
IO 
6 
610 
7 9 
910 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 1 1 
8 1 1 
8 1 1 
8 1 1 
5 2 1 
β 1 1 
8 1 1 
5 1 1 
β 1 1 
8 1 1 
β 1 1 
5 1 
5 2 
5 1 1 
8 2 
8 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 1 
1 -5 
1 
Ι 
1 -5 
1 5 
Ι S 
Ι -5 
1 
1 -525 
1 -5 
1 
1 
1 -12 
1 -84 
2 -1 
2 2402 
1 
1 -2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 -7 
1 12 
1 
1 2464 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 -2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 12 
1 12 
1 
1 -108 
1 -108 
2 121 
1 202 
2 -1 
1 2 
2 -3 
2 1 
2 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 84 
1 2 -2402 
1 1 -2 
36 
4 
4 
56 
56 
36 
36 
36 
18 
8 
14700 
18 
112 
63 
1008 
20580 
.02« 
460992 
18 
320 
4 
36 
8 
588 
896 
205800 
168 
367500 
8 
8 
32 
40 
3584 
9 
160 
9 
288 
32 
2 
18 
600 
600 
9 
1 
2800 
1 
1 
) 2800 
i 87808 
> 43904 
> 21952 
2 7 
1 
« 625 
1 1 
2 7 
5 9 
5 1536 
1 2 
i 9 
2 9 
1 112 
1 7 
1 18 
1 28 
1 18 
1 36 
1 4 
5 336 
1 294 
5 72 
1 11760 
9 6272 
5 1843968 
7 320 
5 72 
3 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
β 
9 
3 
4 
4 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
9 
9 
4 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
8 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
9 
10 
3 
4 
6 
6 
3 
4 
4 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
9 
6 
7 
9 
10 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 Ι 
5 1 
5 1 
β 2 1 
β 1 1 
5 1 1 
5 1 1 
β 1 1 
5 1 1 
5 1 1 
5 1 
8 1 1 
8 1 1 
5 2 
5 1 
8 2 
5 2 
S 2 
5 1 
8 1 
β 1 
5 1 
5 1 
β 1 
5 2 
5 1 
β 2 
5 1 
β 1 
5 1 
β 1 
β 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 Ι 
8 . 
S 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
β 1 
Ι -5 
1 -5 
1 -1 
1 -ι 
1 -3 
1 
1 -27 
1 169 
1 -2645 
1 -529 
1 -15 
1 -2187 
Ι 845 
1 -1083 
1 -35 
1 -10 
1 -361 
1 -10 
1 -361 
1 -4489 
2 -120409 
1 361 
1 361 
1 -121 
1 -121 
1 147 
1 1 1805 
2 2 675 
2 1 10 
Ι 1 1 
Table A l l 183 
Мі^2 ti Υιί2Γι »ll'J » 'i 2 Г, 
9 5 θ 
9 6 8 
9 8 5 
10 6 5 
10 6 β 
2 6 8 
3 6 8 
310 β 
4 711 
6 6 8 
6 9 8 
280! 
433 
-302! 
-з; 
162< 
-9361 
9 
72 
1250 
48 
112 
7 
112 
35 
25088 
1254¿ 
2401 
100 
2352 
9 
β 
18 
252 
252 
18 
7350 
168 
49 
2 
252 
252 
41160 
175616 
87808 
43904 
1075648 
2151296 
1120 
168 
252 
25 
5600 
625 
18 
IS 
18 
252 
IS 
S 
18 
48 
18 
25088 
3136 
76832 
175 
112 
28 
112 
11760 
18 
72 
18 
S 
2352 
98 
¡843968 
1600 
β 
7350 
175 
1250 
36 
18 
1C08 
18 
112 
28 
2 
18 
9 
5 
131712 
IS 
529 
5 
-5 
-125 
-5 
-2209 
2535 
19321 
-8405 
289 
5 
1 
5 
2 
14700 
18 
2β 
100Θ 
63 
82320 
50.76 
307328 
460992 
7150 
18 
18 
72 
9 
2 
-243 
-1 
-1 
-243 
-75 
662 7 
01761 
93615 
-5625 
-243 
-1 
-1 
27 
243 
-289 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
675 
-3645 
5041 
-5 
-5 
-147 
-5 
-225 
-15 
-25 
-5 
-1 
-1 
361 
-529 
-1 
-9 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-2 
9 
9 
5600 
56 
9 
2 
28 
5600 
2744 
87808 
175616 
1075648 
2.51296 
268912 
5600 
28 
28 
'225 
2744 
7350 
2 
18 
28 
28 
18 
72 
9 
100 
4 
50176 
307328 
115248 
316 
63 
112 
28 
1250 
4 
В 
9 
72 
25086 
3136 
76832 
48 
36 
4 
16464 
.4 700 
18 
112 
28 
18 
7 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
21011 
3 911 
4 7 β 
13005 
-1267 
-112 
-26522 
1624 
52 
-326 
-3645 
6 611 
610 8 
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M | | i 2 u Уі<ггі, 
3 3 
3 7 
ή 4 
4 6 
4 9 
β 1 
8 1 
8 1 
β 1 
θ 1 
5 811 1 
6 3 
6 6 
6 6 
6 6 
β 2 
8 1 
β 1 
β 2 
6 611 1 
6 7 
9 
β 1 
β 2 
7 411 1 
7 7 8 1 
β Sil 1 
9 311 1 
9 6 
6 2 
6 6 
7 3 
7 6 
9 4 
10 3 
2 6 
3 6 
3 9 
4 6 
6 6 
6 6 
6 9 
610 
3 4 
4 4 
S 4 
6 4 
6 7 
6 7 
7 7 
9 4 
3 6 
3 9 
4 6 
4 9 
6 6 
6 6 
6 6 
6 7 
6 9 
610 
610 
7 7 
β 7 
9 6 
910 
3 β 
4 S 
5 9 
6 9 
610 
610 
Β θ 
9 8 
6 6 
6 6 
6 9 
610 
7 7 
9 6 
910 
10 9 
4 4 
β 1 
S 1 
8 1 
7 411 1 
1 -1 
1 841 
1 -1 
1 -10 
1 -71289 
2 1245005 
1 -25 
1 -1 
1 841 
1 -4 
1 -4 
1 -10 
1 -3645 
1 -4 
1 1369 
1 -4 
2 15 
1 -1 
1 15 
1 -507 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 81 
2 -135 
1 -25 
1 -1 
1 -125 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 25 
1 1 -5 
1 -5 
1 2 -1 
1 -5 
1 -1 
1 Ι -1 
1 1 16 
1 
9 
3675 
7 
9 
5 
63 
537824 
3226944 
33614 
49 
7 
7 
5 
3675 
5 
9 
63 
2 
21952 
9 
7350 
9 
9 
32 
32 
9 
32 
1792 
224 
32 
32 
β 
24 
β 
224 
4480 
168 
24 
β 
β 
1β 
48 
18 
25088 
12544 
1568 
21 
1008 
28 
112 
50 
4 
8 
9 
36 
4 
36 
504 
56 
56 
4 
36 
448 
672 
2ββ 
32 
6 
32 
9 
9 
75 
10 
10 
6 
8 
5 
7 
4 
9 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
3 
6 
8 
7 
4 
6 
3 
6 
4 
2 
6 
6 
6 
6 
310 
310 
610 
7 
7 
8 
9 
3 
4 
6 
7 
9 
7 
9 
9 
511 
6 9 
610 
7 
8 
9 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
9 
10 
4 
7 
8 1 
8 1 
β 1 
β Ι 
β 1 
8 1 
β 1 
8 1 
8 2 
8 2 
1 2 
711 1 
7 
θ 1 
1 2 
1 -2 
1 -1 
1 1024 
2 15625 
1 -18605 
2 -10609 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 8464 
1 -1 
2 -1215 
1 -26569 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 -5 
2 75 
1 -3 
1 -3 
1 -1 
2 -1875 
1 -45 
2 -169 
1 -3 
1 -1 
1 -5 
1 -1 
1 -25 
1 -1 
2 -15 
1 -3 
Ι -1 
1 -1 
1 16 
7 
9 
1 
147 
1 
9 
5145 
3226944 
537824 
201684 
49 
21 
9 
25725 
1 
1 
9 
7 
18 
43904 
91875 
9 
18 
2 
32 
288 
9 
50 
3584 
40 
288 
β 
50 
8 
168 
224 
12 
Β 
β 
72 
9 
25 
4 
50176 
1568 
2352 
336 
63 
112 
64 
12 
18 
36 
36 
36 
1 
504 
56 
4 
36 
36 
224 
32 
32 
32 
9 
9 
32 
10 
75 
10 
6 8 1 
911 1 
6 Β 1 
711 1 
5 
3 
4 
6 
6 
8 1 
8 1 
8 2 
8 1 
8 2 
611 1 
611 2 
β 1 
β 1 
β 1 
8 1 
S 1 
β 1 
β 1 
β 1 
611 1 
411 1 
311 1 
211 1 
610 
610 
7 
7 
9 
9 
6 
9 
6 
9 
310 
5 
6 
6 
8 
9 
9 
610 
7 9 
811 
910 
6 
6 
6 
7 
610 
7 
9 
9 
10 
7 
6 
6 
9 
6 
4 
β 1 
8 1 
β 1 
1 10 
1 -5 
1 -2 
1 -6724 
1 -39605 
2 1388645 
1 45 
1 -45 
1 -10 
1 -1014 
1 676 
1 -1 
1 1369 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 -5 
1 -3 
1 -1 
1 -3 
1 -2 
1 -ι 
1 -27 
1 -5 
1 125 
1 21 
1 -1 
1 -5 
1 -1 
ι -S 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 -9 
1 25 
1 -1 
1 2 
1 -5 
1 392 
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Ma Α ИіИг f і ' г Г и ίι/гГ, 
3 1 Э 2 2 3 
3 1 3 3 1 3 
3 2 2 1 2 2 
3 1 1 1 1 
6 2 9 1 1 
6 6 8 1 1 
7 3 8 1 1 
7 6 8 I I 
9 4 8 1 1 
10 3 8 1 1 
8 1 8 1 1 
9 2 8 1 1 
10 211 1 1 
п s e il 
4 3 5 1 . 
4 5 8 1 ! 
4 6 8 1 1 
4 В 5 1 1 
7 4 5 ι : 
7 6 5 1 . 
7 6 8 1 2 
7 8 8 1 1 
6 2 5 1 1 
6 3 8 1 1 
6 6 5 1 1 
6 6 8 1 1 
7 4 8 1 1 
9 2 8 1 1 
9 6 5 1 1 
IO 6 5 1 1 
6 3 5 1 1 
6 4 8 . 1 
6 6 5 1 2 
6 6 8 L 1 
6 7 5 1 1 
6 9 8 1 1 
7 4 8 1 1 
7 6 8 1 1 
7 7 8 1 1 
9 3 5 I I 
9 6 5 1 1 
9 6 8 1 2 
9 9 8 1 1 
10 6 5 1 2 
10 9 5 1 1 
6 6 5 1 1 
6 6 8 1 1 
6 9 5 1 1 
610 8 1 1 
7 7 8 1 1 
9 6 8 1 1 
910 5 1 1 
10 9 5 1 1 
8 3 8 1 1 
8 7 8 1 1 
9 3 5 1 1 
9 6 5 1 1 
9 6 8 1 2 
9 9 8 1 1 
10 6 5 1 2 
10 9 5 1 1 
4 4 5 1 1 
7 7 5 1 1 
6 6 5 1 1 
6 9 5 1 1 
7 7 5 1 1 
9 7 5 I I 
IO 9 5 1 1 
8 9 5 1 1 
910 5 1 1 
1 -507 
1 529 
1 -432 
1 52! 
2 3125 
1 37249 
1 -1024 
1 -529 
1 
\ 
1 -84 
1 28 
1 
2 
112 
9 
50 
9 
9 
1 
9 
5 
l 
8 
8 
168 
8 
50 
4480 
41160 
8 
32 
288 
1792 
343 
30625 
9 
32 
32 
8 
58800 
6272 
460992 
64 
8 
183750 
25725 
14 700 
18 
28 
112 
18 
112 
9 
448 
672 
288 
32 
6 
32 
9 
9 
36 
4 
36 
56 
56 
36 
56 
9 
150 
3750 
112 
18 
Î 1875 
9 
! 9 
9 
9 
6 3 8 1 
6 6 8 I 
7 4 8 1 
9 2 8 1 
9 6 8 1 
10 6 8 1 
8 3 8 1 
9 311 1 
.0 3 8 1 
4 4 5 1 
4 6 5 I 
4 6 8 1 
4 9 8 1 
7 4 8 1 
7 6 5 1 
7 7 5 1 
7 9 5 1 
6 2 8 I 
6 4 5 1 
6 6 5 1 
7 3 8 1 
7 6 5 1 
9 3 5 1 
9 6 8 1 
10 6 β 1 
6 3 8 1 
6 6 5 1 
6 6 5 1 
6 6 8 1 
6 7 8 1 
7 3 8 1 
7 5 5 1 
7 6 8 1 
7 8 8 1 
9 4 8 1 
9 6 5 1 
9 7 5 1 
10 3 8 1 
10 6 8 1 
6 6 5 1 
6 7 5 1 
6 9 8 1 
7 6 5 1 
7 9 5 1 
9 7 5 1 
10 6 5 1 
8 4 5 1 
8 8 8 1 
9 4 8 1 
9 6 5 1 
9 7 5 1 
10 3 8 1 
10 6 8 1 
11 5 8 I 
4 7 5 1 
6 6 5 1 
6 0 5 1 
7 9 5 1 
9.0 5 1 
8 1 5 1 
10 9 5 1 
1 1 -5 
1 1 -361 
1 1 -2 
1 1 -4 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -5 
1 1 -3 
1 1 -3 
2 1 -2 
1 1 -24649 
2 1 -3 
1 2 -27 
1 1 1 
1 . -3 
1 . -5 
1 I -225 
2 2 375 
2 1 -25 
1 1 -5 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 
2 1 121 
2 1 -125 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 
1 2 15 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -3 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 
2 1 25 
1 1 -1 
1 1 -9 
1 1 -1 
1 1 16 
1 2 5 
: ι -ι 
1 1 2 
1 1 1 
1 1 5 
18 
672 
1875 
9 
18 
2 
9 
9 
9 
100 
896 
21 
8 
367500 
224 
100 
β 
32 
160 
3564 
9 
40 
9 
288 
32 
72 
25088 
'2544 
76832 
48 
36 
4 
82320 
4 
18 
1008 
18 
9 
7 
224 
32 
32 
32 
9 
9 
32 
4 
4 
36 
504 
36 
9 
56 
1 
75 
672 
2 
9 
9 
1 
9 
6 
6 
7 
9 
10 
В 
9 
11 
4 
4 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
9 
10 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
6 
6 
4 
β 1 1 
611 1 1 
411 1 1 
311 1 1 
211 1 1 
511 1 1 
5 8 1 1 
111 1 1 
4 
6 
7 
3 
5 
6 
7 
3 
4 
6 
4 
6 
4 
3 
4 
6 
6 
6 
9 
4 
6 
7 
9 
5 
6 
β 
6 
6 
6 
7 
610 
7 
9 
9 
10 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
И 
7 
6 
7 
9 
10 
9 
И 
6 
6 
9 
6 
5 
9 
5 
6 
β 
6 
6 
В 
4 
7 
6 
6 
6 
8 
β 
8 1 1 
3 1 2 
8 1 1 
8 1 
5 1 
β 1 
β 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 1 
β 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
θ 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
β 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 1 
β 1 
5 1 
8 1 
5 1 
β 1 
β 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
8 1 
5 1 
5 1 
8 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
1 -ι 
1 -2 
1 -2 
1 -ι 
1 -4 
1 529 
1 15 
1 -4489 
1 2209 
1 -1083 
1 -5 
1 2187 
1 -27 
2 1587 
1 -90 
2 -361 
1 -5 
1 21 
1 -5 
Ι 25 
1 -5 
Ι 1 -25 
Ι Ι -5 
2 1 -5 
1 -1 
1 1 -4 
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В COMPUTERPROGRAMS 
A number of computer programs (written in FORTRAN IV) are available to calcu­
late outer coefficients, CG-coefficients, isoscalar factors, 6μ-, and 9ц-соеГГісіепІ5. 
They are all coded as subroutines, supplying a simple interface. The programs 
which are available are listed below, 
CG2 SU(2) CG-coefficients 
CGSU3 SU(3)=.SU(2)xU(l) isoscalar factors 
CGSNO /C-factors for Sp=lSp-l 
CGSNOO CG-coefficients for Sp 
J9FAST SU(2) 9j -coefficients 
NFAK outer coefficients for Sp 
SU39J SU(3) 9μ-α3είίια6ηί8 
SUNISO isoscalar factors for SU(n,M2)=>SU(«,)xSU(n2) 
SUN6J SU(n) 6H-coefficients. 
Computer programs 187 
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antiquark, 88 
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associdte(d) Young diagram, 19 
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baryon-baryon content of 6-quark systems, 101 
broken symmetry. 10 
Casimir operator, 63,114 
center of mass coordinate, 93 
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Sp 25 
character table 24 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
Sp, 32,33 
SU(3), 64 
SU(n), 62 
Clebsch-Gordan series, 
V 30 
SL(n), 61 
color magnetic interaction, 114 
color, 10,85 
completeness relation for Sp irreps, 43 
complex conjugate irrep, 59 
complex conjugate representation, 25 
conjugate elements. 17 
conjugate representation, 48 
conjugate space, 48 
conjugation class, 17 
contravanant tensor, 49 
contravanant vector. 48 
Index 
coupling scheme. 69 
covariant tensor, 49 
o n a n a n t vector, 48 
cycle, 15 
disjunct, 15 
odd,even. 17 
defining (fundamental) representation, 11,47 85 
dimension, 
Sp irrep, 23 
SU(n) irrep, 57 
double coset, 76 
equivalent tensors, 49 
Euclidean coordinates, 93 
exact symmetry, 10 
flavor, 10,85 
fundamental (defining) representation, 11,47,85 
group theory, 9 
hadron, 11,83 
Hamiltonian, 10 
hook, 20 
hooklength, 20 
hookproduct, 20 
hooktableau, 20 
induced representation, 35 
inner product, 30 
invariant subspace, 32 
invariant tensor, 51 
irreducible representation, 22 
irreducible tensor, 49,53 
SU(n), examples, 59 
irrep, 22 
standard matrix form for Sp, 28 
isoscalar factor, 
SU(3), 64 
ВЩп^г^ВЩп^хЗЩпг), 81 
isospin, 10,85 
Jacobi coordinates, 93 
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K-factors, 33 
Kronecker product, 30 
Kroneckor tensor, 51 
Levi-Civita tensor. 51 
magnetic quantum numbers, 63 
mass shift operator, 114 
multiplicity index, 
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for SU(n), 61 
multiplicity problem for SU(n), 65 
multiquark systems, 11,83 
Λ and Σ mass splitting, 117 
3-quark wavefunctions, 89,95 
6-quark coupling to two baryons, 101,104,105 
6-quark wavefunctions, 97 
q2q~ mass shift operator, 117 
i74<7-baryon decay, 131 
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mass shift operator, 114.116 
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one-gluon exchange in baryon-baryon systems, 133 
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partition, 18 
Pauli principle, 86 
permutation, 15 
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permutation group, 15 
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physical decomposition chain, 86 
projection operator, 43 
Quantum Chromo Dynamics, 83 
quantum mechanical representation group, 10 
quantum mechanics, 10 
quark, 83 
Index 
recoupling 122 
regular application of boxes 26 
resonating group, 84 
S,. 
elements. 18 
hooktableaux, 21 
irrep matrices, 29 
tensor representation, 44,55 
5,), elements, 18 
V 15 
shift operator, 43 
spatial symmetry, 85 
spatial wavefunction, 93 
3-quark system, 95 
6-quark system, 97 
special unitary group, 47 
spin, 10,85 
spinor, 10 
spurious states, 96 
standard form for Sp irrcps, 28 
standard irreducible tensor, 53 
standard Young tableau, 19 
strong interaction, 83 
SU(n), 47 
ЗІДи^хЗІДлг) content of S L C « ^ ) irreps. 78 
subduced representation, 37,78 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift wordt ingegaan op die aspecten van de symmetrische groep en 
de unitaire groepen die vanuit een natuurkundig standpunt van belang kunnen zijn. 
Deze meer wiskundig gerichte theoretische behandeling wordt toegelicht aan de 
hand van korte door de tekst heen geplaatste voorbeelden en een aantal uitgebreide 
toepassingen in de deeltjesfysica. Deze laatste toepassingen liggen voornamelijk op 
het gebied van de koppeling van deeltjesgolffunkties. 
Het eerste hoofdstuk bevat een korte inleiding over het verband tussen 
wiskunde en natuurkunde in het algemeen en de relevantie van de groepentheorie in 
het bijzonder. Tevens is in dit hoofdstuk een kort overzicht van de inhoud te vin-
den. 
Het tweede hoofdstuk is in zijn geheel gewijd aan de symmetrische groep. Dit 
is de groep gevormd door de verzameling van alle permutaties van een aantal 
voorwerpen. Een centraal aspect vormt de studie van de voorstellingen van de 
groep in een tensorruimte, waarbij de precíese vorm van de gebruikte unitaire ma-
trices van belang is. De voorstellingen worden bestudeerd aan de hand van Young-
diagrammen, figuren die het mogelijk maken allerlei eigenschappen op simpele 
wijze af te leiden. Een voorbeeld hiervan vormt het uitprodukt. Dit is een produkt 
van representaties van verschillende symmetrische groepen maar van dezelfde uni-
taire groep. Het is mogelijk voor dit uitprodukt coëfficiënten ("outer coefficients") 
te definiëren, die de manier beschrijven waarop de vektoren in de representa-
tieruimte koppelen. Dit gaat min of meer analoog als bij de Clebsch-Gordan 
coëfficiënten voor het Kronecker produkt. Dit is echter een produkt binnen een en 
dezelfde symmetrische groep. 
Het verband tussen de symmetrische en de unitaire groep wordt uitgebreid 
behandeld in het derde hoofdstuk. Door de representaties van de symmetrische en 
de unitaire groep in dezelfde tensorruimte te bekijken wordt het mogelijk allerlei -
van fysisch belang zijnde - eigenschappen van de unitaire groepen uit te rekenen 
met behulp van de symmetrische groep. Dit leidt in de meeste gevallen tot een 
vereenvoudiging van de berekening. Er worden voor de unitaire groep een aantal 
koppelingscoefficiënten bestudeerd, de 6μ- en 9μ-ΰ06ίίίαοη1εη en de isoscalar fak-
toren. De 6μ-α)είίιαεηΐ6η zijn in feite de matrixelementen van een bepaalde basis-
transformatie, terwijl de 9μ-ΰ06Ϊηαεηΐεη de matrixelementen van een verwisselings­
operator vormen. De gegeneraliseerde isoscalar faktoren kunnen gebruikt worden 
om de Clebsch-Gordan coëfficiënten voor een grotere unitaire groep te relateren 
aan het produkt van Clebsch-Gordan coëfficiënten van bepaalde unitaire ondergroe-
pen. 
Het vierde hoofdstuk bevat uitgebreidere fysische toepassingen van de in het 
voorafgaande behandelde theorie. Een eerste toepassing is de classificatie van 
deeltjes, opgebouwd uit quarks, aan de hand van verschillende symmetrieën. Ver-
der wordt uitgelegd hoe de golffunkties voor deze deeltjes te construeren zijn. 
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Hierbij wordt ook aandacht besteed aan de ruimtelijke golffunktie Een andere be­
langrijke toepassing is de koppeling van deeltjesgolffunkties bijvoorbeeld twee 
deeltjes die een of meerdere quarks uitwisselen, waarbij het van belang is de 
(gewichten van de) mogelijke eindtoestanden na de uitwisseling te bepalen Dit is 
te doen met behulp van de 9μ-ΰοείίϊαεηΙεη en isoscalar faktoren die, blijkens de 
theorie van het derde hoofdstuk, in principe onafhankelijk van de unitaire groep 
bepaald kunnen worden. Het is ook mogelijk met deze 9u-coefficienten de matnx-
elementen van een symmetrische meer-deeltjes operator voor een complex systeem 
uit te rekenen door op simpele wijze de mogelijke twee-deeltjes subsystemen te clas­
sificeren Dit wordt toegelicht aan de hand van onder andere de massa-operator in 
het quark-bagmodel 
Op het eind van het proefschrift is een groot aantal tabellen te vinden die het 
gebruik van de theorie in concrete berekeningen kan vergemakkelijken. 
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SI ELLINGEN 
1 
Het is helaas te weinig bekend dal het gebruik van groepeiuheoretisdie Loncepien in 
bepaalde fysische berekeningen overbodig is en vervangen kan woiden dooi een­
voudige tel-argumenten 
I M Shmushkcvich, Dokl Akad Njuk SSSR 103, 215 (1955) 
2 
In het invariante Λρ-inassaspectruin van de reaktie K"d —* Αρπ' komt een 
schouder voor boven de Σρ drempel Deze kan beschreven worden als een gevolg 
van faseruimte-eflekten ben zoigvuldige analyse van dit probleem kan opheldering 
verschallen omtrent de eventuele aanwezigheid van resonanties 
G loker, A Gal en J M Eisenberg, Nud Phyb A362, 4Ü5 (1981) 
3 
De van der Waals-krachten, welke optreden tussen baryonen ten gevolge van de 
kleurwisselwerking van de quarks, zijn niet additief en deihalve niet in slrijd met 
het Cavendish-experiment. 
S Matsuyama en H Міуага а, Prog Pheor Phyb 61,942(1479) 
G Femberg en J Suther, l'hyb Rev Ü2Ü, 1717 (1979) 
4 
Er bestaat geen eenduidig verband tussen het discrete spectrum van een potentiaal 
die een peimanente opsluiting geelt en de polen die optreden in de veistrooungsma-
tnx wanneer een dergelijk systeem woidt gekoppeld aan open kanalen 
5 
In de reaklie pp —* ЛЛ impliceert hei V^ereatie/annihilatie mechanisme met nood­
zakelijk een iclatieve /'-goll tussen Λ en Λ bij de ΛΛ drempel 
Ρ Barnes el al, CLKN repoit СЫ<М/РЬСС/т-69 (19H1) 
6 
Indien bepaalde niutrix-elenienlen bij nadere beschouwing eenvoudige SU(2) 
Clebbch-Gordan coëtiicienten blijken te ¿ijn, is het vcimelden hiervan oen goede 
service aan de lezer. 
M. Harvey, Nucí. Phys. A352, 301,326 (1У81) 
7 
Door een verhoogd streven naur maximale kwaliteit leidt het gebruik van tekst-
verwerkende apparatuur in de praktijk meestal niet tol de beoogde tijdwinst. 
8 
Protesten tegen ingrijpende besnoeiingen op de kwaliteit van het onderwijs worden 
bij voorbaat verdacht (en dus kansloos) gemaakt door tegelijkertijd ook een 
bezuiniging op het salaris voor het onderwijzend personeel aan te kondigen. 
9 
Het commerciële succes van jonge Hi Tech -ondernemingen is mede afhankelijk van 
toevallige exteine omstandigheden. Het samenbrengen van deigelijke bedrijven in 
Science Parks in de nabijheid van onderzoeksinstellmgen, waar begeleiding aanwezig 
is, biedt onder andere de mogelijkheid die alluinkelijkheid te verminderen. 
N.S. Scgjl, Universities and Advanced Technology New Firms in ureal Britain, Intcrnunonul 
Workihop on the Future of Industrial Liaison, Technische UniversiiUt Berlin (1УЮ) 
Werkgroep Uiuversiteii-Bedrijtsleven-Overheid Regio Nijmegen, buehting üelder-Kcnnis (І 83), 
Research Park Nijmegen (19MJ 
10 
Ter bevordering van de communicatie tussen samenleving en wetenschap is het sterk 
aan te bevelen een cursus populariseren van de natuurwetenschappen als onderdeel 
van elke natuurwetenschappelijke studie op te nemen. 
Nijmegen, 13 juni 1984 
L.J.A.M. Somers 


